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Overview

About Analytics Framework Service
The Predix platform provides the Analytics Framework service to simplify developing advanced business
analyses and deploying them to business operations. This service provides the following features for
developing and embedding advanced analyses in industrial operations.

Analytics Catalog
A software repository for sharing reusable analytics, both subscription analytics purchased from
Predix Catalog and non-subscription analytics you develop. Analytic developers upload their custom
analytics and supporting files to the Analytics Catalog for easy management and reuse. The catalog
also facilitates deploying analytics into production on the Predix platform.

Orchestration Runtime
An orchestration is a group of analytics to be run as a single unit. The orchestration runtime provides
the ability to configure, execute, validate, and monitor analytic execution. You can perform analytic
orchestration through the runtime's configuration and parametrization capabilities, reducing the need
for custom coding and point-to-point integrations. As business needs evolve and new analytics are
developed, these configurations can be readily updated and redeployed. The runtime is an efficient,
scalable, cloud-based approach for both the development and production use of advanced business
analyses.

Scheduler
The scheduler provides the ability to schedule the execution of analytics or orchestrations of analytics
on time-based intervals, also called a job. You can create a job, retrieve both job definitions and
history, update definitions, and delete jobs.

Based on standard architectures, open technologies and methodologies, the Analytics Framework
provides the following value to your organization.

Analytic Developers

• Faster analytic solution development by abstracting the complexity of developing and deploying
orchestrations in the cloud.

• Ability to test and validate orchestrations in the cloud.
• Faster analytic solution deployment by favoring configuration over coding. Changes to

orchestration configurations (data sources, asset applicability, and so on) have been simplified.

Application Developers

• Faster analytic solution development by abstracting the complexity of developing and deploying
orchestrations in the cloud.

• Ability to test and validate orchestrations in the cloud.
• Faster analytic solution deployment by favoring configuration over coding. Changes to

orchestration configurations (data sources, asset applicability, and so on) have been simplified.

The catalog supports analytics written in Java, Matlab, and Python and the runtime supports analytics
from the catalog.

The following figure shows an example workflow as an analytic moves through the framework, from
development to execution. The analytic moves through the process starting with being uploaded to the
catalog, then tested, and then deployed to a production environment. Next, the orchestration runtime
runs an individual analytic or an orchestration of analytics for evaluation or production use.
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Figure 1: Example Developer Workflow Using Analytics Framework Service

Stage 1: Develop the Analytic
Develop the analytic in either Java, Matlab, or Python. This work is done outside of the Analytics
Framework service.

Stage 2: Upload the Analytic to the Catalog
Add the analytic to the catalog and upload the artifact.

Stage 3: Validate the Analytic
(3a) Test the analytic with a sample data set and verify the results.

(3b) If necessary, modify the analytic and upload new artifact to the catalog.

Stage 4: Deploy the Analytic
Deploy the analytic to your production environment.

Stage 5: Configure the Orchestration
Configure the order of analytic execution within an orchestration workflow and the mapping of
analytic inputs and outputs to data sources.

Stage 6: Execute the Orchestration

Stage 7: Monitor the Orchestration Execution Status
Retrieve the orchestration execution results for each orchestration step.

Stage 8: Schedule a Job to Run an Analytic Execution
Schedule the execution of an orchestration or an individual analytic on a time-based interval, also
known as a job.
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Get Started

Analytics Framework Service Setup
Like other Predix platform services, authentication access to Analytics Framework is controlled by the
designated trusted issuer and managed by the User Account and Authentication (UAA) web service. A
UAA service instance must be already set up as the trusted issuer before getting started with the
Analytics Framework service.

If you want to create a new Analytics Framework service instance, start with Task Roadmap: Setting Up
Analytics Framework Service Instance on page 3.

Integrating with Analytics Framework

The Predix Analytics Framework service can be integrated with Time Series and/or Asset Data services to
provide reading/writing data capability. If you want to integrate these services together, create your
Predix Asset and Time Series service instances before creating your Analytics Framework service
instance. Once completed, you can run cf update-service command to configure these services to
be used together. The following configuration parameters must be added to "dependentServices" list
and added to UAA client ID for scheduler (either scope or authorities or both)

Service Required Value Information

Predix Asset Predix asset zone id Provide the dependent Predix Asset

service instance zone id. The zone id can

be found by running the command cf
service <asset-
instance-name> --guid

Predix Time Series Predix timeseries zone id Provide the dependent Predix Time Series

service instance zone id. The zone id can

be found by running the command cf
service <timeseries-
instance-name> --guid

For more information about configuration changes needed when integrating with Predix Asset and Time
Series, see Updating an Analytics Framework Service Instance on page 11 and Configuring an OAuth2
Client for Predix Asset and Time Series Integration on page 10.

Task Roadmap: Setting Up Analytics Framework Service
Instance

A task roadmap provides the recommended order of steps to complete a process and serves as a planning
guide. Use the following roadmaps as a guide for creating your Analytics Framework service instance.

This service can be created either using the Predix console or from the command line.
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Prerequisites

No. Task Information

1. Familiarize yourself with Predix platform concepts See What is Predix Platform?

2. Set up your Predix development environment See Task Roadmap: Predix Development

Environment Setup

3. Create the Predix Hello World application if you do not have your own

application.

See Creating and Deploying a Simple Web

App to Cloud Foundry

Tip: You will later bind your service

instance to an app to provision service

details in the VCAP_SERVICES

environmental variable. Cloud Foundry

runtime uses the VCAP_SERVICES

environment variable to communicate

with a deployed application about its

environment

4. Configure the trusted issuer. See Creating a UAA Service Instance

Tip: () service is the authorization server

that Predix platform services use for

authentication. The maximum number of

instances that you can create in your

space is 10. As a best practice, use the

same instance with each of your services.

Task Roadmap: Setting Up an Analytics Framework Service Instance

No. Task Information

1. Create the service instance • Using Predix console: Creating an

Analytics Framework Service

Instance on page 6

• Using command line: Using the

Command Line to Create an Analytics

Framework Service Instance on page

7

Note: The Analytics Framework requires

three dedicated OAuth2 clients to fully

manage service features. Save the client

id and client secret values provided

during service creation for future use.

2. Review the OAuth2 client recommendations See OAuth2 Client Recommendations for

Analytics Framework Service on page 5

3. Create the OAuth2 clients See Creating an OAuth2 Client
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No. Task Information

4. Configure the OAuth2 clients to manage authentication for the

service

See

• Using Predix console:

◦ Creating an OAuth2 Client

◦ Configuring an OAuth2 Client for

Analytics Framework on page

8

• Using command line:

◦ Configuring an OAuth2 Client for

Scheduler Using UAAC on page

9

5. (Optional, only if integrated with Predix Asset and/or ) Update the

dependent services list

See Updating an Analytics Framework

Service Instance on page 11

6. Bind your application to the service instance See Binding an Application to an Analytics

Framework Instance on page 14

7. Create a service key for access when outside the Cloud Foundry

environment

See Creating Service Keys on page 13

8. Verify the binding and retrieve the environment variables values See Verifying the Binding on page 15

About the Postman Collections for Analytics Services
You can use Postman to test your analytics service REST API requests.

Sample requests for all analytics services APIs can be found in the Postman collections provided for your
use. These Postman collections can be used as is or customized to test your service REST API requests
when developing your application. Follow the instructions at https://github.com/PredixDev/predix-
analytics-sample/tree/master/postman to import these collections and to configure your Postman
environment to connect to your service instances.

OAuth2 Client Recommendations for Analytics Framework
Service

The Analytics Framework requires two dedicated OAuth2 clients to fully manage all service features. You
can use the UAA Dashboard (Client Management tab) or the UAA command-line interface (UAAC) to
create and configure a client for the framework.

is the identity management service used to authenticate users and register OAuth2 clients for Predix
platform. It acts as an OAuth2 provider, issuing tokens for client applications to use when acting on behalf
of Predix cloud users. Before using any Predix platform service, you must first set up a service instance to
act as your trusted issuer. All access to the Predix service will be authenticated by its designated trusted
issuer.

When you create the service instance, an admin client is created for bootstrap purposes. While you can
use this admin client to manage your Analytics Framework service instance, you will need a total of two
clients to manage all features effectively. It is recommended you use two dedicated OAuth2 clients to
manage the Analytics Framework service and features.

As part of service instance creation, you will provide three separate client id and client secret values.
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• Analytics Framework client: The OAuth2 client for the framework service instance. You can use the
admin client for the UAA instance acting as the authenticator for the Analytics Framework service
instance, or create a new dedicated client.

• Scheduler feature client: A dedicated OAuth2 client for the scheduler feature. Save the client id
(Runtime client id) and client secret (Runtime client secret) values for future use.

Whenever a new OAuth2 client is created, the client is assigned default scopes and authorities. You will
configure the additional authority and scope settings specific to the framework as a separate step. For
example, each client requires specific Authorized Grant Types and Refresh Token Validity settings be
configured.

For more information and instructions, see Creating an OAuth2 Client.

Passing Configuration Parameters Using a File
When creating or updating an Analytics Framework service instance, you can pass the configuration
parameters in a file instead of as a single line.

For example, when creating the Analytics Framework instance, your configuration file may resemble the
following.

{
  "trustedIssuerIds": [
    "<uaa_instance_issuerId>"
  ],
  "runtimeClientId": "<my_runtime_client_id>",
  "runtimeClientSecret": "<my_runtime_client_secret>",
  "predixAssetZoneId": "<my_predix_asset_zone_id>",
  "predixTimeseriesZoneId": "<my_predix_timeseries_zone_id>"
}

When using this method you can pass the path to the file after the -c command when using either
create or update. For example:

cf update-service <my_service_instance> -c myFile.txt

Creating an Analytics Framework Service Instance
Create a new service using Predix console as follows. Alternatively, you can create the service from the
command line.

Procedure

1. Sign into your Predix account, then navigate to Catalog > Services > Analytics Framework tile.
2. Select the desired plan and click Subscribe.

The New service instance page displays. Complete the fields in this form to create a new Analytics
Framework service instance. Required fields are noted by an asterisk (*).

3. Select the desired Org, then the Space, from list. Once the creation process is completed, the new
service instance will reside in selected location in Predix cloud.

4. From the User Account & Authentication (UAA) field, select the UAA instance to act as the
authenticator for the service instance.
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• Select existing UAA: Select the UAA instance name from the list. You can create or modify
OAuth2 clients using the Client Management tab in the UAA Dashboard.

• Subscribe to New UAA: Select to create a new UAA instance. Click the plus (+) symbol for
instructions.

5. Complete the configuration fields as follows. Save the values you provide for future use.

Feature Field Description

Scheduler Runtime client id Provide a non-admin UAA client id to be used for running scheduled jobs.

Note: It is recommended that the client have a non-expiring refresh token to accommodate
long running scheduled jobs.

Scheduler Runtime client
secret

Provide the UAA client secret. If you have forgotten this value, you can create a new UAA
Client and save the client secret for future use.

6. Click Create Service.

The service instance is created in the Org and Space specified.

Using the Command Line to Create an Analytics Framework
Service Instance

Create a new service instance using the command line as follows. Alternatively, you can create the service
from Predix Console using the New service instance page.

Before You Begin

Ensure you have completed all Prerequisites described in Task Roadmap: Setting Up Analytics Framework
Service Instance on page 3.

Create an Analytics Framework service instance as follows.

The following command assumes you want to configure framework optional features (that is, scheduler)
and are integrating with Predix Asset and Time Series services. Omit any values not required for your
environment. This command is not additive, the configuration parameters must contain the complete
configuration details, including information previously configured that remains unchanged.

cf create-service predix-analytics-framework <plan> 
<my_framework_instance> -c '{ "trustedIssuerIds": 
[ "<uaa_instance_issuerId>" ], "runtimeClientId": 
"<my_runtime_client_id>", "runtimeClientSecret": 
"<my_runtime_client_secret>", "predixAssetZoneId": 
"<my_predix_asset_zone_id>", "predixTimeseriesZoneId": 
"<my_predix_timeseries_zone_id>"}'

Where

Feature Parameter Description

1. trustedIssuerI

ds

The trusted issuer ids for your UAA instance.

2. Scheduler runtimeClient

Id

Non-admin UAA client id to be used for running scheduled jobs. Should have non-

expiring refresh token. You can create a dedicated UAA client. If you are creating this

client for the first time, see Configuring an OAuth2 Client for Scheduler Using UAAC

on page 9.
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Feature Parameter Description

3. Scheduler runtimeClient

Secret

Corresponding UAA client secret to be used to generate tokens for running scheduled

jobs. Both (2) and (3) are required to configure scheduler feature.

4. Predix Asset

integration

predixAssetZ

oneId

Predix Zone ID for the dependent Predix Asset instance. Is needed only if your

runtime uses a Predix Asset model for running orchestrations. You can look up the

zone id by running: "cf service <my_asset_instance> --
guid".

5. Predix Time Series

integration

predixTimese

riesZoneId

Predix Zone ID for the dependent Predix Time Series instance. Is needed only if your

runtime uses Predix Time Series as a data source when running orchestrations. You

can lookup the zone id by running: "cf service
<my_timeseries_instance> --guid".

Note: These parameters can also be provided in a text file. See Passing Configuration Parameters Using a
File on page 6.

Configuring an OAuth2 Client for Analytics Framework
Analytics Framework requires three dedicated OAuth2 clients to fully manage all service features.
Configure the OAuth2 clients to manage authentication for the service.

Before You Begin

The OAuth2 clients should be already created. For more information, see OAuth2 Client
Recommendations for Analytics Framework Service on page 5.

About This Task

When you create a new OAuth2 client, the client is assigned default scopes and authorities. You must add
additional authorities or scopes that are specific to Analytics Framework service. When using the UAA
Dashboard to create additional clients, the client is created with the default client_credentials
grant type. Some required authorities and scopes are automatically added to the client.

Use UAA Dashboard to configure the OAuth2 clients with additional authorities and scopes that are
specific to Analytics Framework service. For detailed steps describing how to use UAA Dashboard, see
Updating the OAuth2 Client for Services.

To use UAA command-line interface (UAAC) to configure the clients, see Configuring an OAuth2 Client for
Scheduler Using UAAC on page 9.

Procedure

1. In Predix Console, navigate to the UAA instance managing your Analytics Framework service instance.
2. Log into UAA Dashboard, then navigate to the Client Management tab.
3. Choose an existing client from the list or choose the Add a new client option. If you chose to add a new

client, follow the steps in Creating an OAuth2 Client.
4. Configure each of the clients as follows.
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Configuration Field Value Description

Authorized Grant Types • Analytics Framework client: Select
either client_credentials or
password, according to your needs.

• Scheduler client: Select password
and refresh_token.

Minimum values required. You can add
additional values as needed.

Scope Both clients require the following scope:

analytics.zones.<ser
vice_instance_guid>.
user

When a service is protected by UAA, the
scope controls what type of access is
allowed to the service. The service
scope must be registered with UAA. To
enable applications to access the
Analytics Framework service, your JSON
Web Token (JWT) must contain the
correct scopes.

Authorities • Both clients require the following
authority:

analytics.zones.<s
ervice_instance_gu
id>.user

Refresh Token Validity • Analytics Framework client: Any
value is acceptable.

• Scheduler: Provide a non-expiring
token value.

5. Clients who use the password grant type or refresh token grant type (Scheduler clients) require a UAA
user who is a member of the analytics.zones.<service_instance_guid>.user group.

To create the group, follow the steps in the Creating Groups in a UAA Instance documentation. To
create a user and add the user as a member of the group, follow the steps in the Creating Users in a
UAA Instance documentation.

Configuring an OAuth2 Client for Scheduler Using UAAC

Before You Begin

This procedure uses the UAA Command Line Interface (UAAC). For more information on installing UAAC,
see https://github.com/cloudfoundry/cf-uaac.

About This Task

The service provides an optional scheduler feature that must be configured separately if you plan to
schedule an orchestration execution request (also called a job). When scheduling a job in a multi-tenant
environment, the request must contain an OAuth2 token with sufficient privileges to schedule and
execute the job.

In a multi-tenant environment, a tenant is an application or a group of users that share resources such as
data, configuration, and user management. The tenants are logically isolated but physically integrated.
That means even if the tenants use the same underlying resources, their data is isolated from each other.
All users of a tenant have specific privileges to access the resources associated with that tenant. Each
tenant can potentially use multiple service instances. The service instances are specific to the tenant.

When a scheduled job is triggered, the scheduler makes a REST API call to the job execution endpoint
configured in the job request body. If the job execution endpoint is secured by OAuth2, the scheduler must
be trusted with an OAuth2 client that is authorized to access the job execution endpoint
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To configure authorization for job execution with refresh_token, the process is as follows:

Procedure

1. Create or configure an OAuth2 client, preferably a dedicated client.

It is recommended that you create a dedicated OAuth2 client for this purpose in order to give
minimum privileges to this client, though you can use an existing client if desired. In either case, this
client must be properly set up with the following requirements.

a) The client must be authorized with the refresh_token and password grant types. The client
must also have the necessary scopes to authorize with the job execution endpoint. For example, in
the case where the job execution endpoint is the orchestration execution service, the refresh token
must have the analytics.zones.<analytics-framework-instance-id>.user
scope.

For more information, see Creating an OAuth2 Client and Updating the OAuth2 Client that uses
Other Authorization Grant Types.

b) The refresh_token_validity attribute for the client must be configured to validate the
refresh token for the duration of the job being scheduled. For example, if you are scheduling the job
to run an orchestration for one year, the refresh token must be valid for one year. This can be
configured by running the following uaac command: "uaac client update <client-id>
--refresh_token_validity <seconds>".

2. Create a UAA user who is a member of the group
analytics.zones.<service_instance_guid>.user. Follow the steps in the Using UAAC to
Create Users in a UAA Instance documentation.

3. Ensure your OAuth2 client and user are set up properly. Follow the steps in Validating an OAuth2
Client for Scheduler on page 11.

4. Configure your existing Analytics Framework instance to enable scheduler. You must provide the
values of "trustedClientCredential" configuration with the client credential of the dedicated
OAuth2 client. Follow the steps in Updating an Analytics Framework Service Instance on page 11.

Configuring an OAuth2 Client for Predix Asset and Time Series
Integration

About This Task

When a service scope is protected by UAA, the scope controls what type of access is allowed to the
service. All scopes for the service being integrated together must be registered with UAA.

Update your JSON Web Toke (JWT) to include the following scopes:

analytics.zones.<analytics-framework-instance-id>.user
timeseries.zones.<timeseries-service-instance-id>.ingest
timeseries.zones.<timeseries-service-instance-id>.query
timeseries.zones.<timeseries-service-instance-id>.user
predix-asset.zones.<asset-data-service-instance-id>.user

The OAuth2 client uses an authorization grant to request an access token. OAuth2 defines four grant
types. Based on the type of authorization grant used, you must update your OAuth2 client to generate the
required JWT. For more information on how the OAuth2 client is created, see Creating an OAuth2 Client.
For detailed steps to update the OAuth2 token to access your service instance, see Updating the OAuth2
Client for Services.
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Validating an OAuth2 Client for Scheduler

Before You Begin

A dedicated OAuth2 client for scheduler must be already set up as described in Configuring an OAuth2
Client for Scheduler Using UAAC on page 9.

Procedure

1. Make a call to the OAuth2 token issuer to get an OAuth2 access token with a Password grant type. For
more information, see Obtaining an OAuth2 Access Token for Analytics Services on page 16.

2. Using the "access_token" element of the response, ensure that the job execution endpoint can be
invoked successfully.

3. Using the "refresh_token" element of the response, ensure that you can obtain a new access
token by making a new call to the OAuth2 token issuer with the following parameters.

• HTTP Method: POST
• HTTP Endpoint: <OAuth2 token issuer>
• HTTP Header: Key = Authorization, Value = basic <base 64-encoded string of client-id:client-

secret>. For example, Authorization: basic
bXktY2xpZW50LWlkOm15LWNsaWVudC1zZWNyZXQ=.

4. Using the “access_token” element of the newly acquired OAuth2 token, ensure that the job
execution endpoint can be invoked successfully.

Updating an Analytics Framework Service Instance
You can update your Analytics Framework service instance to add functionality by running the cf
update-service command with the new configuration parameters.

These parameters can also be provided in a text file. For an example, see Passing Configuration
Parameters Using a File on page 6.

To update your existing Analytics Framework service instance, choose from the following.

Caution: The configuration parameters provided when updating a service instance will replace all
configuration parameters. The update command is not additive. If you want to retain existing
configuration parameters, you must specify them again when running the update command. To
verify the existing service configuration parameters, run the cf env command on the application
bound to the service. Client secrets will not be shown.

• To add the scheduler feature, supply the runtimeClientId and runtimeClientSecret
parameters as shown. The following example assumes the trustedIssuerIds parameter was
supplied when your Analytics Framework instance was created.

cf update-service predix-analytics-framework <plan> 
<my_service_instance> -c '{"trustedIssuerIds": 
[ "<uaa_instance_issuerId>" ], "runtimeClientId": 
"<my_runtime_client_id>", "runtimeClientSecret": 
"<my_runtime_client_secret>" }'
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• To add Predix Asset service, Time Series service, and scheduler feature, supply the
runtimeClientId, runtimeClientSecret, predixAssetZoneId, and
predixTimeseriesZoneId parameters as shown.

cf update-service predix-analytics-framework <plan> 
<my_service_instance> -c '{"trustedIssuerIds": 
[ "<uaa_instance_issuerId>" ], "runtimeClientId": 
"<my_runtime_client_id>", "runtimeClientSecret": 
"<my_runtime_client_secret>", "predixAssetZoneId": 
"<my_predix_asset_zone_id>", "predixTimeseriesZoneId": 
"<my_predix_timeseries_zone_id>"}'

• If you are using external data sources during orchestration execution and your external data service is
authenticated by credentials other than the OAuth2 token used in the orchestration request, supply
the externalService parameters as shown. If not provided, access to the external data source
defaults to the OAuth2 token used in the orchestration request.

cf update-service predix-analytics-framework <plan> 
<my_service_instance> -c '{"trustedIssuerIds": 
["<uaa_instance_issuerId>", "<uaa_instance2_issuerId>"], 
"predixTimeseriesZoneId": "<my_predix_timeseries_zone_id>", 
"predixAssetZoneId": "<my_predix_asset_zone_id>", 
"externalServiceUaaUrl": "<uaa_url>", "externalServiceClientId": 
"<client_id>", "externalServiceClientSecret": "<client_secret>", 
"externalServiceUsername": "<username>", "externalServicePassword": 
"<password>", "externalServiceCustomHeaders": ["header1:value1", 
"header2:value2"]}'

Where

Parameter Description

<plan> The plan associated with a service.

<my_service_instance> The name of your service instance.

<uaa_instance_issuerId> • The issuerId of your trusted issuer (UAA instance, for

example, https://
13fa0384-9e2a-48e2-9d06-2c95a1f4f
5ea.predix-uaa.run.aws-usw02-
pr.ice.predix.io/oauth/token).

• You can use a comma-separated list to specify multiple

trusted issuers.

• You can retrieve this URL from the VCAP_SERVICES

environment variable after binding your UAA instance to an

application.

"predixTimeseriesZoneId",

"predixAssetZoneId"

If integrating with Predix Asset and Time Series services,

provide their IDs.
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Parameter Description

"runtimeClientId",

"runtimeClientSecret"

Values used during the job execution by the Predix Analytics

Scheduler to obtain the OAuth2 token in order to authenticate

the job execution. Set up an OAuth2 client in your trusted issuer

and provide the client credentials.

A set of "externalService" parameters Used to define credentials for external data sources.

• externalServiceClientId: Required. The

external data source UAA client id.

• externalServiceClientSecret: Optional.

The external data source UAA client secret.

• externalServiceUsername: Optional. The

external data source user name.

• externalServicePassword: Optional. The

external data source password.

• externalServiceUaaUrl: Required. The

external data source UAA trusted issuer id.

• externalServiceCustomHeaders:

Optional. Configure an array of key value pairs if you want

to pass external parameters as part of the external data

source URL. For example, predix-zone-id:
xxx-xxx-xxx.

Note: If the service instance was previously bound to an application, you must unbind, then re-bind, and
finally restage the application. This action ensures the new configuration is registered and available to the
bound application when the cf env command is run.

Creating Service Keys
You can create service keys in order to retrieve service details needed to access the Analytics Framework
APIs from outside the Cloud Foundry environment.

About This Task

You have two methods for retrieving service details for your instance:

• Bind – Bind an existing application running in Cloud Foundry to your Analytics Framework instance,
then retrieve service details from VCAP_SERVICES environmental variable. See Binding an Application
to an Analytics Framework Instance on page 14.

• Create Service Keys – To access the API for your service instance when outside the Predix cloud
environment, create a service key and retrieve the service details needed. Use the following steps.

Procedure

1. Run the following command to create a service key.

cf create-service-key <service-instance-name> <service-key-name>
2. Run the following command to print out the service key.

cf service-key <service-instance-name> <service-key-name>
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The output lists the service details needed to access the API from outside of the Predix Cloud.
Messages similar to the following are returned, depending upon how your service instance is
configured.

{
 "catalog_uri": "<catalog_uri>",
 "config_uri": “<config_uri>",
 "configurations": {
  "predix_asset_zone_id": "<my_asset_zone_id>",
  "predix_timeseries_zone_id": "<my_timeseries_zone_id>",
  "runtime_client_id": "<my_runtime_client_id>",
  "trusted_issuer_ids": "<my_trusted_issuer_id>"
 },
 "execution_uri": "<execution_uri>",
 "monitoring_uri": "<monitoring_uri>",
 "scheduler_uri": "<scheduler_uri>",
 "zone-http-header-name": "Predix-Zone-Id",
 "zone-http-header-value": "<my_predix_zone_id>",
 "zone-oauth-scope": "analytics.zones.<my_predix_zone_id>.user"
}

Binding an Application to an Analytics Framework Instance
Binding your Analytics Framework service instance to your application provisions connection details in
the VCAP_SERVICES environment variable. Cloud Foundry runtime uses VCAP_SERVICES environment
variable to communicate with a deployed application about its environment.

Before You Begin

The application must have been deployed (cf push) to Cloud Foundry. If you do not have an application
of your own, you can create the Predix Hello World app and use that.

About This Task

You have two methods for retrieving service details for your instance:

• Bind – Bind an existing application running in Cloud Foundry to your Analytics Framework instance,
then retrieve service details from VCAP_SERVICES environmental variable. Use the following steps.

• Create Service Keys – Create a service key and retrieve the service details needed to access the UI and
the API for your service instance when outside the Predix cloud environment. See #unique_34.

To bind the service instance to your application, enter the following command.

cf bind-service <app_name> <my-framework-instance>

Your application is bound to <my-framework-instance>, and a message similar to the following is
returned:

Binding service <my-framework-instance> to app <app_name> in org 
<org_name> / space <space_name> as userx@ge.com...
OK
TIP: Use 'cf restage' to ensure your env variable changes take effect

To unbind the service instance from your application, enter the following command.

cf unbind-service <app_name> <my-framework-instance>
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Verifying the Binding
After an application is bound to the service, you can retrieve details about the instance from
VCAP_SERVICES environmental variable.

Before You Begin

Your Analytics Framework service instance is already bound to your application. See Binding an
Application to an Analytics Framework Instance on page 14.

cf env <app_name>

Messages similar to the following are returned, depending upon how your service instance is configured.

System-Provided:
{
 "VCAP_SERVICES": {
  "predix-analytics-framework": [
   {
    "credentials": {
     "catalog_uri": "<catalog_uri>",
     "config_uri": "<config_uri",
     "configurations": {
      "predix_asset_zone_id": "<my_asset_zone_id>",
      "predix_timeseries_zone_id": "<my_timeseries_zone_id>",
      "runtime_client_id": "<my_runtime_client_id>",
      "trusted_issuer_ids": "<my_trusted_issuer_id>"
     },
     "execution_uri": "<execution_uri>",
     "monitoring_uri": "<monitoring_uri>",
     "scheduler_uri": "<scheduler_uri>",
     "zone-http-header-name": "Predix-Zone-Id",
     "zone-http-header-value": "<my_predix_zone_id>",
     "zone-oauth-scope": "analytics.zones.<my_predix_zone_id>.user"
    },
    "label": "predix-analytics-framework",
    "name": "<my_framework_instance>",
    "plan": "Tiered",
    "provider": null,
    "syslog_drain_url": null,
    "tags": [],
    "volume_mounts": []
   }
  ]
 }
}

You can retrieve the following Analytics Framework service instance details from the VCAP_SERVICES
environment variable.
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Parameter Description

catalog_uri Contains the URI for this Analytics Framework service instance

config_uri Contains the URI for this Analytics Framework Configuration

microservice instance. This base URI should be used for all

Configuration API calls (where the endpoint starts with "/
api/<version_number>/config")

predix_asset_zone_id The dependent Predix Asset service instance zone id.

predix_timeseries_zone_id The dependent Predix Time Series service instance zone id.

runtime_client_id The non-admin UAA Client ID being used for running scheduled

jobs.

trusted_issuer_ids

execution_uri Contains the URI for this Analytics Framework Execution

microservice instance. This base URI should be used for all

Execution API calls (where the endpoint starts with "/api/
<version_number>/execution")

monitoring_uri Contains the URI to analytics monitoring microservice. This

base URI should be used for Monitoring API calls (where the

endpoint starts with "/api/<version_number>/
monitoring")

scheduler_uri Contains the URI for this Analytics Framework Scheduler

microservice instance. This base URI should be used for all

Scheduler API calls (where the endpoint starts with "/api/
<version_number>/scheduler")

zone-http-header-name Name of the header to include in any Analytics Framework

service request

zone-http-header-value Value of the header to include in any Analytics Framework

service request

zone-oauth-scope This scope is required in the end-user token to access a specific

Analytics Framework instance

Obtaining an OAuth2 Access Token for Analytics Services
Predix services are protected by UAA. You must use an Authorization header to pass the OAuth2 access
token when issuing REST requests to your service instance. Follow this process to obtain an OAuth2
access token.

Issue the following REST API request.

POST <uaa_instance_issuerId>

Where <uaa_instance_issuerId> is the issuerId of the trusted issuer (UAA instance) provided when the
service instance was created. For example, https://
13fa0384-9e2a-48e2-9d06-2c95a1f4f5ea.predix-uaa.run.aws-usw02-
pr.ice.predix.io/oauth/token.
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The request should contain the following header.

• Header name: "Authorization"
• Header value: “Basic <Base64(client_id:client_secret)>”

Where <Base64(client_id:client_secret)> is the Base64-encoded string containing the
<client_id>:<client_secret>. For example, if <client-id> is my-client-id and <client-
secret> is my-client-secret, the base-64 encoded string my-client-id:my-client-secret becomes
bXktY2xpZW50LWlkOm15LWNsaWVudC1zZWNyZXQ=. The entire header value becomes "Basic
bXktY2xpZW50LWlkOm15LWNsaWVudC1zZWNyZXQ=".

The request body should be URL-encoded. Its contents depend on the authorization grant type you have
configured in your UAA instance.

Client Credential Type

For a client credentials grant type, the body must contain the following:
grant_type=client_credentials.

Password Grant Type

For a password grant type, the body must contain the following:

• grant_type=password
• username=<my_user_name>
• password=<my_password>

The response will contain the following structure.

{
  "access_token":<generated_access_token>,
  "token_type":"bearer",
  "expires_in":3600
}

You must use the <generated_access_token> value in the header of the REST requests made to the service.

Configuring REST Request Headers
The Analytics Framework service REST API endpoints provide a JSON interface for passing data. The
application makes HTTPS requests to these API interfaces.

About This Task

All REST requests must contain the following headers for multi-tenant support (provided by Predix UAA
Service). Whenever the application makes a call to the service, these headers identify which tenant the
application belongs to and must be configured as follows.

UAA Authorization

• Header name: "Authorization"
• Header value: "Bearer <token obtained from trusted issuer>". For more information, see Obtaining

an OAuth2 Access Token for Analytics Services on page 16.

Predix Zone

• Header name: The zone-http-header-name from the VCAP_SERVICES environment variable
for your Analytics Framework instance. For example, Predix-Zone-Id.
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• Header value: The zone-http-header-value from the VCAP_SERVICES environment variable
for your Analytics Framework instance. For example,
ba99ab7b-172f-4fe4-8ce9-45afa8a4ab0c.

The following figure shows an example of how to set up the headers for a REST request in Postman.

For information about retrieving VCAP environment variables, see Verifying the Binding on page 15.

Deleting an Analytics Framework Service Using REST APIs
You must first delete all subscription analytics from the Analytics Catalog before you delete the Analytics
Framework service instance.

Procedure

1. Required: Delete all subscription analytics from the Analytics Catalog. This removes them from future
subscription billing.

You can delete the analytics using either the REST API call method or the UI method.
2. Delete the Analytics Framework service instance by issuing the following REST API call.

cf delete-service <my-service-instance>

Where <my-service-instance> is the name of your Analytics Framework service instance.

Note: The delete action will fail with an error message if any subscription analytics still remain in the
catalog. In this case, delete any subscription analytics and try again.
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Analytics

Analytic Development

Analytic Development Process
The process to develop an analytic for the Predix platform is as follows.

Note: The maximum file size for upload is 250MB. The maximum expanded analytic file size (including
directories and files) is 500MB.

Task Information

1. Develop the analytic in either Java, Matlab, or Python. See

• Java Analytic Development
• Matlab Analytic Development
• Python Analytic Development

2. Add the analytic to the Analytics Catalog for testing. See Adding and Validating an Analytic Using REST APIs on
page 44

3. Once the analytic has been added to the catalog, test the
analytic with additional input data sets.

See About Running a Single Analytic on page 48

4. Deploy the analytic to production. See Deploying a Production Analytic to Cloud Foundry on
page 51

About Machine Learning/Trained Analytics
Analytics that use a trained model (commonly known as trained analytics, machine trained analytics, or
machine learned analytics) are supported. To use a machine trained analytic in an orchestration, you will
follow the orchestration task roadmap corresponding to your business needs.

However, depending on how the trained model was deployed you may need to perform a couple of
additional configuration steps.

Deployment Options for Trained Analytics

Analytics that use trained models are supported provided the following conditions are met.

1. The training is performed independent of the Analytics Framework.
2. The training is with respect to an asset context.
3. The output of the training exercise is one of the following:

a. An executable analytic that is only applicable to the training context.
b. An executable kernel that is applicable to all trained models and a set of large trained models (as

individual files of byte streams) for the training context.
c. An executable kernel that is applicable to all trained models and a set of small trained models (as

individual files of byte streams) for the training context.

The options for deploying a trained model are further described in the following table.
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Deployment
Method

Supported Training Output Pros Cons

Embedded Trained

Models
• 3.a

• 3.b

• Can handle very large

model files.

• Better performance with

many uses.

• Reusable kernels are

duplicated, therefore

storage costs are higher.

• Many models trained for

different contexts will be

shown as many different

analytics.

Tip: You should manage

the instances by creating

a taxonomy node for the

analytic.

• If the model changes after

the analytic is deployed to

production, the analytic

version must be updated

to update the model.

Trained Models as

Runtime

Configuration Items

3.c • Reduced cost since the

kernel can be reused in

the Analytics Catalog.

• Can update the model

after it is in production

use.

Performance. The model is

loaded with each use of the

analytic.

Embedded Trained Models

The analytic can be written such that it expects the trained model to be bundled in the executable. At
runtime, the analytic can then retrieve the model from the local file system for the deployed analytic. For
more information, see Adding and Validating an Analytic Using REST APIs on page 44.

Trained Models as Runtime Configuration Items

The analytic developer creates an entry point to the analytic that expects a map of trained model values,
as well as the rest of the inputs to the analytic. For more information, see the analytic development topics
in this section.

Related Concepts

About Analytics Using a Trained Model on page 66

Analytics that use a trained model (commonly known as trained analytics, machine trained analytics,
or machine learned analytics) are supported as follows.

Related Tasks

Uploading the Trained Analytic Model as a Configuration Artifact on page 69
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The steps to deploy the trained model as a configuration artifact are provided here. The trained
models will be uploaded against a single asset or an asset group key used to identify the group of
assets. The orchestration configuration service is the repository for storing trained models.

Java Analytic Development
Follow these guidelines when developing a Java analytic for the Analytics Framework.

1. Create a Java project using JDK 1.7+.
2. Implement an entry point that the Analytics Framework will use to run the analytic. The pattern

required for this entry point depends on whether the analytic uses trained models, and if so, how the
trained model is deployed (see About Machine Learning/Trained Analytics on page 19).

• Analytics that do not use trained models, or have the trained models embedded in the analytic
deploy.
Implement as follows.

public String entry_method(String inputJson)

Parameter Description

entry_method Can be any method name. Register this class and method
name with the framework in the config.json file.

inputJson Will be the Unicode string containing the JSON structure
defined in the corresponding Analytic Template.

string_output Must follow the JSON output structure defined in the
corresponding Analytic Template.

• Analytics that use trained models from the Runtime Configuration.
Implement as follows.

public String entry_method(String inputJson, Map<String, byte[]> 
inputModels)

Parameter Description

entry_method Can be any method name. Register this class and method
name with the framework in the config.json file.

inputJson Will be the string containing the JSON structure defined in
the corresponding Analytic Template.

string_output Must follow the JSON output structure defined in the
corresponding Analytic Template.

inputModels Will contain the map of trained model's defined in the
inputModel port definition in the corresponding
Analytic Template. The keys will be the model names as
defined in the template.

3. Create a JSON configuration file that specifies the entry point's method and class, and place it in the
src/main/resources directory within your Java project.

4. Generate the Java JAR for your analytic.

For an example of a Java analytic application, see the demo-adder-java project in GitHub at https://
github.com/PredixDev/predix-analytics-sample.
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Java Analytic Configuration config.json

Note: The Predix Analytics Framework assumes that both the input to and the output
from the Java analytic is String data type. No other data type as input or output is
supported. However, you can internally parse and construct the Strings in JSON or
XML to support another data type.

The following example shows sample values.

{
  "className": 
"com.ge.predix.analytics.demo.java.DemoAdderJavaEntryPoin
t",
  "methodName": "add2Numbers"
}

Table 1: Java Configuration config.json

Properties Description Example

className Fully qualified

class name to

execute the Java

analytic

<package>
.DemoAdde
rJavaEntr
yPoint

methodNam
e

The method

name to execute

the Java analytic

add2Numbe
rs

Note: <package> should be a fully qualified package name. For example,
com.ge.predix.insight.analytic.demo.matlab.

Matlab Analytic Development
Follow these guidelines when developing a Matlab analytic for the Analytics Framework.

Note: Matlab analytics that use a trained model are not supported in this release.

1. Implement your Matlab analytic so it takes data in and produces data out as JSON strings.
2. Generate the Java JAR for the Matlab analytic using the instructions "Matlab Builder for Java",

available at http://soliton.ae.gatech.edu/classes/ae6382/documents/matlab/mathworks/
javabuilder.pdf.
Make note of the package, class name, and method name definitions entered.

3. Create a Java module that consumes your Matlab analytic as a library. For a Java module example, see
the demo-adder-matlab-r2011b project.
The pom.xml file should include the reference to your analytic as a dependency in the
dependencies section. Any values can be used for the groupId, artifactId, and version
properties, as long as the scope value is system, and the systemPath value is correct.

Place the generated JAR file from step 2 in the src/main/resources directory of the Java module.
4. Configure the Java module to consume it as a library, using the javabuilder.jar file

corresponding to the analytic's Matlab version.
5. Create a Java entry point class with a default constructor (a constructor with no input parameters).
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If your Matlab method does not accept a JSON string as input and produces a JSON string as output,
the Java entry point method should call your Matlab method (with the correctly formatted
parameters) and convert the output to a proper JSON string.

6. Create the JSON configuration file (config.json) with className, MethodName, and
matlabVersion definitions.
They should instruct the generated wrapper code to call your designated entry point method with the
request payload. Place the config.json file in the src/main/resources directory of your Java
module.

7. Create a JAR package out of the Java module. If using Maven, run the command mvn clean
package.

For an example of a Matlab analytic application, see the demo-adder-matlab-r2011b project.

Matlab Analytic Configuration config.json

Note: The framework assumes the input to the Matlab analytic is string data type
and the output from the Matlab analytic is also string type. It doesn't support any
other data type as input or output.

The following example shows sample values.

{
  "className": 
"com.ge.predix.analytics.demo.matlab.DemoMatlabAdderEntry
Point",
  "methodName": "add2Numbers",
  "matlabVersion": "r2011b"
}

Table 2: Properties

Properties Description Example

className Fully qualified

Java class name

to execute the

Matlab analytic.

<package>
.DemoMatl
abAdderEn
tryPoint

matlabVer
sion 

The Matlab

released version

number. In this

release the

supported

release versions

are r2011b,

r2012a.

Please note the

"r" in the

version. 

r2011b

methodNam
e

The method

name to execute

the Matlab

analytic.

add2Numbe
rs
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Note: <package> should be a fully qualified package name. For example,
com.ge.predix.insight.analytic.demo.matlab.

Dependent Java and Matlab Libraries
A good practice is to add only the required JAR files, including the javabuilder.jar file, as part of the
analytics package. Do not add the following third party libraries as they are already provided by the Predix
Analytics Framework. If you need to use any of these libraries, use the exact version listed. Failure to do so
may cause the Java or Matlab analytic to fail at runtime.

• annotations-2.0.1.jar
• aopalliance-1.0.jar
• asm-3.1.jar
• bcpkix-jdk15on-1.47.jar
• bcprov-jdk15on-1.52.jar
• classmate-1.0.0.jar
• commons-beanutils-1.8.3.jar
• commons-codec-1.6.jar
• commons-configuration-1.8.jar
• commons-io-1.4.jar
• commons-lang-2.6.jar
• commons-lang3-3.1.jar
• commons-logging-1.2.jar
• cxf-api-2.7.3.jar
• cxf-rt-bindings-xml-2.7.3.jar
• cxf-rt-core-2.7.3.jar
• cxf-rt-frontend-jaxrs-2.7.3.jar
• cxf-rt-transports-http-2.7.3.jar
• dozer-5.4.0.jar
• geronimo-javamail_1.4_spec-1.7.1.jar
• groovy-2.3.7.jar
• groovy-json-2.3.7.jar
• groovy-xml-2.3.7.jar
• guava-13.0.1.jar
• hamcrest-core-1.3.jar
• hamcrest-library-1.3.jar
• hibernate-validator-5.1.3.Final.jar
• httpclient-4.3.6.jar
• httpcore-4.3.jar
• httpmime-4.3.6.jar
• jackson-annotations-2.4.0.jar
• jackson-core-2.4.4.jar
• jackson-core-asl-1.8.9.jar
• jackson-databind-2.4.4.jar
• jackson-jaxrs-1.8.9.jar
• jackson-jaxrs-base-2.4.1.jar
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• jackson-jaxrs-json-provider-2.4.1.jar
• jackson-mapper-asl-1.8.9.jar
• jackson-module-jaxb-annotations-2.4.1.jar
• jackson-module-jsonSchema-2.4.1.jar
• jackson-module-scala_2.10-2.4.1.jar
• javassist-3.18.2-GA.jar
• javax.ws.rs-api-2.0-m10.jar
• jaxb-impl-2.2.6.jar
• jaxb2-basics-0.6.4.jar
• jaxb2-basics-runtime-0.6.4.jar
• jaxb2-basics-tools-0.6.4.jar
• jboss-logging-3.1.3.GA.jar
• jcl-over-slf4j-1.7.8.jar
• jersey-core-1.13.jar
• jersey-multipart-1.13.jar
• jersey-server-1.13.jar
• jersey-servlet-1.13.jar
• joda-convert-1.6.jar
• joda-time-2.8.jar
• json-20140107.jar
• json-path-2.4.0.jar
• json4s-ast_2.10-3.2.11.jar
• json4s-core_2.10-3.2.11.jar
• json4s-ext_2.10-3.2.11.jar
• json4s-jackson_2.10-3.2.11.jar
• json4s-native_2.10-3.2.11.jar
• jsr305-2.0.1.jar
• jsr311-api-1.1.1.jar
• jul-to-slf4j-1.7.8.jar
• log4j-over-slf4j-1.7.8.jar
• logback-classic-1.1.2.jar
• logback-core-1.1.2.jar
• mapstruct-1.0.0.Beta4.jar
• mimepull-1.6.jar
• objenesis-2.1.jar
• paranamer-2.6.jar
• reflections-0.9.9.jar
• rest-assured-2.4.0.jar
• rest-assured-common-2.4.0.jar
• scala-compiler-2.10.0.jar
• scala-library-2.10.4.jar
• scala-reflect-2.10.4.jar
• scalap-2.10.0.jar
• slf4j-api-1.6.4.jar
• snakeyaml-1.5.jar
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• spring-aop-4.1.4.RELEASE.jar
• spring-beans-4.1.4.RELEASE.jar
• spring-boot-1.2.1.RELEASE.jar
• spring-boot-autoconfigure-1.2.1.RELEASE.jar
• spring-boot-starter-1.2.1.RELEASE.jar
• spring-boot-starter-logging-1.2.1.RELEASE.jar
• spring-boot-starter-security-1.2.1.RELEASE.jar
• spring-boot-starter-tomcat-1.2.1.RELEASE.jar
• spring-context-4.1.4.RELEASE.jar
• spring-core-4.1.4.RELEASE.jar
• spring-expression-4.1.4.RELEASE.jar
• spring-hateoas-0.17.0.RELEASE.jar
• spring-plugin-core-1.2.0.RELEASE.jar
• spring-plugin-metadata-1.2.0.RELEASE.jar
• spring-security-config-3.2.5.RELEASE.jar
• spring-security-core-3.2.5.RELEASE.jar
• spring-security-jwt-1.0.2.RELEASE.jar
• spring-security-oauth2-2.0.3.RELEASE.jar
• spring-security-web-3.2.5.RELEASE.jar
• spring-web-4.1.4.RELEASE.jar
• spring-webmvc-4.1.4.RELEASE.jar
• springfox-core-2.0.2.jar
• springfox-schema-2.0.2.jar
• springfox-spi-2.0.2.jar
• springfox-spring-web-2.0.2.jar
• springfox-swagger-common-2.0.2.jar
• springfox-swagger2-2.0.2.jar
• stax2-api-3.1.1.jar
• swagger-annotations-1.3.12.jar
• swagger-annotations-1.5.0.jar
• swagger-core_2.10-1.3.12.jar
• swagger-jaxrs_2.10-1.3.12.jar
• swagger-jersey-jaxrs_2.10-1.3.12.jar
• swagger-models-1.5.0.jar
• tagsoup-1.2.1.jar
• tomcat-embed-core-8.0.15.jar
• tomcat-embed-el-8.0.15.jar
• tomcat-embed-logging-juli-8.0.15.jar
• tomcat-embed-websocket-8.0.15.jar
• validation-api-1.1.0.Final.jar
• woodstox-core-asl-4.1.4.jar
• wsdl4j-1.6.2.jar
• xml-path-2.4.0.jar
• xmlschema-core-2.0.3.jar
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Python Analytic Development
You must follow these guidelines when developing a Python analytic for the Analytics Framework.

Important: Python versions older than V3.X are not supported for developing Python analytics for the
Analytics Framework.

1. Implement the analytic according to your development guidelines. In this discussion, the top level of
the analytic implementation project structure is referred to as analytic_directory.

2. Implement an entry point that the Analytics Framework will use to run the analytic. The pattern
required for this entry point depends on whether the analytic uses trained models, and if so, how the
trained model is deployed (see About Machine Learning/Trained Analytics on page 19).

• Analytics that do not use trained models, or have the trained models embedded in the analytic
artifact.
Implement as follows.

def entry_method(self, inputJson):

◦ entry-method can be any method name. Register the file and method name with the
framework in the config.json file.

◦ inputJson is the Unicode string containing the JSON structure defined in the corresponding
Analytic Template. The Unicode string_output must follow the output JSON structure
defined in the Analytic Template.

◦ string_output returns output that corresponds to the output JSON structure defined in the
Analytic Template.

• Analytics that use trained models from the Runtime Configuration.
Implement as follows.

def entry_method(self, inputJson, inputModels):

◦ entry-method can be any method name. Register the file and method name with the
framework in the config.json file.

◦ inputJson is the Unicode string containing the JSON structure defined in the corresponding
Analytic Template. The Unicode string_output must follow the output JSON structure
defined in the Analytic Template.

◦ string_output returns output that corresponds to the output JSON structure defined in the
Analytic Template.

◦ inputModels contains the dict() of trained models defined in the inputModel port
definition in the Analytic Template. The keys will be the model names defined in the template.

3. Create a config.json file in the top level of the analytic_directory. Complete the config.
json entries as described in config.json Definitions table, below .

4. Package all the analytic files in the analytic_directory (including config.json and the
entry-file) into a ZIP file.

When developing the analytic driver, refer to the example code from demo-adder-py for a simple
Python analytic. The demo-adder-py sample is available in GitHub at https://github.com/PredixDev/
predix-analytics-sample.
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Example: Python Analytic Configuration config.json File

The config.json file must follow the JSON structure as shown below.

{
  "entry-method": "<entry-directory>.<entry-class>.<entry-method>",
  "non-conda-libs": [
    "boto==2.23.0"
  ],
  "conda-libs": [
    "numpy==1.17.0",
    "scipy==1.3.1"
  ]
} 

• You must list the Python packages with a version number using the following format:

numpy==1.7.0
• To determine where to define a library (conda or non-conda) in the config.json file, refer to the

Anaconda distributed package list at https://anaconda.org/anaconda/repo. Define a package name
included in this list in the conda-libs section.

The python build pack installs the default libraries specified as well as any dependent libraries. The
combined size of all the python libraries can be very large and create disk space issues, causing analytic
deployment to fail. For example, the dependent MKL library is also pulled in. The MKL library in particular
is very large.

If you experience disk space issues when deploying your python analytic, you can add the Nomkl library in
the "conda-libs" section of the config.json file. Adding "nomkl" to the first position in the list will disable the
automatic download of the MKL library and replace it with non-MKL versions. This substitution will save
on disk space. Note that the MKL features will be turned off when using "nomkl".

The following is an example of how to specify "nomkl" in the config.json file.

{
  "entry-method": "analytics.AnalyticDriverClass.run_analytic",
  "non-conda-libs": [
    "boto==2.23.0",
    "uncertainties==2.4.8",
    "pint==0.7.2",
    "scikit-learn==0.19.2",
    "scikit-image==0.14.1"
  ],
  "conda-libs": [
    "nomkl",
    "numpy==1.7.0",
    "pandas==0.24.1",
    "scipy==1.3.1"
  ]
}
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Table 3: config.json Definitions

Property Description

entry-directory The directory (under analytic_directory)

containing the entry class.

entry-class The Python file contained the entry_method(…)
function.

entry-method Name of the entry_method.

non-conda python libraries (Optional) List of non-conda Python libraries. e.g.:

["boto==2.23.0"]

conda python libraries (Optional) List of conda Python libraries. e.g.:

["numpy==1.17.0","scipy==1.3.1"]

Dependent Python Libraries
The Python analytic developed using Python 3.6.5 is installed with the following set of default libraries:

• Flask-1.0.2
• jinja2-2.10
• MarkupSafe-1.0
• Werkzeug-0.14.1
• amqp-2.3.2
• certifi-2018.8.24
• chardet-3.0.4
• click-6.7
• docopt-0.6.2
• ecdsa-0.13
• future-0.16.0
• idna-2.7
• itsdangerous-0.24
• kombu-4.2.1
• pika-0.12.0
• pyasn1-0.4.4
• pycrypto-2.6.1
• python-jose-3.0.1
• redis-2.10.6
• requests-2.19.1
• requests-toolbelt-0.8.0
• rsa-4.0
• six-1.11.0
• stomp.py-6.1.0
• urllib3-1.23
• vine-1.1.4
It is likely that an individual Python analytic needs additional Python libraries such as numpy, scipy,
pandas, or scikit-learn, and so on. To include additional libraries, specify them in libs and
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conda-libs fields in a config.json file. For an example, see Python Analytic Development on page
27.

A good practice is to add only the libraries required by the Python analytic as there is a cost to download
and install each library and dependencies.

Analytic Templates

Hierarchical Analytic Template: Defining the Analytic's Input/Output
Structure

The analytic template defines the input and output structures required by the analytic. This reference
describes how the input and output structure is defined for an hierarchical analytic template.

The analytic template name (hierarchical, descriptive) describes the data format type you are working
with. Hierarchical data format is input and output data that can be arbitrarily nested.

An analytic run by the Analytics Runtime engine must have a template conforming to the specification
described in the Hierarchical Analytic Template Structure Reference on page 215. The template is then
uploaded to the Analytics Catalog as an artifact and assigned "Template" type.

Consider an analytic that takes an input JSON structure similar to the following.

{
    "data": {
        "timeseries": {
            "time_stamp": [ <list of input time stamp values> ],
            "column1": [<list of double values> ],
            "column2": [<list of double values> ]
        }
    },
    "constants": {
        "constant1": <constant value>
    }
}

The following is an example with sample data.

{
    "data": {
        "timeseries": {
            "time_stamp": [ 000003242, 000004242, 000005242 ],
            "column1": [ 10.0, 20.0, 30.0 ],
            "column2": [ 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 ]
        }
    },
    "constants": {
        "constant1": 55
    }
}

The analytic produces output similar to the following.

{
    "data": {
        "timeseries": {
            "time_stamp": [ <list of time stamp values> ],
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            "results": [ <list of values> ]
        }
    }
}

The following is an example with sample data.

{
    "data": {
        "timeseries": {
            "time_stamp": [ 000003242, 000004242, 000005242 ],
            "results": [ 10.0, 20.0, 30.0 ]
        }
    }
}

The following is a JSON sample template that can be used to define the input and output structures.

{
    "analyticName": "analyticWith2ColumnsAnd1Constant",
    "analyticVersion": "V1.0",
    "inputPortDefinitions": [
        {
            "portType": "COMPOSITE",
            "portName": "data",
            "variable": false,
            "childrenPorts": [
                {
                    "portName": "timeseries",
                    "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
                    "required": true,
                    "variable": false,
                    "columns": [
                        {
                            "portName": "column1",
                            "portType": "FIELD",
                            "variable": false,
                            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
                            "required": true
                        },
                        {
                            "portName": "column2",
                            "portType": "FIELD",
                            "variable": false,
                            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
                            "required": true
                        }
                    ]
                }
            ]
        },
        {
            "portType": "COMPOSITE",
            "portName": "constants",
            "childrenPorts": [
                {
                    "portType": "FIELD",
                    "portName": "constant1",
                    "variable": false,
                    "dataType": "DOUBLE",
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                    "required": true
                }
            ]
        }
    ],
    "outputPortDefinitions": [
        {
            "portName": "data",
            "portType": "COMPOSITE",
            "required": true,
            "variable": false,
            "childrenPorts": [
                {
                    "portName": "time_series",
                    "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
                    "required": true,
                    "variable": false,
                    "columns": [
                        {
                            "portName": "results",
                            "portType": "FIELD",
                            "variable": false,
                            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
                            "required": true
                        }
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

Descriptive Analytic Template: Defining the Analytic's Input/Output
Structure

The analytic template defines the input and output structures required by the analytic. This reference
describes how the input and output structure is defined for a descriptive analytic template.

The analytic template name (hierarchical, descriptive) describes the data format type you are working
with. Descriptive data format is input and output data that is flat in structure but has self-describing
attributes such as the data type and data size.

An analytic run by the Analytics Runtime engine must have a template conforming to the specification
described in the Descriptive Analytic Template Structure Reference on page 199. The template is then
uploaded to the Analytics Catalog as an artifact and assigned "Template" type.

Consider an analytic that takes an input JSON structure similar to the following.

{
    "internalRecords": [],
    "records": [
        {
            "type": "DOUBLE",
            "name": "constant1",
            "data": [<constant value>],
            "arraySizes": [1]
        }
    ],
    "timeSeriesRecords": [
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        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "timestamps": [ <list of input time stamp values> ],
            "data": [
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "numberArray1",
                    "data": [<list of double values>],
                    "arraySizes": [<size of data values>]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "numberArray2",
                    "data": [<list of double values>],
                    "arraySizes": [<size of data values>]
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

The following is an example with sample data.

{
    "internalRecords": [],
    "records": [
        {
            "type": "DOUBLE",
            "name": "constant1",
            "data": [
                55.0
            ],
            "arraySizes": [
                1
            ]
        }
    ],
    "timeSeriesRecords": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "timestamps": [
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603"
            ],
            "data": [
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "numberArray1",
                    "data": [
                        1.0,
                        2.0,
                        3.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
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                    "name": "numberArray2",
                    "data": [
                        100.0,
                        200.0,
                        300.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

The analytic produces output similar to the following.

{
  "internalRecords": [],
  "records": [],
  "timeSeriesRecords": [
    {
      "name": "time_series",
      "timestamps": [<list of time stamp values>],
      "data": [
        {
          "type": "DOUBLE",
          "name": "results",
          "data": [<list of values>],
          "arraySizes": [<size of values>]
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is an example with sample data.

{
  "internalRecords": [],
  "records": [],
  "timeSeriesRecords": [
    {
      "name": "time_series",
      "timestamps": [
        "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
        "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
        "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603"
      ],
      "data": [
        {
          "type": "DOUBLE",
          "name": "results",
          "data": [
            101.0,
            202.0,
            303.0
          ],
          "arraySizes": [
            3
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          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is a JSON sample template that can be used to define the input and output structures.

{
  "name": "TimeseriesAdder",
  "description": "",
  "packageName": "",
  "codeLanguage": "JAVA",
  "version": "1.0.0",
  "author": "Predix Analytics team",
  "inputDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "time_series",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "TimeSeries",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 0
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "numberArray1",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "numberArray2",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    }
  ],
  "constantDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "constant1",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 0
    }
  ],
  "outputDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "time_series",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "TimeSeries",
      "valueRequired": false,
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      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 0
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "results",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    }
  ]
}

Creating an Hierarchical Analytic Template
An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. Follow these steps to
create an hierarchical analytic template.

About This Task

For more details on how to define a port, see Hierarchical Analytic Template Structure Reference on page
215.

Procedure

1. Complete the analyticName, analyticVersion, and comment fields in the JSON structure.
2. Define the analytic's input ports in the inputPortDefinitions array of the template.
3. Define the analytic's output ports in the outputPortDefinitions array of the template.
4. Define the data structure of each input and output port, including the portName, portType, and any

additional properties. Each port represents one JSON node in the actual analytic data.
5. Define the analytic's input model ports in the inputModelDefinitions array of the template if

using an analytic that uses a trained model.

Sample Hierarchical Analytic Template Structure

The template will follow this basic structure.

{
    "analyticName": <analytic_name>,
    "analyticVersion": <analytic_version>,
    "comment": [<comment>],
    "inputPortDefinitions": [ ],
    "inputModelDefinitions": [ ],
    "outputPortDefinitions": [ ]
}
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Creating a Descriptive Analytic Template
An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. Follow these steps to
create a descriptive analytic template.

About This Task

For more details on how to define a port, see Descriptive Analytic Template Structure Reference on page
199.

Procedure

1. Complete the name, description, packageNamecodeLanguage, version, and author fields
in the JSON structure.

2. Define the analytic's input ports in the inputDataPortDefinitions array of the template.

3. Define the analytic's constant ports in the constantDataPortDefinitions array of the
template.

4. Define the analytic's output ports in the outputDataPortDefinitions array of the template.

5. Define the data structure of each input, constant, and output port, including the name, dataType,
arrayDimensions, timeSeriesName, and any additional properties.

Sample Descriptive Analytic Template Structure

The template will follow this basic structure.

{
    "name" : <String>,
    "description" : <String>,
    "packageName" : <String>,
    "codeLanguage" : <String>,
    "version" : <String>,
    "author" : <String>,
    "inputDataPortDefinitions" : [<List of 
DataPortDefinition>],
    "constantDataPortDefinitions" : [<List of 
DataPortDefinition>],
    "outputDataPortDefinitions" : [<List of 
DataPortDefinition>]
}

Hierarchical Analytic Template Structure Reference
An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. This reference describes
how the JSON objects in an hierarchical analytic template are used to generate the input structure
required by the analytic.

• Overview on page 215
• Type: AnalyticTemplate on page 216
• Type: PortDefinition on page 216
• Type: FieldPort on page 217
• Type: TimeseriesArrayPort on page 218
• Type: CompositePort on page 219
• Type: InputModel on page 220
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• Template Examples on page 220

Overview

The analytic template name (hierarchical, descriptive) describes the data format type you are working
with. Hierarchical data format is input and output data that can be arbitrarily nested.

Each analytic has one template that is stored in the Analytics Catalog. The template is a JSON structure.
For more information about JSON terminology, see http://www.json.org.

Type: AnalyticTemplate

This is the overall structure of an hierarchical analytic template.

{
    "analyticName":<string>,
    "analyticVersion":<string>,
    "comment":[<string>],
    "inputPortDefinitions":[<List of PortDefinition>],
    "inputModelDefinitions":[<List of InputModel>],
    "outputPortDefinitions":[<List of PortDefinition>]
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in an AnalyticTemplate.

Field Description

analyticName Informational only. It does not correlate with any values in the

input/output JSON structure.

analyticVersion Informational only. It does not correlate with any values in the

input/output JSON structure.

comment (Optional) Informational only. An array of strings. It does not

correlate with any values in the input/output JSON structure.

inputPortDefinitions The list of port definitions defining the top level JSON objects in

the input.

inputModelDefinitions The names of input models needed by the analytic. The runtime

will get these models (by name) from the orchestration

configuration and pass them in to the analytic as a map of byte

arrays.

outputPortDefinitions The list of port definitions defining the top level JSON objects in

the output.

Type: PortDefinition

The inputPortDefinitions and outputPortDefinitions elements of the analytic template
contain arrays of PortDefinitions that specify the inputs and outputs of the analytic. There are
several types of PortDefinitions, but they all have the following elements in common.

{
    "comment":[<string>],
    "portName":<string>,
    "portType":<string>,
    "variable":<boolean>
}
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Is extended by the following.

• FieldPort
• TimeseriesArrayPort
• CompositePort
See the following table for a description of the elements in a PortDefinition.

Field Description

comment (Optional) Informational only. An array of strings. It does not

correlate with any values in the input/output JSON structure.

portName Becomes the name in the name,value pair in the

analytic's input or output JSON object. Shows as

{“<portName>”: in the JSON object for this port

definition.

portType Defines the nature of the value part of this JSON object. Predix

Analytics Services supports the following value types:

• COMPOSITE type: the value is an inner JSON object defined

by a list of inner PortDefinitions.

• FIELD type: the value is a single value or array of values

such that the value is obtained from the port-to-field map.

• TIMESERIES_ARRAY: the value is a Predix Analytic Time

Series JSON object (see Type: TimeseriesArrayPort on page

218).

variable (Optional) True when the value in the analytic's input or output

JSON object is a JSON array. The array's values will be enclosed

in [ ]. Default value is false.

Type: FieldPort

A FieldPort is a type of PortDefinition that holds the actual data values to be passed to/from the
analytic. A FieldPort defines a leaf node in the analytic's JSON structure.

{
    "comment":[<string>],
    "portName":<string>,
    "portType":<string>,
    "variable":<boolean>,
    "engUnit":<string>,
    "dataType":<string>,
    "required":<boolean>,
    "timestampShared":<string>
}

Extends from PortDefinition.

FieldPort definitions correspond to "<port name>": <value determined at runtime
(see Port-to-Field Map description)> pairs into the JSON structure.

In addition to the common elements of a PortDefinition, a FieldPort contains the following
elements.
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Field Description

engUnit (Optional, Reserved for future use) The engineering units of the

data in this field.

dataType The data type in which the analytic expects input data and

produces output data. The framework will convert values to and

from this data type between the analytic and the data source.

Possible values are: 'LONG', 'INTEGER', 'DOUBLE', 'FLOAT',

'STRING', 'BOOLEAN', "BOOLEAN_ARRAY", 'LONG_ARRAY',

'INTEGER_ARRAY', 'DOUBLE_ARRAY', 'FLOAT_ARRAY',

'STRING_ARRAY'.

required (Optional) Whether or not this field is required.

timestampShared Whether data includes separate timestamps for each indexed

block of generated data for variable input port.

• false: if separate timestamps block is needed for

variable input port.

• true: if separate timestamp block is not needed.

Type: TimeseriesArrayPort

A TimeseriesArrayPort is a type of PortDefinition that is used to define a JSON structure that
represents a time series data table. This is the overall structure of a TimeseriesArrayPort.

{
    "comment": [<string>],
    "portName": <string>,
    "portType": <string>,
    "variable": <boolean>,
    "columns": [<List of FieldPorts>]
}

Extends from PortDefinition.

In addition to the common elements of a PortDefinition, a TimeseriesArrayPort holds an array
of FieldPorts called columns.

Field: columns

Contains FieldPort column definitions where each FieldPort column is an array data type. The
generated JSON structure will contain one JSON array for each FieldPort column and an
additional 'time_stamp' array object containing the timestamps of the table values, as the example
shows below.

Note: All columns in the time series array will share the same time stamps. The quality attribute
from Time Series is not supported.

{
    “<timeseries array port name>” : {
        “time_stamp” : [<timestamp values associated with field 
port values>],
        [<list of JSON objects for the field port definitions>]
    }
}
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Note: The time series values for each of the field port definitions must contain the same set of time
stamps. If they do not, the platform will trigger an error.

Type: CompositePort

A CompositePort is a type of PortDefinition that contains other PortDefinitions. This is the
overall structure of a CompositePort.

{
    "comment":[<string>],
    "portName":<string>,
    "portType":<string>,
    "variable":<boolean>,
    "childrenPorts":[<List of PortDefinition>]
}

Extends from: PortDefinition.

In addition to the common elements of a PortDefinition, a CompositePort holds an array of
childrenPorts.

Field: childrenPorts

Contains a list of inner (children) PortDefinitions. When the variable flag is false, the generated
JSON object (corresponding to the composite port) will contain each child port as a direct child node
of the composite port, following this pattern.

{
    “<composite port name>”: {
        <JSON structure from the Port-to-Field Map for the first 
child port definition>, 
        
        ...
        
        <JSON structure from the Port-to-Field Map for the last 
child port definition>
    } 
}

When the variable flag is true, the generated JSON object (corresponding to the composite port) will
wrap the child nodes in an array under the composite port, following this pattern.

{
    "<composite port name>" : [
        {
            <JSON structure from Port-to-Field Map for the first 
child>,
            
            ...,
            
            <JSON structure from Port-to-Field Map for the last 
child>,        
        },
        
        ...,
        
        {
            <JSON structure from Port-to-Field Map for the first 
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child>,
            
            ...,
            
            <JSON structure from Port-to-Field Map for the last 
child>,        
        }
    ]
}

Type: InputModel

An InputModel is a named byte array that the analytic uses in its processing. The values for the model
are managed as part of an orchestration configuration and are associated with an asset context.

{ "modelPortName": <string>,
 "comments" : [<string>] }

See the following table for a description of the elements in an InputModel.

Field Description

modelPortName The name the analytic uses to pull the model from the map of

byte arrays.

comment (Optional) Comments describing the model.

Template Examples

Analytic templates are used at runtime in conjunction with port-to-field map configurations to control the
runtime engine's handling of the analytic input and output. See Samples of Hierarchical Analytic
Templates and Port-to-Field Maps on page 220.

Descriptive Analytic Template Structure Reference
An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. This reference describes
how the JSON objects in a descriptive analytic template are used to generate the input structure required
by the analytic.

• Overview on page 199
• Type: AnalyticTemplate on page 199
• Type: DataPortDefinition on page 200
• Template Examples on page 200

Overview

The analytic template name (hierarchical, descriptive) describes the data format type you are working
with. Descriptive data format is input and output data that is flat in structure but has self-describing
attributes such as the data type and data size.

Each analytic has one template that is stored in the Analytics Catalog. The template is a JSON structure.
For more information about JSON terminology, see http://www.json.org.
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Type: AnalyticTemplate

This is the overall structure of a descriptive analytic template.

{
    "name" : <String>,
    "description" : <String>,
    "packageName" : <String>,
    "codeLanguage" : <String>,
    "version" : <String>,
    "author" : <String>,
    "inputDataPortDefinitions" : [<List of DataPortDefinition>],
    "constantDataPortDefinitions" : [<List of DataPortDefinition>],
    "outputDataPortDefinitions" : [<List of DataPortDefinition>]
}

Field Description

name Name of the analytic. Must be alphanumeric and must start

with a letter.

description Description of the analytic. It can be in HTML format. However,

no image tags are allowed.

packageName Reserved for future use.

codeLanguage Reserved for future use.

version Version of the analytic.

author Author of the analytic.

inputDataPortDefinitions List of input port definitions

constantDataPortDefinitions List of constant port definitions.

outputDataPortDefinitions List of output port definitions.

Type: DataPortDefinition

The inputDataPortDefinitions, constantDataPortDefinitions and
outputDataPortDefinitions elements of the analytic template contain arrays of
DataPortDefinition that specify the inputs, constants and outputs of the analytic.

{
    "timeSeriesName" : <String>,
    "name" : <String>,
    "description" : <String>,
    "dataType" : <String>,
    "variable" : <Boolean>,
    "arrayDimensions" : <Integer>,
    "validators" : [<List of String>]
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in a DataPortDefinition.
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Field Description

timeSeriesName Leave field blank for non-timeseries port definition. For

timeseries port definition this is the name of the timeseries

name Port name.

description Description of the data port.

dataType The data type in which the analytic expects input data and

produces output data. The framework will convert values to and

from this data type between the analytic and the data source.

Possible values are: DOUBLE, INTEGER, LONG, STRING,

BOOLEAN, DATETIME, DATE, TIME, CUSTOM, TIMESERIES.

variable Set value to true if port can have a variable number of ports

at runtime.

arrayDimensions Indicate the number of dimensions (i.e. 0 is a single value, 1 is a

1-dimensional array, 2 is a 2-dimensional array, etc.).

validators Reserved for future use.

Template Examples

Analytic templates are used at runtime in conjunction with Port-to-Field Map configurations to control
the runtime engine's handling of the analytic input and output. See Samples of Descriptive Analytic
Templates and Port-to-Field Maps on page 201.

Analytic Management

Prerequisites: Adding an Analytic to Catalog Using REST APIs
Understand how to find the URI values and to configure the REST headers for each API.

Before You Begin

Review the following information.

• Binding an Application to an Analytics Framework Instance on page 14
• Configuring REST Request Headers on page 17

Adding and Validating an Analytic Using REST APIs
The Analytics Catalog is a repository for hosting analytics. This example guides you through the process to
add an analytic to the Analytics Catalog.

About This Task

The high level steps are as follows.

• (Optional) Update the catalog taxonomy structure for the analytic classification.
• Create an analytic catalog entry with the attributes for the analytic.
• Upload the executable to the catalog.
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• Validate that the analytic runs in the Cloud Foundry environment (deploy and run the analytic, then
retrieve the results).

Procedure

1. Optional: Set up the taxonomy by issuing the following REST API request.

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/taxonomy

The catalog employs a hierarchical classification structure (called a taxonomy) to organize the
analytics. When adding an analytic to the catalog, you will identify the taxonomy location for the
analytic. The catalog allows you to tailor the taxonomy to your needs.

The following is a sample JSON that could be sent using the POST request to add branches to the
taxonomy. For more information, see About Analytic Taxonomy on page 54.

{
    "node_name": "Analytics",
    "child_nodes": [
        {
            "node_name": "Diagnostic",
            "child_nodes": []
        },
        {
            "node_name": "Descriptive",
            "child_nodes": []
        },
        {
            "node_name": "Predictive",
            "child_nodes": []
        },
        {
            "node_name": "Prescriptive",
            "child_nodes": []
        }
    ]
}

2. Create an analytic catalog entry, which stores analytic attributes, by issuing the following REST API
request.

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics

The following sample request creates an analytic catalog entry. "supportedLanguage" field valid
values are: java, matlab, python, python_3.

{
  "taxonomyLocation": "/Analytics/Diagnostic",
  "supportedLanguage": "Matlab",
  "author": "Predix Analytics team",
  "version": "v1",
  "name": "Anomaly Detection"
}

The following sample shows a response body containing JSON defining the analytics’s attributes.

{
    "author": "Predix Analytics team",
    "customMetadata": null,
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    "taxonomyLocation": "/Analytics/Diagnostic",
    "createdTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:16:50+00:00",
    "updatedTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:16:50+00:00",
    "supportedLanguage": "Matlab",
    "description": null,
    "version": "v1",
    "name": "Anomaly Detection",
    "id": "09718078-95e7-4b58-b74a-152838f03b41"
}

3. Attach an executable analytic file to the analytic catalog entry by issuing the following REST API
request.

Note: The maximum file size for upload is 250MB. The maximum expanded analytic file size (including
directories and files) is 500MB.

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/artifacts

The request is a multipart/form-data type with the following parts.

Name Value Required/Optional

file Executable analytic file. Required

catalogEntryId Analytic catalog entry ID. For an
example, see the sample response in
the previous step.

Required

type File type (must contain the value:
'executable').

Required

description Up to 1,000 character description of the
executable file.

Optional

4. Attach an analytic template to the analytic catalog entry by issuing the following REST API request.

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/artifacts

The request is a multipart/form-data type with the following parts.

Name Value Required/Optional

file Analytic template file. Required

catalogEntryId Analytic catalog entry ID. For an
example, see the sample response in
step 2.

Required

type File type (must contain the value:
'template'

Required

description Up to 1,000 character description of the
template file.

Optional

For more information on analytic templates, see Hierarchical Analytic Template: Defining the Analytic's
Input/Output Structure on page 30.

5. Deploy and validate the analytic with test input data.

The test input data is used to invoke the analytic execution after the analytic is deployed successfully.
For example, the demo-adder sample analytic can accept the following sample input data:

{“number1”: 123, “number2”: 456}
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Choose from the following methods to pass the input data.

• The input data can be sent directly in the body of the validation request. In this case, issue the
following REST API request.

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{id}/validation
• The input data can be uploaded as an artifact attached to the analytic (see Attaching Additional

Artifacts to an Analytic Catalog Entry on page 56). This can be useful if you have a large dataset, or
if you plan on reusing the dataset. In this case, issue the following REST API request with the
artifact ID as a query parameter:

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{analyticId}/
validation?input_id={artifactId}

In either case, the request to deploy and validate an analytic is an asynchronous request. The response
contains a validationRequestId that can later be used to retrieve the status and results of the
validation. The following is a sample response from a validation request.

{
    "analyticId": "09718078-95e7-4b58-b74a-152838f03b41",
    "validationRequestId": "dfcaa0d4-40f1-471d-9f66-e72a23a30266",
    "inputData": "{\"number1\": 123, \"number2\": 456}",
    "status": "QUEUED",
    "createdTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:53:04+00:00",
    "updatedTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:53:04+00:00",
    "message": "Analytic validation request successfully queued - 
reference id is dfcaa0d4-40f1-471d-9f66-e72a23a30266",
    "result": null
}

6. Retrieve the analytic validation status by issuing the following REST API request.

Use the validationRequestId from the previous step to check the status of the deployment and
validation. The status can be QUEUED, PROCESSING, or COMPLETED. If the status is COMPLETED, the
response includes the analytic execution result.

GET  <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{id}/validation/
{validationRequestId}

The following sample response shows a successful deployment and validation status check.

{
    "analyticId": "09718078-95e7-4b58-b74a-152838f03b41",
    "validationRequestId": "dfcaa0d4-40f1-471d-9f66-e72a23a30266",
    "inputData": "{\"number1\": 123, \"number2\": 456}",
    "status": "COMPLETED",
    "createdTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:53:04+00:00",
    "updatedTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:55:41+00:00",
    "message": "Analytic validation completed successfully.",
    "result": "{\"result\":579}"
}

Once the status returns COMPLETED, the message field in the response indicates whether the
validation attempt was successful or failed. If successful, the result field contains the analytic output
data. If failed, the result field is empty, and the message field displays the failure reason.
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About Running a Single Analytic
If you have a self-contained data set you can run (execute) a single analytic without providing an analytic
template or using the orchestration runtime. There are three methods to run a single analytic.

• Running an Analytic Synchronously Using the Analytics Catalog on page 48
• Running an Analytic Synchronously Using a Direct Call on page 48
• Running an Analytic Asynchronously Using a Direct Call on page 49

Note: Asynchronous execution must be used in a production environment. Use synchronous execution
only when testing or validating an analytic in a test environment. Always use asynchronous option if
analytic execution will take longer than 30 seconds to complete.

Running an Analytic Synchronously Using the Analytics Catalog
Run a single analytic synchronously as follows.

Before You Begin

The analytic must be already validated and deployed to the Cloud Foundry environment before it can be
run. For more information and detailed steps, see

• Adding and Validating an Analytic Using REST APIs on page 44
• Deploying a Production Analytic to Cloud Foundry on page 51

Note: Use synchronous execution only when testing or validating an analytic in a test environment. If an
analytic takes longer than 30 seconds during synchronous execution, you may receive a 500 HTTP error.
Always use asynchronous option if analytic execution will take longer than 30 seconds to complete.
Asynchronous execution must be used in a production environment.

Issue the following REST API request. Provide the analytic input JSON in the body of the request each time
the analytic is run.

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{id}/execution

If you are running the analytic multiple times with the same input data, or you have a large data set, you
can upload the data as an artifact attached to the analytic (see Attaching Additional Artifacts to an
Analytic Catalog Entry on page 56) to be retrieved when calling the analytic execution API. You can then
call the analytic execution API without a request body, but with the artifact ID a query parameter, as in the
following endpoint.

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{analyticId}/execution?
inputId={artifactId}

Running an Analytic Synchronously Using a Direct Call
Run a single analytic synchronously as follows. You can provide different data sets in the body of the
request each time the analytic is run.

Before You Begin

The analytic must be already validated and deployed to the Cloud Foundry environment before it can be
run. For more information and detailed steps, see

• Adding and Validating an Analytic Using REST APIs on page 44
• Deploying a Production Analytic to Cloud Foundry on page 51
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Note: Use synchronous execution only when testing or validating an analytic in a test environment. If an
analytic takes longer than 30 seconds during synchronous execution, you may receive a 500 HTTP error.
Always use asynchronous option if analytic execution will take longer than 30 seconds to complete.
Asynchronous execution must be used in a production environment.

Issue the following REST API request.

POST <analytic_uri>/api/v1/analytic/execution

Where <analytic_uri> is the analytic catalog entry id followed by your Predix platform domain name. For
example, https://09718078-95e7-4b60-b74a-152838f03b41.analytics.run.aws-
usw02-pr.ice.predix.io. For more information about how to determine the <analytic_uri>, see
Deployed Analytic URI on page 197.

The following table describes the request parameters.

Parameter Parameter Type Data Type Description

body body, required JSON string The JSON string that will be

passed to the analytic via its

configured entry point in the

config.json.

Predix-Zone-Id header, required String The zone-id from the Analytics

Catalog.

Authorization header, required String The user's UAA token.

If an error occurs it will contain an error response object similar to the following.

{
    "code": <see troubleshooting guide>,
    "severity": <not used at this time>,
    "detail": <a detailed description of the error>,
    "message": <a summary description of the error>
}

Running an Analytic Asynchronously Using a Direct Call
Run a single analytic asynchronously as follows. Provide the analytic input JSON in the body of the
request each time the analytic is run.

Before You Begin

The analytic must be already validated and deployed to the Cloud Foundry environment before it can be
run. For more information and detailed steps, see

• Adding and Validating an Analytic Using REST APIs on page 44
• Deploying a Production Analytic to Cloud Foundry on page 51

Procedure

1. Run a single analytic asynchronously by issuing the following REST API request. You can provide
different data sets in the body of the request each time the analytic is run.

POST <analytic_uri>/api/v1/analytic/execution/async
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Where <analytic_uri> is the analytic catalog entry id followed by your Predix platform domain name.
For example, https://09718078-95e7-4b60-
b74a-152838f03b41.analytics.run.aws-usw02-pr.ice.predix.io. For more
information about how to determine the <analytic_uri>, see Deployed Analytic URI on page 197.

The following table describes the request parameters.

Parameter Parameter Type Data Type Description

body body, required JSON string The JSON string that will be
passed to the analytic via its
configured entry point in the
config.json.

Predix-Zone-Id header, required String The zone-id from the
Analytics Catalog.

Authorization header, required String The user's UAA token.

The POST request will return the status of the execution request including a requestId that can be
used to retrieve the results of the analytic. For example:

{
    "analyticId": "09718078-95e7-4b60-b74a-152838f03b41",
    "requestId": “0203479-1123-5b89-e89c-18928734962”,
    "analyticExecutionState": “QUEUED",
    "createdTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:16:50+00:00",
    "updatedTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:16:50+00:00
}

2. Retrieve the status of the asynchronous run by issuing the following REST API request. Use the
requestId obtained in step 1.

GET <analytic_uri>/api/v1/analytic/execution/async/{requestId}/status

The status can be one of the following: QUEUED, PROCESSING, COMPLETED, or FAILED.
3. If the status is COMPLETED or FAILED, retrieve the results of the asynchronous run by issuing the

following REST API request. Use the requestId obtained in step 1.

GET <analytic_uri>/api/v1/analytic/execution/async/{requestId}/result

• If the status is COMPLETED, the results will be the output from the analytic.
• If the status is FAILED, the results will contain the exception message from the Predix platform's

processing and/or the analytic execution.
• If an error occurs in the processing, the result request will contain an error response object as

described in Running an Analytic Synchronously Using a Direct Call on page 48.
• If an error occurs it will contain an error response object similar to the following.

{
    "code": <see troubleshooting guide>,
    "severity": <not used at this time>,
    "detail": <a detailed description of the error>,
    "message": <a summary description of the error>
}

4. Delete the status and result of the of the asynchronous run by issuing the following REST API request.
Use the requestId obtained in step 1.

DELETE <analytic_uri>/api/v1/analytic/execution/async/{requestId}
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Note: Both the status and the result for the request will be deleted permanently. This step is
recommended to release the storage space once the result is no longer needed.

Retrieving Analytic Catalog Entries
You can retrieve analytic catalog entries by pagination, sorting, and filtering criteria by issuing the
following REST API request.

GET <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics 

The following sample request retrieves entries starting at page three in a zero-based page index,
displaying 10 entries per page, and sorted by analytic name in ascending order.

GET <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics?
page=2&size=10&sortOrder=asc&sortableFields=name

The following sample request retrieves entries belonging to an /Analytics/Diagnostic taxonomy .

GET <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics?taxonomyPath=/Analytics/
Diagnostic

Deploying a Production Analytic to Cloud Foundry

Before You Begin

The analytic entry has been added to the catalog and validation is completed. See Adding and Validating
an Analytic Using REST APIs on page 44.

About This Task

You can use the Deployment API to perform the following tasks:

• Promote the validated analytic to a production state so it can be consumed by the Runtime service.
• Optimize the analytics’s memory usage, disk usage, and number of instances.
• Restart a previously deployed analytic.

Note: After an analytic has been promoted to production use, you cannot update or delete its executable
artifact, or validate the analytic.

Procedure

1. Deploy the analytic by issuing the following REST API request.

The request to deploy an analytic is an asynchronous request. The response contains a requestId
that can be later used to retrieve the deployment status.

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{id}/deployment

The following sample request configures and initiates a deployment.

{
    "memory":<Memory size in MB>,
    "diskQuota":<Disk space in MB>,
    "instances":<Number of instances>
}
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For example

{
    "memory":1024,
    "diskQuota":512,
    "instances":2
}

Be aware of the following:

• Default values are assumed if memory, disk quota, and instance are not given or if amount
given is smaller than the default value.

• Default values are: memory, 512 MB; disk quota, 1024 MB for Java and Python, 2048 MB for
Matlab; instance is 1.

• If the given memory and disk quota values are greater than what the Predix platform supports,
the analytic deployment will fail.

• If the given memory value exceeds 7500MB, the analytic deployment will fail.
• If the given number of instances exceeds two, the analytic deployment will fail.

The following sample response shows a successful deployment.

{
    "analyticId": "09718078-95e7-4b58-b74a-152838f03b41",
    "requestId": "dfcaa0d4-40f1-471d-9f66-e72a23a30266",
    "inputData": "{\"number1\": 123, \"number2\": 456}",
    "status": "QUEUED",
    "createdTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:53:04+00:00",
    "updatedTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:53:04+00:00",
    "message": "Analytic deployment request successfully queued - 
reference id is dfcaa0d4-40f1-471d-9f66-e72a23a30266",
    "result": null
}

2. Retrieve the analytic deployment status by issuing the following REST API request. Use the
requestId from the previous step to check the status of the deployment. The status can be
QUEUED, PROCESSING, or COMPLETED.

GET  <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{id}/deployment/
{requestId}

The following sample response shows a successful deployment status check.

{
    "analyticId": "09718078-95e7-4b58-b74a-152838f03b41",
    "requestId": "dfcaa0d4-40f1-471d-9f66-e72a23a30266",
    "inputData": "{\"number1\": 123, \"number2\": 456}",
    "status": "COMPLETED",
    "createdTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:53:04+00:00",
    "updatedTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:55:41+00:00",
    "message": "Analytic deployment completed successfully.",
    "result": ""
}

Once the status returns COMPLETED, the message field in the response indicates whether it was
successful or failed.
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Retrieving Recent Analytic Logs
You can retrieve the recent logs from a deployed analytic. Reviewing the logs can be useful when
debugging issues such as execution failures.

To retrieve the recent analytic logs, issue the following REST API request.

GET <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{id}/logs

The response will contain the recent analytic logs in text/plain format. The following is a sample response.

[fd3dc098-113a-4f28-b1c9-1fb0265ce58c [Fri Mar 18 22:43:56 UTC 2016] 
2016-03-18 22:43:56,377 10572 px_correlation_id= px_zone_id= 
px_service= px_user_name=  [main] INFO  
c.g.p.a.j.s.JavaBasedAnalyticApplication - Started 
JavaBasedAnalyticApplication in 9.946 seconds (JVM running for 10.999) 
(STDOUT, App),
fd3dc098-113a-4f28-b1c9-1fb0265ce58c [Fri Mar 18 22:48:17 UTC 2016] 
2016-03-18 22:48:17,584 271779 px_correlation_id=a427cf91-
c91f-4d1f-89a9-6775af8acb9a px_zone_id=<zone_id> px_service=analytic 
px_user_name=  [http-nio-61729-exec-3] INFO  
c.g.p.a.j.JavaBasedAnalyticServiceImpl - analyticId=<analytic_id> 
status=STARTED data={"number1":2,"number2":4} (STDOUT, App),
fd3dc098-113a-4f28-b1c9-1fb0265ce58c [Fri Mar 18 22:48:17 UTC 2016] 
2016-03-18 22:48:17,588 271783 px_correlation_id=a427cf91-
c91f-4d1f-89a9-6775af8acb9a px_zone_id=<zone_id> px_service=analytic 
px_user_name=  [http-nio-61729-exec-3] INFO  
c.g.p.a.j.JavaBasedAnalyticServiceImpl - analyticId=<analytic_id> 
status=COMPLETED data={"result":6} (STDOUT, App)]

Deleting an Analytic From the Catalog
Deleting a non-subscription analytic will delete it from the analytics catalog. Deleting a subscription
analytic will first unsubscribe it, and then delete it from the analytics catalog.

About This Task

Delete the analytic catalog entry by ID by issuing the following REST API request.

DELETE <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{id} 

Note: If the analytic has been deployed to Cloud Foundry, deleting it from the catalog also undeploys it
from Cloud Foundry.

Note: An analytic that is used in an orchestration or a scheduled job cannot be deleted.

Managing Multiple Versions of an Analytic

Procedure

1. Retrieve all versions of an analytic by issuing the following REST API request.
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For multiple versions of an analytic, the following API can be called to retrieve all versions of the
analytic with the given name.

GET <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/versions?name=<analytic 
name> 

2. Delete all versions of an analytic.

If there are multiple versions of an analytic, the following API can be called to delete all versions of the
analytic with the given name.

DELETE <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{name}/versions 

About Analytic Taxonomy
Analytics hosted in the analytic catalog are categorized by their taxonomy locations. This provides a
structured method for grouping related analytics and aids in analytic retrieval.

A taxonomy is a hierarchy of taxonomy nodes. The taxonomy JSON structure specification is as follows.

• A taxonomy node contains node_name and child_nodes.
• A node_name specifies the name of the node and must not contain a forward slash ("/").
• A child_node can contain an array of nested taxonomy nodes.
• An empty child_nodes array indicates a leaf node.

Taxonomy locations can be added using the API, which expects the desired taxonomy in a JSON structure
(as either a single node object or an array of node objects). This API is additive, allowing additional nodes
to be inserted after the initial structure is loaded.

The following is an example of the expected JSON structure.

Sample Taxonomy JSON Structure

[
    {
        "node_name": "Diagnostic",
        "child_nodes": [
            {
                "node_name": "Health Assessment",
                "child_nodes": [
                    {
                        "node_name": "Fault Diagnosis",
                        "child_nodes": []
                    },
                    {
                        "node_name": "Confidence 
Estimation",
                        "child_nodes": []
                    },
                    {
                        "node_name": "Uncertainty 
Estimation",
                        "child_nodes": []
                    }
                ]
            },
            {
                "node_name": "Condition Monitoring",
                "child_nodes": [
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                    {
                        "node_name": "Fault Isolation",
                        "child_nodes": []
                    },
                    {
                        "node_name": "Anomaly Detection",
                        "child_nodes": []
                    }
                ]
            }
        ]
    },
    {
        "node_name": "Descriptive",
        "child_nodes": [
            {
                "node_name": "Standard Stats Techniques",
                "child_nodes": [
                    {
                        "node_name": "Bivariate 
Analysis",
                        "child_nodes": [
                            {
                                "node_name": "Cross 
Tabulation",
                                "child_nodes": []
                            },
                            {
                                "node_name": "Scatter 
Plots",
                                "child_nodes": []
                            }
                        ]
                    },
                    {
                        "node_name": "Univariate-
Summary",
                        "child_nodes": []
                    }
                ]
            }
        ]
    }
]

When creating or updating an analytic entry, the taxonomy location can be specified
as a slash-separated path. For example:

/Diagnostic/Condition Monitoring/Anomaly Detection
/Descriptive/Standard Stats Techniques/Bivariate Analysis

Taxonomy locations must be loaded before they can be assigned to an analytic.

If the taxonomy location is not specified for an analytic entry, it uses the following
default location:

/uncategorized
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Adding Taxonomy Locations
A taxonomy is a hierarchical tree of categories structuring an analytic. The following API call adds the
taxonomy specified in the request body to the existing taxonomy in the catalog. It does not remove any
part of the existing taxonomy.

About This Task

Set up the taxonomy by issuing the following REST API request.

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/taxonomy

Sample request to load a taxonomy.

{
    "node_name": "Analytics",
    "child_nodes": [
        {
            "node_name": "Diagnostic",
            "child_nodes": []
        },
        {
            "node_name": "Descriptive",
            "child_nodes": []
        },
        {
            "node_name": "Predictive",
            "child_nodes": []
        },
        {
            "node_name": "Prescriptive",
            "child_nodes": []
        }
    ]
}

Artifact Management

Attaching Additional Artifacts to an Analytic Catalog Entry
Attach an artifact to the analytic catalog entry by issuing the following REST API request.

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/artifacts

The request is a multipart/form-data type with three required parts.

• file is the artifact file.
• catalogEntryID is analytic catalog entry id.
• type is free form text. executable is reserved for executable analytic artifact. Template is

reserved for the analytic template file.

Repeat this step to attach additional artifacts as needed. However, only one artifact of type executable
and type template can be attached to an analytic catalog entry
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Note: The maximum file size for upload is 250MB. The maximum expanded analytic file size (including
directories and files) is 500MB.

Downloading Artifacts Attached to an Analytic Catalog Entry
You can download one or more analytic catalog entry artifacts as follows.

Procedure

1. Get the list of artifacts attached to an analytic catalog entry by issuing the following REST API request.

The request requires the analytic catalog entry ID.

GET <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{id}/artifacts 

The request returns a list of artifacts attached to an analytic catalog entry, similar to the following
sample.

{
    "artifacts": [
        {
            "filename": "anomalyDetector.zip",
            "createdTimestamp": "2015-09-15T23:53:37+00:00",
            "updatedTimestamp": "2015-09-15T23:53:37+00:00",
            "description": null,
            "id": "5a1713eb-2f1d-498d-a1ab-31cec71311ad",
            "type": "Executable"
        },
        {
            "filename": "README.pdf",
            "createdTimestamp": "2015-09-15T23:53:37+00:00",
            "updatedTimestamp": "2015-09-15T23:53:37+00:00",
            "description": "README file",
            "id": "0abdd515-793f-4e05-9773-17d8a054eddf",
            "type": "Documentation"
        }
    ]
}

The response returned has an ID for each artifact. The artifact is returned as application/octet-
stream.

2. Download an artifact by including its ID when issuing the following REST API request.

GET <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/artifacts/{id}/file

Note: You cannot download the executable artifact for a subscription analytic.
3. Repeat the previous step with a different artifact ID to download each artifact.

Updating an Analytic's Executable Artifact
You can update an analytic's executable artifact after it has been added to the catalog, then validate it
after changes are made, by following these steps.

About This Task

Note:

• You cannot use this procedure for an analytic that is in production state.
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• You cannot update an executable artifact for a subscription analytic.

Procedure

1. Retrieve the list of artifacts attached to an analytic catalog entry by issuing the following REST API
request.

The request requires the analytic catalog entry id. Get the id of the artifact with type Executable
from the response.

GET <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{id}/artifacts 

The following sample response includes the list of artifacts attached to an analytic catalog entry.

{
    "artifacts": [
        {
            "filename": "anomalyDetector.zip",
            "createdTimestamp": "2015-09-15T23:53:37+00:00",
            "updatedTimestamp": "2015-09-15T23:53:37+00:00",
            "description": null,
            "id": "5a1713eb-2f1d-498d-a1ab-31cec71311ad",
            "type": "Executable"
        },
        {
            "filename": "README.pdf",
            "createdTimestamp": "2015-09-15T23:53:37+00:00",
            "updatedTimestamp": "2015-09-15T23:53:37+00:00",
            "description": "README file",
            "id": "0abdd515-793f-4e05-9773-17d8a054eddf",
            "type": "Documentation"
        }
    ]
}

2. Update the executable artifact of an analytic catalog entry by issuing the following REST API request.

The request requires the executable artifact id retrieved in the previous Step 1.

PUT <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/artifacts/{id}

The request is a multipart/form-data type with three required parts.

Name Value

file Executable analytic file. Specify the updated executable
artifact.

catalogEntryID Analytic catalog entry ID

type File type. executable is reserved for executable
analytic

Note: The maximum file size for upload is 250MB. The maximum expanded analytic file size (including
directories and files) is 500MB.

3. Deploy and validate the analytic with test input data.

The test input data is used to invoke the analytic execution after the analytic is deployed successfully.
For example, the demo-adder sample analytic can accept the following sample input data:

{“number1”: 123, “number2”: 456}
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Choose from the following methods to pass the input data.

• The input data can be sent directly in the body of the validation request. In this case, issue the
following REST API request.

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{id}/validation
• The input data can be uploaded as an artifact attached to the analytic (see Attaching Additional

Artifacts to an Analytic Catalog Entry on page 56). This can be useful if you have a large dataset, or
if you plan on reusing the dataset. In this case, issue the following REST API request with the
artifact ID as a query parameter:

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{analyticId}/
validation?inputId={artifactId}

In either case, the request to deploy and validate an analytic is an asynchronous request. The response
contains a validationRequestId that can later be used to retrieve the status and results of the
validation. The following is a sample response from a validation request.

{
    "analyticId": "09718078-95e7-4b58-b74a-152838f03b41",
    "validationRequestId": "dfcaa0d4-40f1-471d-9f66-e72a23a30266",
    "inputData": "{\"number1\": 123, \"number2\": 456}",
    "status": "QUEUED",
    "createdTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:53:04+00:00",
    "updatedTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:53:04+00:00",
    "message": "Analytic validation request successfully queued - 
reference id is dfcaa0d4-40f1-471d-9f66-e72a23a30266",
    "result": null
}

4. Deploy and validate the analytic by issuing the following REST API request.

POST <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{id}/validation

Note the following:

• The request to deploy and validate an analytic is an asynchronous request. The response contains
the validationRequestId.

• Provide the test data in the request body. The test data provided is used to invoke the analytic
execution after the analytic is deployed successfully.

Sample response from deploying and validating an analytic.

{
    "analyticId": "09718078-95e7-4b58-b74a-152838f03b41",
    "validationRequestId": "dfcaa0d4-40f1-471d-9f66-e72a23a30266",
    "inputData": "{\"number1\": 123, \"number2\": 456}",
    "status": "QUEUED",
    "createdTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:53:04+00:00",
    "updatedTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:53:04+00:00",
    "message": "Analytic validation request successfully queued - 
reference id is dfcaa0d4-40f1-471d-9f66-e72a23a30266",
    "result": null
}

5. Retrieve the analytic validation status by issuing the following REST API request.
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Use the validationRequestId from the previous step to check the status of the deployment and
validation. The status can be QUEUED, PROCESSING, or COMPLETED. If the status is COMPLETED, the
result of the analytic execution is also returned.

GET  <catalog_uri>/api/v1/catalog/analytics/{id}/validation/
{validationRequestId}

Sample response from validation status check.

{
    "analyticId": "09718078-95e7-4b58-b74a-152838f03b41",
    "validationRequestId": "dfcaa0d4-40f1-471d-9f66-e72a23a30266",
    "inputData": "{\"number1\": 123, \"number2\": 456}",
    "status": "COMPLETED",
    "createdTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:53:04+00:00",
    "updatedTimestamp": "2015-09-18T16:55:41+00:00",
    "message": "Analytic validation completed successfully.",
    "result": "{\"result\":579}"
}
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Orchestration

Orchestration Configuration

About Orchestration Workflow Development
An orchestration is a group of analytics to be run as a single unit. An orchestration workflow defines the
order for executing the individual analytics. The runtime uses an orchestration workflow file to trigger the
analytic execution request.

The orchestration workflow is defined in a BPMN file, which is an XML file conforming to the BPMN 2.0
standard. Create the orchestration workflow file in your preferred tool for editing XML files. Sample
orchestration BPMN-compliant workflow files are available at https://github.com/PredixDev/predix-
analytics-sample/tree/master/orchestrations.

Related Reference

Required BPMN 2.0 XML Structures on page 197

The Analytics Framework uses an orchestration workflow file to trigger the analytic execution request.
The orchestration workflow is defined in a BPMN file, which is an XML file conforming to the BPMN 2.0
standard.

Task Roadmaps: Developing an Orchestration Workflow
A task roadmap provides the recommended order of steps to complete a process and serves as a planning
guide. Use the following roadmaps to develop an orchestration workflow file.

How the data will be accessed by the analytic determines which process to follow when developing the
orchestration workflow. Choose from the following options.

• Task Roadmap: Running an Orchestration Using Predix Time Series Tags on page 61: Use when time
series tag ids will be provided in the orchestration request so that the runtime can pass time series
data to the analytics.

• Task Roadmap: Running an Orchestration with Single Asset on page 62: Use when time series tag ids
will be resolved at runtime using asset tag queries that retrieve the time series tag ids from Predix
Asset.

• Task Roadmap: Running an Orchestration for Asset Group on page 63: Use when running multiple
orchestration instances, one for each asset in a set of assets.

• Task Roadmap: Running an Orchestration Using an External Data Source on page 64: Use when
running an orchestration request where data from an external source (non-Predix Time Series data)
will be passed to the analytics.

Task Roadmap: Running an Orchestration Using Predix Time Series Tags
When developing an orchestration workflow designed to run analytics that will use time series data,
proceed as follows. The orchestration workflow will communicate with the Predix Time Series service to
retrieve and store data for use by the referenced analytics.

Note: Before you begin, the times series data must have been loaded into Predix Time Series.
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Task Information

1. Understand how to find the URI values and to configure the REST headers
for each API

See

• Binding an Application to an Analytics
Framework Instance on page 14

• Verifying the Binding on page 15
• Configuring REST Request Headers on

page 17

2. Create the orchestration workflow files See About Orchestration Workflow
Development on page 61

3. Validate the structure of the orchestration workflow file and health of
referenced analytics

See Validating an Orchestration Workflow
File on page 65

4. If using trained analytics:

• Review the requirements
• Upload the trained models for the analytic

See

• About Machine Learning/Trained
Analytics on page 19

• About Analytics Using a Trained
Model on page 66

• Uploading the Trained Analytic Model
as a Configuration Artifact on page
69

5. Create the port-to-field maps for the analytics in the orchestration See Creating a Port-To-Field Map on page
90

6. Create the orchestration configuration entry and upload the BPMN and
port-to-field artifacts

See Uploading an Orchestration
Configuration Entry on page 68

7. Deploy the orchestration workflow file See Deploying an Orchestration Workflow
File on page 148

8. Run the orchestration with the tag id map in the request See Running an Orchestration Using
Predix Time Series Tags on page 152

9. Verify the orchestration execution results status See Retrieving an Orchestration
Execution Status on page 165

Task Roadmap: Running an Orchestration with Single Asset
When developing an orchestration workflow designed to run analytics that will use asset model and time
series data, proceed as follows. The orchestration will automatically communicate with both the Predix
Asset service to retrieve tags, and the Predix Time Series service to retrieve and store data corresponding
to these tags.

This task roadmap provides the steps to run an orchestration for single asset.

Note: Before you begin, an asset model must have been created in Predix Asset, and the time series data
loaded into Predix Time Series.

Task Information

1. Understand how to find the URI values and to configure the REST headers
for each API

See

• Binding an Application to an Analytics
Framework Instance on page 14

• Verifying the Binding on page 15
• Configuring REST Request Headers

on page 17

2. Create the orchestration workflow files See About Orchestration Workflow
Development on page 61
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Task Information

3. Validate the structure of the orchestration workflow file and health of
referenced analytics

See Validating an Orchestration Workflow
File on page 65

4. If using trained analytics:

• Review the requirements
• Upload the trained models for the analytic

See

• About Machine Learning/Trained
Analytics on page 19

• About Analytics Using a Trained
Model on page 66

• Uploading the Trained Analytic Model
as a Configuration Artifact on page
69

5. Create the port-to-field maps for the analytics in the orchestration See Creating a Port-To-Field Map on page
90

6. Create the orchestration configuration entry and upload the BPMN and
port-to-field artifacts

See Uploading an Orchestration
Configuration Entry on page 68

7. Create the default tag query See Creating the Default Tag Queries on
page 71

8. (Optional) Create a custom tag query in the port-to-field maps See About Asset Model Data Handling for
Orchestration on page 75

9. Deploy the orchestration workflow file See Deploying an Orchestration Workflow
File on page 148

10. Run the orchestration with the orchestration configuration and asset id See Running an Orchestration for a Single
Asset on page 156

11. Verify the orchestration execution results status See Retrieving an Orchestration
Execution Status on page 165

Task Roadmap: Running an Orchestration for Asset Group
When developing an orchestration workflow designed to run analytics that will use asset model and time
series data, proceed as follows. The orchestration will automatically communicate with both the Predix
Asset service to retrieve tags, and the Predix Time Series service to retrieve and store data corresponding
to these tags.

This task roadmap provides the steps to run an orchestration for an asset group.

Note: Before you begin, an asset model must have been created in Predix Asset, and the time series data
loaded into Predix Time Series.

Task Information

1. Understand how to find the URI values and to configure the REST headers
for each API

See

• Binding an Application to an Analytics
Framework Instance on page 14

• Verifying the Binding on page 15
• Configuring REST Request Headers

on page 17

2. Create the orchestration workflow files See About Orchestration Workflow
Development on page 61

3. Validate the structure of the orchestration file and health of referenced
analytics

See Validating an Orchestration Workflow
File on page 65
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Task Information

4. If using trained analytics:

• Review the requirements
• Upload the trained models for the analytic

See

• About Machine Learning/Trained
Analytics on page 19

• About Analytics Using a Trained
Model on page 66

• Uploading the Trained Analytic Model
as a Configuration Artifact on page
69

5. Create the port-to-field maps for the analytics in the orchestration See Creating a Port-To-Field Map on page
90

6. Create the orchestration configuration entry and upload the BPMN and
port-to-field artifacts

See Uploading an Orchestration
Configuration Entry on page 68

7. Create the default tag query See Creating the Default Tag Queries on
page 71

8. (Optional) Create a custom tag query in the port-to-field maps See About Asset Model Data Handling for
Orchestration on page 75

9. Deploy the orchestration workflow file See Deploying an Orchestration Workflow
File on page 148

10. Run the orchestration with the orchestration configuration and asset
group query

See Running an Orchestration for an
Asset Group on page 158

11. Verify the orchestration execution results status See Retrieving an Orchestration
Execution Status on page 165

Task Roadmap: Running an Orchestration Using an External Data Source
When developing an orchestration workflow designed to run analytics that will use data from an external
source (non-Predix Time Series data), proceed as follows. You will build a Custom Data Connector service
to read data from and write data to the external source.

The Analytics Framework will call your data connector service to read the analytic input data and write
the analytic output data to the data source.

Task Information

1. Understand how to find the URI values and to configure the
REST headers for each API

See

• Binding an Application to an Analytics Framework
Instance on page 14

• Verifying the Binding on page 15
• Configuring REST Request Headers on page 17

2. Create the orchestration workflow files See About Orchestration Workflow Development on page 61

3. Validate the structure of the orchestration file and health of
referenced analytics

See Validating an Orchestration Workflow File on page 65

4. If using trained analytics:

• Review the requirements
• Upload the trained models for the analytic

See

• About Machine Learning/Trained Analytics on page 19
• About Analytics Using a Trained Model on page 66
• Uploading the Trained Analytic Model as a Configuration

Artifact on page 69

5. Create the port-to-field maps for the analytics in the
orchestration. When defining the dataSourceId field,
provide a value of your choosing to identify the external data
source the analytics will rely upon.

See Creating a Port-To-Field Map on page 90
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Task Information

6. Create the orchestration configuration entry and upload the
BPMN and port-to-field artifacts

See Uploading an Orchestration Configuration Entry on page
68

7. Develop your Custom Connector Service and deploy it to
Predix cloud. A Java-based reference implementation with
PostgreSQL DB support is available. Use the reference
implementation with PostgreSQL DB support as your starting
point.

See

• About Analytics Using an External Data Source on page
76

• Custom Data Connector Reference on page 262
• Reference Data Connector for PostgreSQL

8. Deploy the orchestration workflow file See Deploying an Orchestration Workflow File on page 148

9. Run the orchestration for analytics using an external data
source

See Running an Orchestration Using an External Data Source
on page 160

10. Verify the orchestration execution results status See Retrieving an Orchestration Execution Status on page
165

Validating an Orchestration Workflow File

Before You Begin

Before you can validate an orchestration workflow file, all referenced analytics must be:

• Hosted in the Analytics Catalog, and
• Deployed to Cloud Foundry, and
• Running

For more information, see Adding and Validating an Analytic Using REST APIs on page 44.

To validate the structure of a orchestration workflow file and the health of all referenced analytics, issue
the following REST API request. The request is a multipart/form-data type (attribute named 'file') and
must contain the orchestration workflow file to be validated.

POST <execution_uri>/api/v2/execution/validation

The following is a sample response with a valid BPMN XML file and a valid analytic reference.

{
  "analyticValidationStatusMap": {
    "<analytic_uri>/api/v1/analytic/execution": "200",
... (one entry for each analytic in the bpmn) ... 
    "<analytic_uri>/api/v1/analytic/execution": "200"
  },
  "id": "<request id>"
}

The following is a sample response with a valid BPMN XML file and an invalid analytic reference (e.g., to a
nonexistent analytic). The 404 error indicates that the runtime could not find that deployed analytic.
Check that the analytic id in the URI is correct.

{
  "analyticValidationStatusMap": {
    "<analytic_uri>/api/v1/analytic/execution": "200",
    "<analytic_uri>/api/v1/analytic/execution": "404"
  },
  "id": "896f736c-63e2-11e6-9ca9-0aaf9ee07fcb"
}
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The following is a sample response with an invalid BPMN XML file.

{
  "code": "ORCH001",
  "detail": "Failed to deploy orchestration workflow to runtime 
engine: [Error reading XML]",
  "severity": "3",
  "message": "Failed to deploy orchestration workflow to runtime 
engine.",
  "parameters": [
    "Error reading XML"
  ]
}

About Analytics Using a Trained Model
Analytics that use a trained model (commonly known as trained analytics, machine trained analytics, or
machine learned analytics) are supported as follows.

About Deploying Trained Models as a Configuration Entry

Note: When the trained model is deployed as a configuration entry, the analytic kernel must be written to
expect the trained model(s) be passed in on the run() request.

When deploying a trained model as a configuration entry in runtime, you will follow this process.

• Upload each trained model as an Orchestration Configuration Entry. The upload will include:

◦ model file
◦ model name
◦ model version
◦ model key, identifying the asset(s) to which the model file applies

• For each use of a trained model, create a port-to-field map that maps inputs to the analytic (from
supported data sources) and maps the models from configuration entries. The port-to-field map
references to models will specify the model name. It will not specify the asset context or asset id.

• When the orchestration is run:

◦ The run request will include an asset context.
◦ When the runtime sees a reference to a trained model(s) in the port-to-field map, it will retrieve

the trained model(s) for the current asset context and pass it in to the analytic along with the input
data. Refer to the following section for more information regarding how the trained models are
selected at runtime for the current asset context.

How the Trained Models are Selected at Runtime

The trained model will be loaded during runtime using the these rules. This example describes how the
process works. Assume we have the models in the orchestration configuration database as summarized
in the following table.

Model Key Model Name Model Version Model File

GE90x-1 Model-1 V1 File1.model

GE90x-1 Model-1 V2 File2.model

GE90x-1 Model-2 V1 File3.model
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Model Key Model Name Model Version Model File

Group-1 Model-3 V3 File4.model

Group-2 Model-1 V1 File5.model

GE90x-2 Model-5 V3 File6.model

Group-2 Model-6 V1 File7.model

GE90x-3 Model-3 V3 File8.model

The scenarios and (expected) models will be retrieved as summarized in following table.

Scenario Model File Description

Orchestration execution with asset id

“GE90x-1” with orchestration step's port-

to-field map, referencing models

“Model-1”, “v1”.

File1.model

Orchestration execution with asset id

“GE90x-1” with orchestration step's port-

to-field map, referencing models

“Model-1”, “UNKNOWN”.

none Performs an exact match for model

version and retrieves nothing. Not

included as part of inputModels.

Orchestration execution with asset id

“GE90x-NOTDEFINED”, model group key

“Group-2”, with orchestration step using

dependent models “Model-1”, “v1”.

File5.model When an orchestration execution is

triggered with both asset id and model

group key and no model is found for asset

id, then the model group key is used as

the model key to retrieve model.

Orchestration execution with asset group

(pulling GE90x-3, GE90x-6) and model

group key – “Group-1”. Step model

“Model-3” and “V3”.

• Models associated with asset

instance, i.e. GE90x-3 will use

File8.model.

• If missing (GE90x-6), then uses

File4.model

For all assets in asset group, tries to find

models corresponding to the asset id as

the model key and the model name/

version defined in step.

Orchestration execution with asset group

(“GE90x-1”, “GE90x-2” and “GE90x-5”)

and model group key – “Group-1”. Step

model “Model” and “V3”.

• “GE90x-1” – File4.model

• “GE90x-2” – File6.model

• “GE90x-5” – File4.model

Asset group retrieves actual assets

“GE90x-1”, “GE90x-2” and “GE90x-5”. For

each asset id context, because of model

name startsWith support,

different models will be retrieved for each

asset.

Orchestration execution with tag-map

and model group key – “Group-2”. Step

model “Model-1” and “V1”.

File5.model Provided tag-map fields are only for

Predix Time Series fields.

Orchestration execution with tag-map

and model group key – “Group-2”. Step

model “Model” and “V1”.

• File5.model

• File7.model

Using startsWith wildcard search,

two models will be retrieved for this

group, “Model-1” and “Model-6”.

Orchestration execution without any

model group key.

Only asset id (model key) level models. No

default models at model group key level.

Will not default to model group key level

models if asset id level models are

missing.
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Related Information

#unique_104

Uploading an Orchestration Configuration Entry
The orchestration configuration service is a repository for storing orchestration flows and port-to-field
maps. An orchestration configuration entry stores configuration attributes.

About This Task

The high level steps to create and upload an orchestration configuration entry are:

• Create an orchestration configuration entry with the attributes
• Upload the orchestration workflow file
• Upload the port-to-field map files corresponding to each orchestration step defined in the

orchestration workflow

Procedure

1. To create an orchestration entry, issue the following REST API request.

POST <config_uri>/api/v2/config/orchestrations

The following is a sample orchestration configuration creation request.

{
"name": "Test workflow",
"author": "Predix Analytics team",
"description": "Test workflow containing one Python analytic"
}

The following is a sample orchestration configuration creation response.

{
"name": "Test workflow",
"id": "36cc09bf-7d44-4eac-9518-c738527abe03",
"description": "Test workflow containing one Python analytic",
"author": "Predix Analytics team",
"createdTimestamp": "2016-02-25T06:27:55+00:00",
"updatedTimestamp": "2016-02-25T06:27:55+00:00"
}

2. Attach an orchestration workflow file to the orchestration configuration entry by issuing the following
REST API request. For information, see About Orchestration Workflow Development on page 61.

Note: The maximum file size for upload is 250MB.

POST <config_uri>/api/v2/config/orchestrations/artifacts

The request is a multipart/form-data type with the following parts.
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Name Description Required/Optional

file Orchestration workflow file Required

orchestrationConfigura
tionId

Orchestration configuration entry ID. For
an example, see the sample response in
Step 1

Required

name Artifact name. This value must match
serviceTask id for each orchestration
step defined in the orchestration
workflow file.

Required

type File content type. Must be "bpmn" Required

description Up to 1,000 character description of the
orchestration workflow file

Optional

The following is a sample upload artifact response.

{
"name": "demoadder-bpmn",
"id": "15dfc591-f504-4c93-bf71-13ad4e46c25a",
"type": "bpmn",
"filename": "DemoAdderOrchestration.bpmn20.xml",
"description": "test workflow",
"createdTimestamp": "2016-02-25T06:44:30+00:00",
"updatedTimestamp": "2016-02-25T06:44:30+00:00"
}

3. Attach an analytic port-to-field map file for each orchestration step defined in the orchestration
workflow file by issuing the following REST API request.

POST <config_uri>/api/v2/config/orchestrations/artifacts

The request is a multipart/form-data type with the following parts.

Name Description Required/Optional

file Analytic port-to-field map file Required

orchestrationConfigura
tionId

Orchestration configuration entry ID. For
an example, see the sample response in
Step 1.

Required

name Artifact name. This value must match
the orchestration step id defined in the
orchestration workflow file.

Required

type File content type. Must be
"portToFieldMap".

Required

description Up to 1,000 character description of the
port-to-field map.

Optional

Uploading the Trained Analytic Model as a Configuration Artifact
The steps to deploy the trained model as a configuration artifact are provided here. The trained models
will be uploaded against a single asset or an asset group key used to identify the group of assets. The
orchestration configuration service is the repository for storing trained models.

To upload the trained analytic model, issue the following REST API request.

POST <config_uri>/api/v2/config/orchestrations/models
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The request is a multipart/form-data type with the following parts.

Note: modelKey, modelName, modelVersion combination must be unique.

Name Description Required/Optional Comments

file Model file Required

modelKey Model key Required • Model key can be a single

assetId, or an

assetGroupId
used to associate the

model with a group of

assets.

• modelKey value is the

modelGroupKey
value in the Orchestration

Execution Request. It will

be used at runtime to

select the trained models

required by the analytics.

• Length cannot exceed 255

characters

modelName Model name Required Length cannot exceed 255

characters

modelVersion Model version Required Length cannot exceed 255

characters

description Model description Optional

The following is a sample upload artifact response.

{
"id": "aa69522f-3b9f-4538-b089-79d8517e622d",
"fileName": "separator.png",
"description": "sample model",
"modelKey": "modelkey-1",
"modelName": "modelname-1",
"modelVersion": "v1",
"md5": "87dc5c965839396cae70b74b7e4df928",
"createdTimestamp": "2016-07-22T17:56:04+00:00",
"updatedTimestamp": "2016-07-22T17:56:04+00:00"
}

Related Information

#unique_104
#unique_105
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Creating the Default Tag Queries
You can specify a default tag query be used for all port definitions when running an analytic as follows.

Procedure

1. Create a default tag query by issuing the following REST API request.

POST <config_uri>/api/v2/config/orchestrations/defaulttagquery

The following is a sample default tag query request.

{
  "defaultTagNameQuery": "assets?filter=classification=/
classifications/timeseries_tag:asset_id=${ASSET_ID}",
  "fieldNameSpecifier": "name",
  "tagNameSpecifier": "timeseries_tag_id",
  "author": "Demo",
  "description": "default tag query for two step orchestration 
example"
}

The ASSET_ID marker will be replaced with the correct asset id when the orchestration is run.
2. Choose from the following options for handling the "tagNameQuery" field:

• Exclude "tagNameQuery" field from the port definitions so they do change back to default asset
tag queries, or

• Leave the "tagNameQuery" field blank so they do change back to default asset tag queries. For
example, "tagNameQuery" : "".

The following sample port-to-field map is an example of the second option, namely, both the input and
output ports will change back to the default query.

{
    "analyticName": <analytic_name>,
    "analyticVersion": <analytic_version>,
    "comment": <comment>,
    "orchestrationStepId": <orchestration_step_id>
    "iterations": [
        {
            "inputMaps": [
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.timeseries.column1",
                    "fieldId": "KW",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1455733669601,
                        "end": 1455733669610
                    },
                    "engUnit": "Celsius",
                    "dataType": "DoubleArray",
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series",
                    "tagNameQuery" : ""
                },
...
            "outputMaps" : [
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                {
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.time_series.sumSensorsValuesArray",
                    "fieldId": "bearing temperature",
                    "engUnit": "Celsius",
                    "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
                    "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
                }
             ]
...
}

3. Verify that when you created the asset model, the default query result returns the field and tag
specifiers used during the default query creation (Step 1)

For example, if the default query returns the following execution:

[
  {
    "name": "KW",
    "timeseries_tag_id": "38_KW_50-UUID"
  },
  {
    "name": "vibration",
    "timeseries_tag_id": "38_vibration_51-UUID"
  },
  {
    "name": "local Rh",
    "timeseries_tag_id": "38_local_rh_52-UUID"
  },
  {
    "name": "bearing temperature",
    "timeseries_tag_id": "38_bearing_temperature_53-UUID"
  },
  {
    "name": "currentCDM",
    "timeseries_tag_id": "38_CDM_54-UUID"
  },
  {
    "name": "vibration1",
    "timeseries_tag_id": "38_vibration1_55-UUID"
  }
]

Then the tags specified in the Predix Time Series queries would be 38_KW_50-UUID and
38_bearing_temperature_53-UUID, respectively.

Downloading Artifacts Attached to an Orchestration Configuration Entry
You can download one or more orchestration configuration artifacts as follows.

Procedure

1. Get the list of artifact metadata attached to an orchestration configuration entry by issuing the
following REST API request.

The request requires the orchestration configuration entry ID.

GET <config_uri>/api/v2/config/orchestrations/{id}/artifacts
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The following is a sample orchestration configuration artifact retrieval response. The response
returned includes an id for each artifact.

{
  "orchestrationArtifacts": [
    {
      "updatedTimestamp": "2016-06-22T22:18:48+00:00",
      "createdTimestamp": "2016-06-22T22:18:48+00:00",
      "filename": "MyOrchestration.bpmn20.xml",
      "description": "orchestration workflow",
      "name": "MyOrchestrationWorkflow",
      "id": "4e377e8c-b652-47dc-829a-9fa61ac83406",
      "type": "bpmn"
    },
    {
      "updatedTimestamp": "2016-06-22T22:19:28+00:00",
      "createdTimestamp": "2016-06-22T22:19:28+00:00",
      "filename": "MyPortToFieldMap.json",
      "description": "port to field map for MyAnalytic in 
MyOrchestration",
      "name": "sid-analytic",
      "id": "87147b52-d776-4f17-9386-8ec89aac8753",
      "type": "portToFieldMap"
    }
  ]
}

2. Download an artifact by including its id when issuing the following REST API request.

GET <config_uri>/api/v2/config/orchestrations/artifacts/{id}/file
3. Repeat previous step with a different artifact id to download each artifact.

Retrieving Orchestration Configuration Entries
You can retrieve orchestration configuration entries by pagination, sorting, and filtering criteria as follows.

Issue the following REST API request.

GET <config_uri>/api/v2/config/orchestrations

The following sample request retrieves entries starting at page three in a zero-based page index,
displaying 10 entries per page, and sorted by createdTimestamp.

GET <config_uri>/api/v2/config/orchestrations?page=0&size=10

The following is a sample response for retrieving orchestration configuration entries.

{
"orchestrationEntries": [
{
"name": "Test workflow",
"id": "36cc09bf-7d44-4eac-9518-c738527abe03",
"description": "Test workflow containing one Python analytic",
"author": "Predix Analytics team",
"createdTimestamp": "2016-02-25T06:27:55+00:00",
"updatedTimestamp": "2016-02-25T06:27:55+00:00"
},
{
"name": "Test workflow1",
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"id": "233c0d71-da6d-4761-ae97-f10d1c45d5dd",
"description": "Test workflow containing one Python analytic",
"author": "Predix Analytics team",
"createdTimestamp": "2016-02-25T06:30:46+00:00",
"updatedTimestamp": "2016-02-25T06:30:46+00:00"
}
],
"totalElements": 2,
"totalPages": 1,
"currentPageSize": 2,
"maximumPageSize": 10,
"currentPageNumber": 0
}

Deleting an Orchestration Configuration Entry
To delete an orchestration configuration entry and all the artifacts attached to it, issue the following REST
API request.

DELETE <config_uri>/api/v2/config/orchestrations/{id}

To delete one artifact attached to an orchestration configuration entry only, issue the following REST API
request.

DELETE <config_uri>/api/v2/config/orchestrations/artifacts/{id} 

Note: An orchestration configuration entry that is used in a scheduled job cannot be deleted.

Data Sources

About Analytic Data Handling for Orchestration
The analytic template defines the format of its input and output JSON structure. The port-to-field map
tells the runtime engine how to get the values to insert into the analytic's input JSON structure and where
to write the values from the analytic's output JSON structure.

The port-to-field map simply maps input/output entries, from the analytic's template to data sources and
sinks. The mapping uses fieldId to represent a value in the data sources and sinks.

How Predix Time Series Data is Handled

The fieldId is a string that is mapped to a Predix Time Series tag id for a given asset id. At runtime, the
orchestration engine acquires the Predix Times Series Tag id for the fieldId and will read/write the
values as follows:

• If the orchestration is run for the asset group or a single asset, the processing will look in the port-to-
field map for tagNameQuery. If tagNameQuery exists, it will use this query to translate the
fieldId to a time series tag id. If tagNameQuery doesn't exist, the processing will use the tenant's
default tag query.

• If the orchestration is run without an asset identifier, the request must contain a map of fieldId to
Predix Time Series tag ids. The runtime will use the Time Series tag ids from that map.

The integration with Predix Time Series provides the conversion of the Predix Time Series data values to
Predix Analytics data structures supported by the analytic template. For more information about data
type conversion, see Data Conversion with Predix Time Series on page 274.
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How Persistent and Temporary Data is Handled

The port-to-field map also defines whether the runtime should read/write a value to a persistent store
(for example, Predix Time Series or an external data source) or keep it as temporary data held in-memory
to pass from one analytic to another in the orchestration. The temporary data held in-memory is available
for the life of the orchestration. Each non-constant port map in the port-to-field map has a
dataSourceId field to identify the data source to be passed. When the dataSourceId is
'Temporary', the runtime will cache the value for use by analytics in the orchestration. All ports with
identical fieldId values across the orchestration's port-to-field maps will resolve to a common cached
value. When the dataSourceId is a persistent store, the runtime will read/write the value to the
persistent storage.

Related Reference

Port-To-Field Map Reference on page 246

An analytic template defines the format of its input and output JSON structure. The port-to-field map
tells the runtime engine how to get the values to insert into the analytic’s input JSON structure and
where to write the values from the analytic's output JSON structure. The port-to-field map simply
maps FieldPort entries from the analytic's template to data sources and sinks.

About Asset Model Data Handling for Orchestration
Use a custom tag query to override the default tag query value in the port-to-field map. The
tagNameQuery field is available for this purpose, and should be used for all input and output port
definitions that requires tag data from Predix Asset service.

The tagNameQuery in the port-to-field map can be used to find the Predix Time Series tag id
corresponding to the fieldId and the asset id. If the data source for the tagNameQuery is Predix
Asset service, the tagNameQuery is a GEL query. The tagNameQuery can have two parameters: $
{ASSET_ID} and ${FIELD_ID}. During the orchestration run, ${ASSET_ID} and ${FIELD_ID} will
be replaced and the resulting query will be issued to the Predix Asset service to retrieve the Predix Time
Series tag id. The query response should have a JSON array with one element and the value of the
element should be the time series tag id.

The following is a sample tagNameQuery in the port-to-field map.

meters?filter=uri=${ASSET_ID}<jetEngineUri<compressorUri:name=$
{FIELD_ID}&fields=source

In this example, the asset id is /jet_engines/1 and the fieldId is low pressure sensor. The
following is a corresponding GEL query.

meters?filter=uri=/jet_engines/1<jetEngineUri<compressorUri:name=low 
pressure sensor&fields=source

The following is a sample response where SLEOX is the time series tag id.

[
  {
    "source": "SLEOX"
  }
]
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About Analytics Using an External Data Source
Support for Predix Time Series as a persistent data source is integrated (built-in) with Predix Analytics
Services framework. However, you can also run an orchestration request for an analytic that ingests data
from an external data source.

• #unique_114/unique_114_Connect_42_section_0e95d283-c11e-450c-b317-7e1b24591f04
• #unique_114/unique_114_Connect_42_section_5321bfdc-b5a2-42bb-b36c-f4c56be77e0b
• #unique_114/unique_114_Connect_42_section_12ea4b26-19b3-4b1c-aa63-f26d5d9b8273
• #unique_114/unique_114_Connect_42_section_641a6b73-48fc-46bc-b430-149b149723ab
• #unique_114/unique_114_Connect_42_section_89ded98a-11b1-4e77-b9e2-47a7e6475ae1

External Data Source Use Cases

The Analytics Framework also supports using analytic data from an external source. For example, data
stored in PostgreSQL, RDBMS, Predix Asset, Predix Blobstore, among others, can be used to read/write
data to an analytic. This requires that you build a Custom Data Connector service to read data from and
write data to the external source. This data connector service must be reachable by the Predix cloud using
HTTPS. The framework will call your data connector service to read the analytic input data and write the
analytic output data to the data source.

The following scenarios are examples of when you will want to build your own Custom Data Connector
service.

• Sensor data is stored in PostgreSQL DB and this data is used by the analytics.
• Image data is stored in Predix Blobstore and sensor data is stored in Predix Time Series. Both the

image and time series data will be passed to the analytics.
• An analytic is programmed to self-learn and to produce model data every time it runs. The model data

is stored in Blobstore and will be used to execute the next analytic in the orchestration.
• Legacy asset data is stored in PostgreSQL DB and more recent asset data is stored in Predix Asset. You

would like to use data from both sources to pass to an analytic.

Developing Your Custom Data Connector Service

You can implement more than one Custom Data Connector service to work with different data sources.
This service must meet the following requirements.

• The service must implement the following three Analytics Runtime APIs.

◦ HEALTHCHECK (/api/v1/analytics/customdata/healthcheck) — used to check the
health of your Custom Data Connector service before executing an orchestration. Successful
execution of the API must return a Status 200 response.

◦ READ (/api/v1/analytics/customdata/read) — used to read data passed to the analytic
(input data) from the external data source. Successful execution of the API must return a Status
200 response.

◦ WRITE (/api/v1/analytics/customdata/write) — used to write the data produced by an
analytic (output data) to the external data source. Successful execution of the API must return a
Status 201 response.

• The REST end points are secured using custom UAA-based authentication. If custom credentials were
not provided during runtime instance configuration, your data service API will be invoked using the
same authorization token used during orchestration execution. Otherwise, the API will be invoked
using a fresh token fetched using the provided custom credentials.

• The service must be deployed, run, and managed in your Predix org and space.
• The service must be reachable by the Analytics Framework via HTTPS.
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A Java-based reference implementation with PostgreSQL DB support is available. Use Reference Data
Connector for PostgreSQL as a starting point to develop a Custom Data Connector service that uses a
PostgreSQL data source.

Implementing Your Custom Data Connector Service

The Analytics Framework executes the orchestration and its orchestration steps, using the port-to-field
map and your Custom Data Connector service. It reads data just before executing an analytic and writes
analytic produced output data back to your Custom Data Connector service.

The high level process to implement your service is as follows.

• Develop your Custom Data Connector service.
• Deploy it to Predix cloud.
• Configure a port-to-field map to include the required input/output fields with a unique

dataSourceId.
• Execute an orchestration with your data source definitions (dataSourceId, baseUri,

apiVersion). The baseUri, apiVersion determines the unique endpoint for the READ, WRITE,
HEALTHCHECK APIs you implement.

Update Runtime with External Data Source Client Credentials

During orchestration execution, the credentials for the external data source must be passed to the
runtime. Using an external data source requires you update the runtime configuration with these
credentials, by providing the corresponding extenalService configuration parameters. If they are not
provided, access to the external data source will default to the OAuth2 token used in the orchestration
request.

For more information about how to do this, see #unique_115.

Limitations

Note the following limitations:

• The READ data and WRITE data operations implemented by your Custom Data Connector service
should complete and return within one minute.

Note: Any HTTP/S call to a REST end point will timeout after one minute in Predix cloud.
• The Analytics Framework will invoke your service using the same authorization token used to run the

orchestration execution. The Custom Data Connector service must be able to authenticate the same
token.

• The Analytics Framework will not invoke your Custom Data Connector service with custom HTTP
header details.

Related Information

#unique_116
#unique_117
#unique_118
#unique_119
#unique_120
#unique_115
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Custom Data Connector Reference
You will build a Custom Data Connector service when analytics in your orchestration rely upon an external
data source. This data connector service must be reachable by the Predix cloud using HTTPS.

A Java-based reference implementation with PostgreSQL DB support is available. Use Reference Data
Connector for PostgreSQL as a starting point to develop a Custom Data Connector service that uses a
PostgreSQL data source.

• Data Format on page 262
• Type: DataRequest on page 263
• Type: DataResponse on page 263
• Type: Field on page 264
• Type: OrchestrationExecutionContext on page 265
• Type: ErrorResponse on page 265
• Sample AnalyticReadDataRequest on page 266
• Sample AnalyticReadDataResponse on page 267
• Sample AnalyticDataReadResponse with Error on page 269
• Sample AnalyticDataWriteRequest on page 271
• Sample AnalyticDataWriteResponse on page 272
• Sample AnalyticDataWriteResponse with Error on page 273

Data Format

This is the overall data format:

 [ [ <EpochInMs>, <Measurement Value>, <Quality> ] ] 

Where:

• <EpochInMs> — Epoch Time in milliseconds
• <Measurement Value> — Measurement data value
• <Quality> — Quality (Optional)

See the following table for the expected format for all the data types.

Data Type Expected Data Format Description

DOUBLE [ [ null, 10.0 ] ] Double is represented in standard time

series format.

Note: If the data type is DOUBLE, the

system will read the measurement data

value from 1st index.

DOUBLE_ARRAY [ [ null, 10.0 ] , [ null, 11.0] ]

TIMESERIES_ARRAY [ [1435776300000, 2, 1], [143577640000

0, null], [1435776500000, 10.5, 3] ]

Payloads are expected as follows.
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API Request Payload Type Response Payload Type

/api/v1/analytics/
customdata/read

AnalyticReadDataRequest
extends DataRequest

AnalyticReadDataRespons
e extends DataResponse

/api/v1/analytics/
customdata/write

AnalyticWriteDataReques
t extends DataRequest

AnalyticWriteDataRespon
se extends DataResponse

/api/v1/analytics/
customdata/healthcheck

Type: DataRequest

This is the overall structure of a DataRequest object.

{
  "field": List<Field>,
  "customAttributes": Object,
  "systemAttributes": Object,
  "orchestrationExecutionContext": OrchestrationExecutionContext,
  "dataSourceId": String
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in a DataRequest.

Attribute Description

Field List of Fields

CustomAttributes User-defined JSON object.

SystemAttributes Map of analytics system generated Key/Value(s). Reserved for

future use.

OrchestrationExecutionContext Orchestration execution context with system generated IDs to

track the request within analytics services.

DataSourceId An external data connector service identifier, added for

monitoring purpose.

Type: DataResponse

This is the overall structure of a DataResponse object.

{
  "field": List<Field>,
  "orchestrationExecutionContext": OrchestrationExecutionContext,
  "errorResponse": ErrorResponse,
  "dataSourceId": String
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in a DataResponse object.
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Attribute Description

Field List of Fields

OrchestrationExecutionContext Orchestration execution context with system generated IDs to

track the request within analytics services.

DataSourceId An external data connector service identifier, added for

monitoring purpose.

ErrorResponse Error message details

Type: Field

This is the overall structure of a Field object.

{
  "fieldId": String,
  "fullyQualifiedPortName": String,
  "dataType": String,
  "engUnit": String,
  "data": Object,
  "queryCriteria": Object,
  "errorResponse": ErrorResponse
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in a Field object.

Attribute Description

FieldId Field identifier defined in port-to-field map.

FullyQualifiedPortName Unique port name to identify a port in the port-to-field map.

DataType Field data type. The following is the list of supported analytic

data types.

• LONG
• INTEGER
• DOUBLE
• FLOAT
• STRING
• BOOLEAN
• LONG_ARRAY
• INTEGER_ARRAY
• DOUBLE_ARRAY
• FLOAT_ARRAY
• STRING_ARRAY
• BOOLEAN_ARRAY
• TIMESERIES_ARRAY

EngUnit Engineering Unit as defined in port-to-field map.
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Attribute Description

QueryCriteria A custom object to define the criteria to query the requested

field as defined in port-to-field map.

Data Data value.

• For read request, provide the data for this field in

AnalyticDataReadResponse.

• For write request, analytics adds the analytic generated

output data in this attribute.

ErrorResponse If there is an error in processing the request, this attribute is

updated with error details.

Type: OrchestrationExecutionContext

This is the overall structure of an OrchestrationExecutionContext object.

{
  "assetId": String,
  "orchestrationConfigurationID": String,
  "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": String,
  "analyticId": String,
  "analyticName": String,
  "analyticVersion": String,
  "analyticExecutionRequestID": String
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in an OrchestrationExecutionContext
object.

Attribute Description

assetId The asset identifier.

orchestrationConfigurationID The orchestration configuration identifier.

orchestrationExecutionRequestID The orchestration execution request identifier.

analyticID The analytic catalog entry identifier.

analyticName The analytic name.

analyticVersion The analytic version.

analyticExecutionRequestID The analytic execution request identifier.

Type: ErrorResponse

This is the overall structure of an ErrorResponse object.

{
  "code": String,
  "severity": String,
  "detail": String,
  "message": String
}
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See the following table for a description of the elements in an ErrorResponse object.

Attribute Description

code The error code.

severity The error severity

message A short error message.

detail A detailed error message with stack trace, etc.

Sample AnalyticReadDataRequest

{
    "field": [
        {
            "fieldId": "KW",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "kw",
            "data": [],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "recorded_at",
                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data",
                "conditions": [
                    {
                        "key": "asset_id",
                        "value": "${ASSET_ID}",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "recorded_at",
                        "value": "current_timestamp",
                        "valueType": "none",
                        "relation": " < "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "field_id",
                        "value": "KW",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    }
                ]
            },
            "errorResponse": null
        },
        {
            "fieldId": "vibration",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "hertz",
            "data": [],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "recorded_at",
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                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data",
                "conditions": [
                    {
                        "key": "asset_id",
                        "value": "${ASSET_ID}",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "recorded_at",
                        "value": "current_timestamp",
                        "valueType": "none",
                        "relation": " < "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "field_id",
                        "value": "vibration",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    }
                ]
            },
            "errorResponse": null
        }
    ],
    "customAttributes": {
        "IS_GENERIC_SCHEMA": "TRUE"
    },
    "systemAttributes": null,
    "orchestrationExecutionContext": {
        "assetId": "/assets/32-90effe42-eb21-4611-b734-83f707d89d7a",
        "orchestrationConfigurationID": "e06982f5-f446-46d2-
bc21-9fdf64c111ab",
        "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": "8f990980-b208-4418-99b1-
f46d26cd4530",
        "analyticId": "b9e999a1-8931-459d-8d34-2f76c2b9fd95",
        "analyticName": null,
        "analyticVersion": null,
        "analyticExecutionRequestID": null
    },
    "dataSourceId": "Postgres Reference External Data Connector"
}

Sample AnalyticReadDataResponse

{
    "field": [
        {
            "fieldId": "KW",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "kw",
            "data": [
                [
                    1473366334967,
                    144.33
                ],
                [
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                    1473366334968,
                    244.33
                ],
                [
                    1473366334969,
                    344.33
                ]
            ],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "recorded_at",
                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data",
                "conditions": [
                    {
                        "key": "asset_id",
                        "value": "${ASSET_ID}",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "recorded_at",
                        "value": "current_timestamp",
                        "valueType": "none",
                        "relation": " < "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "field_id",
                        "value": "KW",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    }
                ]
            }
        },
        {
            "fieldId": "vibration",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "hertz",
            "data": [
                [
                    1473366334967,
                    1244.33
                ],
                [
                    1473366334968,
                    2244.33
                ],
                [
                    1473366334969,
                    3244.33
                ]
            ],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "recorded_at",
                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data",
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                "conditions": [
                    {
                        "key": "asset_id",
                        "value": "${ASSET_ID}",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "recorded_at",
                        "value": "current_timestamp",
                        "valueType": "none",
                        "relation": " < "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "field_id",
                        "value": "vibration",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    }
                ]
            }
        }
    ],
    "orchestrationExecutionContext": {
        "assetId": "/assets/32-90effe42-eb21-4611-b734-83f707d89d7a",
        "orchestrationConfigurationID": "e06982f5-f446-46d2-
bc21-9fdf64c111ab",
        "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": "8f990980-b208-4418-99b1-
f46d26cd4530",
        "analyticId": "b9e999a1-8931-459d-8d34-2f76c2b9fd95"
    }
}

Sample AnalyticDataReadResponse with Error

{
    "field": [
        {
            "fieldId": "KW",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "kw",
            "data": [],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "recorded_at",
                    "value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data",
                "conditions": [
                    {
                        "key": "asset_id",
                        "value": "${ASSET_ID}",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "recorded_at",
                        "value": "current_timestamp",
                        "valueType": "none",
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                        "relation": " < "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "field_id",
                        "value": "KW",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    }
                ]
            },
            "errorResponse": {
                "code": "FIELD_EXCEPTION",
                "message": "Unable to retrieve field KW. 
StatementCallback; bad SQL grammar [select recorded_at, value from 
sensor_data where  asset_id  =  '/assets/
32-3c686c25-2f57-4f13-8cf0-04bc6bb26866' and  recorded_at  <  
current_timestamp and  field_id  =  'KW']; nested exception is 
org.postgresql.util.PSQLException: ERROR: column \"value\" does not 
exist\n  Position: 21",
                "parameters": []
            }
        },
        {
            "fieldId": "vibration",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "hertz",
            "data": [
                [
                    1473366334967,
                    1244.33
                ],
                [
                    1473366334968,
                    2244.33
                ],
                [
                    1473366334969,
                    3244.33
                ]
            ],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "recorded_at",
                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data",
                "conditions": [
                    {
                        "key": "asset_id",
                        "value": "${ASSET_ID}",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "recorded_at",
                        "value": "current_timestamp",
                        "valueType": "none",
                        "relation": " < "
                    },
                    {
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                        "key": "field_id",
                        "value": "vibration",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    }
                ]
            }
        }
    ],
    "orchestrationExecutionContext": {
        "assetId": "/assets/32-3c686c25-2f57-4f13-8cf0-04bc6bb26866",
        "orchestrationConfigurationID": "6dfae6f5-8be1-4f90-
b567-0970a34f2c53",
        "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": "accab63f-da95-4ac4-8120-
fcfca109011d",
        "analyticId": "b9e999a1-8931-459d-8d34-2f76c2b9fd95"
    }
}

Sample AnalyticDataWriteRequest

{
    "field": [
        {
            "fieldId": "bearing temperature",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "Celsius",
            "data": [
                [
                    1473366334967,
                    1388.6599999999999,
                    "2"
                ],
                [
                    1473366334968,
                    2488.66,
                    "2"
                ],
                [
                    1473366334969,
                    3588.66,
                    "2"
                ]
            ],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "field_id",
                    "recorded_at",
                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data"
            },
            "errorResponse": null
        }
    ],
    "customAttributes": {
        "IS_GENERIC_SCHEMA": "TRUE"
    },
    "systemAttributes": null,
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    "orchestrationExecutionContext": {
        "assetId": "/assets/32-90effe42-eb21-4611-b734-83f707d89d7a",
        "orchestrationConfigurationID": "e06982f5-f446-46d2-
bc21-9fdf64c111ab",
        "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": "8f990980-b208-4418-99b1-
f46d26cd4530",
        "analyticId": null,
        "analyticName": null,
        "analyticVersion": null,
        "analyticExecutionRequestID": null
    },
    "dataSourceId": "Postgres Reference External Data Connector"
}

Sample AnalyticDataWriteResponse

{
    "field": [
        {
            "fieldId": "bearing temperature",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "Celsius",
            "data": [
                [
                    1473366334967,
                    1388.6599999999999,
                    "2"
                ],
                [
                    1473366334968,
                    2488.66,
                    "2"
                ],
                [
                    1473366334969,
                    3588.66,
                    "2"
                ]
            ],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "field_id",
                    "recorded_at",
                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data"
            }
        }
    ],
    "orchestrationExecutionContext": {
        "assetId": "/assets/32-90effe42-eb21-4611-b734-83f707d89d7a",
        "orchestrationConfigurationID": "e06982f5-f446-46d2-
bc21-9fdf64c111ab",
        "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": "8f990980-b208-4418-99b1-
f46d26cd4530"
    }
}
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Sample AnalyticDataWriteResponse with Error

  "field": [
    {
      "fieldId": "bearing temperature",
      "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
      "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
      "engUnit": "Celsius",
      "data": [
        [
          1473366334967,
          1388.6599999999999,
          "2"
        ],
        [
          1473366334968,
          2488.66,
          "2"
        ],
        [
          1473366334969,
          3588.66,
          "2"
        ]
      ],
      "queryCriteria": {
        "columns": [
          "field_id",
          "recorded_at",
          "value"
        ],
        "table": "sensor_data"
      },
      "errorResponse": {
        "code": "FIELD_EXCEPTION",
        "message": "Unable to update field bearing temperature. 
StatementCallback; bad SQL grammar [ insert into sensor_data(asset_id, 
field_id, recorded_at, value) values( '/assets/37-a57b74c1-28e1-44a5-
b59f-7456411a7ab5', 'bearing temperature', 
to_timestamp(1473366334967::double precision/1000), 
1388.6599999999999 );  insert into sensor_data(asset_id, field_id, 
recorded_at, value) values( '/assets/37-a57b74c1-28e1-44a5-
b59f-7456411a7ab5', 'bearing temperature', 
to_timestamp(1473366334968::double precision/1000), 2488.66 );  insert 
into sensor_data(asset_id, field_id, recorded_at, value) values( '/
assets/37-a57b74c1-28e1-44a5-b59f-7456411a7ab5', 'bearing 
temperature', to_timestamp(1473366334969::double precision/1000), 
3588.66 )]; nested exception is java.sql.BatchUpdateException: Batch 
entry 0  insert into sensor_data(asset_id, field_id, recorded_at, 
value) values( '/assets/37-a57b74c1-28e1-44a5-b59f-7456411a7ab5', 
'bearing temperature', to_timestamp(1473366334967::double precision/
1000), 1388.6599999999999 ) was aborted.  Call getNextException to see 
the cause.",
        "parameters": []
      }
    }
  ],
  "orchestrationExecutionContext": {
    "assetId": "/assets/37-a57b74c1-28e1-44a5-b59f-7456411a7ab5",
    "orchestrationConfigurationID": "eecc3b4a-274a-4fba-804a-
c2d47f85e9f8",
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    "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": "a418c284-774a-4080-8c59-
b2afd5d0cc27"
  }
}

Port-to-Field Maps

Creating a Port-To-Field Map
When running an analytic, the Analytics Runtime service requires port-to-field maps that define where to
get the analytic’s input data and how to handle the analytic’s output data. This mapping allows a single
analytic to be reused across multiple orchestrations with different data sources.

About This Task

Each step in an orchestration requires its own port-to-field map. Follow these steps to create a port-to-
field map. For more information about a map's fields and examples, see Port-To-Field Map Reference on
page 246.

Procedure

1. Complete the analyticName, analyticVersion, and common fields in the JSON structure.

2. Complete the orchestrationStepId. The value is informational only. It does not correlate to any
values in the input/output JSON structure.

3. Create the iterations block. The analytics services framework supports multiple iterations of the
same analytic.

4. Define the inputMaps field in the iteration. This maps each input port in the analytic template to a
data field.

Each inputMap field can contain a Predix Time Series filter to narrow the dataset to be sent to the
analytic. For more information about Time Series filters, see #unique_124.

5. Define the outputMaps field in the iteration. This maps each output port in the analytic template to a
data field.

6. Define the inputModelMaps field in the iteration if a referenced analytic requires trained models.

For each orchestration step, the inputModelMaps field contains the list of modelName and
modelVersion definitions required by the modelPort field definition in the Analytic Template. The
value of the modelPortName is the correlation id between the port-to-field map and the Analytic
Template model port. The value of the modelPortName in the port-to-field map must be the same as
the value in the Analytic Template.

7. Define the dataSourceId field for InputDataConnectorMap and
OutputDataConnectorMap types. This field identifies the data source (persistent or temporary
store) for the analytic input and output data for the analytics.

Related Concepts

About Analytic Data Handling for Orchestration on page 74

The analytic template defines the format of its input and output JSON structure. The port-to-field map
tells the runtime engine how to get the values to insert into the analytic's input JSON structure and
where to write the values from the analytic's output JSON structure.

About Asset Model Data Handling for Orchestration on page 75
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Use a custom tag query to override the default tag query value in the port-to-field map. The
tagNameQuery field is available for this purpose, and should be used for all input and output port
definitions that requires tag data from Predix Asset service.

Related Tasks

Creating an Hierarchical Analytic Template on page 36

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. Follow these steps
to create an hierarchical analytic template.

Related Reference

Hierarchical Analytic Template Structure Reference on page 215

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. This reference
describes how the JSON objects in an hierarchical analytic template are used to generate the input
structure required by the analytic.

Port-To-Field Map Reference on page 246

An analytic template defines the format of its input and output JSON structure. The port-to-field map
tells the runtime engine how to get the values to insert into the analytic’s input JSON structure and
where to write the values from the analytic's output JSON structure. The port-to-field map simply
maps FieldPort entries from the analytic's template to data sources and sinks.

Customizing Query Criteria Attributes in Port-to-Field Map on page 253

The queryCriteria field (InputDataConnectorMap and OutputDataConnectorMap) in
the port-to-field map provides the data retrieval instructions. The following examples show how to
add custom attributes in the queryCriteria field when using Predix Time Series as a data source.

Custom Data Connector Reference on page 262

You will build a Custom Data Connector service when analytics in your orchestration rely upon an
external data source. This data connector service must be reachable by the Predix cloud using HTTPS.

Samples of Hierarchical Analytic Templates and Port-to-Field Maps on page 220

An analytic template is used at runtime in conjunction with a port-to-field map to control how the
framework's runtime engine will handle the analytic input and output. The following are samples of
hierarchical analytic templates and port-to-field maps.

Samples of Descriptive Analytic Templates and Port-to-Field Maps on page 201

An analytic template is used at runtime in conjunction with a port-to-field map to control how the
framework's runtime engine will handle the analytic input and output. The following are samples of
descriptive analytic templates and port-to-field maps.

Port-To-Field Map Reference
An analytic template defines the format of its input and output JSON structure. The port-to-field map tells
the runtime engine how to get the values to insert into the analytic’s input JSON structure and where to
write the values from the analytic's output JSON structure. The port-to-field map simply maps
FieldPort entries from the analytic's template to data sources and sinks.

The port-to-field map is itself a JSON structure. The JSON objects in this structure are summarized in the
following tables.

• Type: PortToFieldMap on page 246
• Type: Iteration on page 246
• Type: PortMap on page 247
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• Type: InputConstantMap on page 248
• Type: InputDataConnectorMap on page 248
• Type: OutputDataConnectorMap on page 250
• Type: ModelPortMap on page 252

Type: PortToFieldMap

This is the overall structure of a port-to-field map.

{
    "analyticName":<string>,
    "analyticVersion":<string>,
    "comment":<string>,
    "orchestrationStepId":<string>,
    "iterations":[<list of Iterations>]
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in a PortToFieldMap.

Field Description

analyticName Informational only. It does not correlate with any values in the

input/output JSON structure.

analyticVersion Informational only. It does not correlate with any values in the

input/output JSON structure.

comment (Optional) Informational only. It does not correlate with any

values in the input/output JSON structure.

orchestrationStepId Informational only. It does not correlate with any values in the

input/output JSON structure.

iterations Create one iteration entry as described below. The Analytics

Framework also supports multiple iterations of the same

analytic..

Type: Iteration

An iteration defines the set of input/output PortMaps for an execution of the analytic. Fill in the
"inputMaps" array with the list of PortMaps that define how to get the input value and fill in the
"outputMaps" with the list of OutputDataConnectorMaps that define where to write the output
values.

This is the overall structure of an iteration object.

{
    "inputMaps":[<list of PortMaps>],
    "outputMaps":[<list of OutputDataConnectorMaps>],
    "inputModelMaps":[<list of ModelPortMaps>],
    "id":<string>,
    "name":<string>
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in an Iteration.
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Field Description

inputMaps The list of maps that associate (map) fields from the data

source with objects in the JSON input structure.

outputMaps The list of maps that map objects from the analytic's JSON

output structure to fields in the data sink.

inputModelMaps The list of maps that identify models to be passed to the

analytic at runtime.

id (Optional). The analytic iteration id, must be a unique sequence.

Can be useful to track an iteration which contains an error. Type

string.

• For single iteration — if id is missing, default value is "0".

• For multiple iteration — if id is missing, default value is "0"

for first iteration. Number will be increased by 1 for each

subsequent iteration.

name (Optional). The description for the iteration. Type string.

Type: PortMap

Maps an object in the JSON input structure to a constant value or a field in the data source.

{
    "valueSourceType":<string>,
    "fullyQualifiedPortName":<string>
}

Extended by:

• InputConstantMap
• InputDataConnectorMap
See the following table for a description of the common elements in a PortMap.

Field Description

valueSourceType A flag indicating if the map is for a constant value (“CONSTANT")

or is mapping the JSON object to a field in the data source

(“DATA_CONNECTOR").

fullyQualifiedPortName Identifies the JSON object in the analytics’s input or output

JSON structure that will hold the value from the field. The

port name is a fully qualified (‘.’ delimited) string capturing the

path from the root node in the JSON structure to the JSON

object that will contain the value from the field in the data

source. If the port was defined to be variable in the

analytic template, that means the analytic is expecting an array

of field values. In this case, each field value will need a separate

PortMap with an index (‘.1’, ‘.2’, etc.) at the end of the

fullyQualifiedPortName.
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Type: InputConstantMap

An InputConstantMap is a type of PortMap to be used when the data to be provided to the analytic
can be stored directly within the port-to-field map itself. This is the overall structure of an input constant
map.

{
    "valueSourceType":<string>,
    "fullyQualifiedPortName":<string>,
    "value":<string>
}

Extends from: PortMap.

In addition to the common elements of a PortMap, an InputConstantMap holds the value of a
constant field:

Field: value
Contains the value to be passed to the constant field. This can be a numeric value (without quotes) or
a string value (with quotes).

A constant input value can be parametrized and passed in at runtime using the customAttributes
field of OrchestrationExecutionRequest. For example:

{
    "valueSourceType":CONSTANT,
    "fullyQualifiedPortName":"data.abc",
    "value":"${custom.CONSTANT_VALUE}"
}

Type: InputDataConnectorMap

An InputDataConnectorMap is a type of PortMap to be used when the data to be provided to the
analytic needs to be retrieved from the data source at runtime by the Analytics Data Connector. This is
the overall structure of an input data connector map.

{
    "valueSourceType":<string>,
    "fullyQualifiedPortName":<string>,
    "fieldId":<string>,
    "dataSourceId":<string>,
    "queryCriteria":<string>,
    "engUnit":<string>,
    "variable":<boolean>,
    "tagNameQuery":<string>
}

Extends from: PortMap.

In addition to the common elements of a PortMap, an InputDataConnectorMap contains the
following entries.
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Field Description

fieldId The fieldId is a string that is mapped to a Predix Time

Series tag id for a given asset id. At runtime the orchestration

engine gets the Predix Time Series tag id for the field id (as

described below), reads the value from Predix Time Series, and

puts that value in the JSON object at the location corresponding

to the fullyQualifiedPortName. The runtime

acquires the Predix Time Series tag id for the field id as follows:

• At runtime, an asset id is included in the orchestration

request.

• The request will also optionally contain a map of

fieldId to Predix Time Series tag ids.

• If the map in the request contains an entry for the field id,

the runtime will use the Time Series tag id from that entry.

• If the map in the request does not contain the field id, and if

the InputDataConnectorMap contains a query

in the tagNameQuery, the runtime will execute the

query in Predix Asset to get the tag id.

• If the tag id for this field id has not been found, the runtime

will use the tenant's defaultTagQuery to retrieve

the default map of field ids to Predix Time Series tag ids and

it will get the Predix Time Series tag id for this

InputDataConnectorMap's field id from this

map.

dataSourceId The following values are supported:

• "Temporary": This is a built-in data source. The data

will be held in-memory for life of orchestration (temporary

store).

• "PredixTimeSeries": This is a built-in data source.

The data will be held in Predix Time Series (persistent

store) .

• "external_data_store": the unique value you provide to

identify the custom data connector service and its external

data source. This value cannot begin with "Predix".
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Field Description

queryCriteria • For PredixTimeSeries data source, this field

provides the Predix Time Series query string for retrieving

the value from Predix Time Series. Note this string should

not contain any Predix Time Series tag ids. The tag ids will

be inserted at runtime as per the logic for mapping the

fieldId to a Predix Time Series tag id (see fieldId
description). Any tag ids in this query string will be

overwritten.

• To customize queryCriteria attributes, see

Customizing Query Criteria Attributes in Port-to-Field Map

on page 253.

• For an external data source, the value defined in this field is

passed to the custom data connector service when a read/

write request is made.

• Optional for Temporary data source.

engUnit (Optional) The engineering units of the data in this field.

variable (Optional) True when the value in the analytic's input or output

JSON object is a JSON array. The array's values will be enclosed

in [ ]. Default value is false.

tagNameQuery • (Optional) This field contains the GEL query for querying

Predix Asset for the Predix Time Series tag id that will be

used to retrieve the runtime value for the JSON object that

corresponds with this

InputDataConnectorMap's

fullyQualifiedPortName. This query can be

parametrized by the request's asset id and the

InputDataConnectorMap's fieldId using

the ${ASSET_ID} and ${FIELD_ID} variables.

• To configure dynamic tags, see Configuring Dynamic Tags in

Port-to-Field Map on page 256.

Type: OutputDataConnectorMap

An OutputDataConnectorMap is used to identify the destination of the output data generated by the
analytic at runtime. This is the overall structure of an output data connector map.

{
    "fullyQualifiedPortName":<string>,
    "fieldId":<string>,
    "dataSourceId":<string>,
    "tagNameQuery":<string>
}

An OutputDataConnectorMap contains the following entries.
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Field Description

fullyQualitifiedPortName Identifies the JSON object in the analytics’s output JSON

structure that will hold the value from the field. The port name

is a fully qualified (‘.’ delimited) string capturing the path from

the root node in the JSON analytic output data to the JSON

object that will contain the value of the field to be stored in the

data sink. If the port was defined to be variable in the analytic

template, that means the analytic will produce an array of field

values. In this case, each field value will need a separate

OutputDataConnectorPortMap with an index

(‘.1’, ‘.2’, etc.) at the end of the

fullyQualifiedPortName.

fieldId The field id is a string that is mapped to a Predix Time Series tag

id for a given asset id. At runtime the orchestration engine gets

the Predix Time Series tag id for the field id (described in

InputDataConnectorMap fieldId description),

and writes the value from JSON object at the location

corresponding to the fullyQualitifedPortName
to the Predix Time Series tag id.

dataSourceId For an OutputDataConnectorMap, multiple

dataSourceIds can be specified using a comma

delimited list. The following values are supported:

• "Temporary": This is a built-in data source. The data

will be held in-memory for life of orchestration (temporary

store).

• "PredixTimeSeries": This is a built-in data source.

The data will be held in Predix Time Series (persistent

store).

• "external_data_store": the unique value you provide to

identify the custom data connector service and its external

data source. This value cannot begin with "Predix".

queryCriteria • For an external data source, the value defined in this field is

passed to the custom data connector service when a read/

write request is made.

• Optional for Temporary and

PredixTimeSeries data source.

• To customize queryCriteria attributes, see

#unique_128.

tagNameQuery • (Optional) This field contains the GEL query for querying

Predix Asset for the Predix Time Series tag id that will be

used when writing the value from the JSON object that

corresponds with this

OutputDataConnectorMap's fieldId
using the ${ASSET_ID} and ${FIELD_ID} variables.

• To configure dynamic tags, see #unique_129.
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Type: ModelPortMap

Note: modelPortMap type is supported in hierarchical analytic templates only. It is not supported in
descriptive analytic templates.

A ModelPortMap is used to retrieve the specified model from the Runtime service. This model is then
passed to the analytic at runtime by the Analytics Data Connector. This is the overall structure of a model
port map.

{
    "modelPortName": <string>,
    "modelName": <string>,
    "modelVersion": <string>
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in a ModelPortMap.

Field Description

modelPortName The name the analytic uses to pull the model from a map of

byte arrays.

modelName The name of the model stored in the Configuration service.

modelVersion The version of the model stored in the Configuration service.

Related Reference

Customizing Query Criteria Attributes in Port-to-Field Map on page 253

The queryCriteria field (InputDataConnectorMap and OutputDataConnectorMap) in
the port-to-field map provides the data retrieval instructions. The following examples show how to
add custom attributes in the queryCriteria field when using Predix Time Series as a data source.

Descriptive Analytic Template Structure Reference on page 199

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. This reference
describes how the JSON objects in a descriptive analytic template are used to generate the input
structure required by the analytic.

Hierarchical Analytic Template Structure Reference on page 215

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. This reference
describes how the JSON objects in an hierarchical analytic template are used to generate the input
structure required by the analytic.

Samples of Descriptive Analytic Templates and Port-to-Field Maps on page 201

An analytic template is used at runtime in conjunction with a port-to-field map to control how the
framework's runtime engine will handle the analytic input and output. The following are samples of
descriptive analytic templates and port-to-field maps.

Samples of Hierarchical Analytic Templates and Port-to-Field Maps on page 220
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An analytic template is used at runtime in conjunction with a port-to-field map to control how the
framework's runtime engine will handle the analytic input and output. The following are samples of
hierarchical analytic templates and port-to-field maps.

Customizing Query Criteria Attributes in Port-to-Field Map
The queryCriteria field (InputDataConnectorMap and OutputDataConnectorMap) in the
port-to-field map provides the data retrieval instructions. The following examples show how to add
custom attributes in the queryCriteria field when using Predix Time Series as a data source.

• Pre-Defined System Attributes on page 253
• Use Latest Data Point on page 253
• Use Parametrized Variables on page 254

Pre-Defined System Attributes

System Attribute Name Description

FIELD_ID The field id of the port.

ASSET_ID The asset instance id of the current orchestration run.

ANALYTIC_ID The analytic id of the current orchestration step.

ORCHESTRATION_REQUEST_ID The request id of the current orchestration run.

ORCHESTRATION_CONFIGURATION_ID The orchestration configuration id of the current orchestration

run.

ORCESTRATION_STEP_ID The orchestration step id of the current orchestration run.

PORT_TO_FIELD_MAP_NAME The port-to-field map name of the current orchestration step.

Use Latest Data Point

Retrieve the latest datapoint from Predix Time Series service (instead of specifying tag ids) by omitting
the start and end time in the port-to-field map's queryCriteria field. The following example shows
how.

{
  "analyticName": "timeseriesAnalyticSampleWith3ColumnsAnd2Constants",
  "analyticVersion": "V1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "adjust temp by ambient",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.otherData.multipleTimeseries.0.MTSColumn1.0",
          "fieldId": "pressure sensor1",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "tags": [{
              "limit": 7,
              "order": "asc",
              "aggregations": [{
              ........
            }]
          },
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          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.otherData.multipleTimeseries.0.MTSColumn1.1",
          "fieldId": "pressure sensor1",
          "queryCriteria": {},
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        ......

Use Parametrized Variables

You can use parametrized variables for resolving at orchestration runtime in the queryCriteria field.
The following port-to-field map example shows how to do this in InputDataConnectorMap. The data
must be consistent with Predix Time Series /datapoints request format.

{
  "analyticName": "4-input-timeseries-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": "${custom.KW.START_TIME}",
            "end": "${custom.KW.END_TIME}",
            "tags": [{
              "limit": 1000,
              "order": "desc",
              "aggregations": [{
                "type": "${.custom.AGGREGATION_TYPE}",
                "interval": "${custom.INTERVAL}"
              }],
              "groups": [{
                "name": "${ATTRIBUTE_1_KEY}",
                "attributes": [
                  "${context.ASSET_ID}_${context.FIELD_ID}_$
{custom.KW.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1}",
                  "${context.ASSET_ID}_${context.FIELD_ID}_$
{custom.KW.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2}"
                ]
              }]
            }]
          },
.......
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": "${custom.vibration.START_TIME}",
            "end": "${custom.vibration.END_TIME}",
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            "tags": [{
              "limit": 1000,
              "order": "desc",
              "aggregations": [{
                "type": "${custom.AGGREGATION_TYPE}",
                "interval": "${custom.INTERVAL}"
              }],
              "groups": [{
                "name": "${ATTRIBUTE_1_KEY}",
                "attributes": [
                  "${context.ASSET_ID}_${context.FIELD_ID}_$
{custom.vibration.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1}",
                  "${context.ASSET_ID}_${context.FIELD_ID}_$
{custom.vibration.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2}"
                ]
              }]
            }]
          },

When defining the OutputDataConnectorMap, note the following restrictions.

• Output only supports key-value pairs of String datatype.
• You must represent the Predix Time Series Web Socket write API structure.
• messageId field is mandatory when writing to Time Series. Either provide hard coded value or a

parametrized variable substituted at orchestration runtime.
• If queryCriteria field is not specified for the output port, a system generated messageId and

default attribute "source"="orchestration" key-value pair is added when writing to time
series

The following is a sample queryCriteria in OutputDataConnectorMap.

........
 "outputMaps": [
  {
    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
    "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
    "engUnit": "Celsius",
    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series",
    "queryCriteria" :     {
      "messageId": "${custom.MESSAGE_ID}",
      "body": [
       {
         "attributes": {
          "${custom.ATTRIBUTE_1_KEY}" : "${custom.ASSET_ID}_$
{custom.FIELD_ID}_${custom.bearing temperature 
final.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1}",
          "${custom.ATTRIBUTE_2_KEY}" : "${context.ASSET_ID}_$
{context.FIELD_ID}_${custom.bearing temperature 
final.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2}"
 
          }
        }
      ]
    }
.......
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Provide block dynamic parametrized variables in queryCriteria field in InputDataConnectorMap
as follows.

{
  "analyticName": "4-input-timeseries-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": "${custom.QUERY_CRITERIA1}",
.......

Provide block dynamic parametrized variables in queryCriteria field in
OutputDataConnectorMap as follows.

........
 "outputMaps": [
  {
    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
    "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
    "engUnit": "Celsius",
    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series",
    "queryCriteria" :  "${custom.QUERY_CRITERIA2}"
.......

Configuring Dynamic Tags in Port-to-Field Map
When running an orchestration request using Predix Time Series tags, you can pass dynamic tags using
customAttributes as a key-value pair. The following examples show how to do this.

• Overview on page 256
• Sample: Dynamic Tag in Port-to-Field Map Output Port on page 258
• Pre-Defined System Attributes on page 259
• Sample: Custom Attributes in Orchestration Run Request on page 259
• Sample: Dynamic Tags in Orchestration Execution Result from Monitoring Service Query Response on

page 260

Overview

The tagNameQuery field (InputDataConnectorMap and OutputDataConnectorMap) in the
port-to-field map contains the GEL query for querying Predix Asset for the Predix Time Series tag id.
Dynamic time series tags are supported by defining a dynamic tag template in the following format.

##${asset.sourceKey}.${context.portToFieldMapName}.$
{context.analyticId}.${custom.key}

Where,

tagNameQuery
Can contain either the dynamic time series tag or the asset GEL query to query the time series tag id.
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##
Indicates this is a dynamic tag. Use dot-notation to identify the type of variable being used. The
variables will have a context/namespace corresponding to where defined. The following namespaces
are supported: "asset", "context", "custom".

${asset.sourceKey}
In the orchestration request, if the "assetSelectionFilter" is set to an asset GEL query, two
assets will be returned as shown in the following sample. You can reference the asset attributes as $
{asset.uri} , ${asset.sourceKey}, ${asset.name}, etc.

[
  {
    "uri": "/assets/32-3ed8356b-4c46-431e-b4e7-bb6371c39395",
    "classification": "/classifications/turbine",
    "sourceKey": "70101",
    "name": "Wolverine Ravine 1",
    "serial_number": "4610"
  },
  {
    "uri": "/assets/37-3ed8356b-4c46-431e-b4e7-bb6371c39395",
    "classification": "/classifications/turbine",
    "sourceKey": "70102",
    "name": "Wolverine Ravine 2",
    "serial_number": "4620"
  }
]

${context.portToFieldMapName}
"context" namespace includes: portToFieldMapName, analyticId, assetId,
orchestrationStepId, orchestrationRequestId, orchestrationConfigurationId.

${custom.key}
Value is passed in by OrchestrationExecutionRequest as "customAttributes". In the
following example, ${custom.key} will be replaced with "Hello World" .

{
  "orchestrationConfigurationId": "<Orchestration Configuration 
Id>",
  "assetId": null,
  "assetDataFieldsMap": null,
  "assetGroup": {
    "dataSourceId": "PredixAsset",
    "assetSelectionFilter": "/assets?filter=classification=/
classifications/turbine:name=15sl-46606c64-619d-4db0-a059-
bc2d879640ca<turbine_type"
  },
  "modelGroupKey": null,
  "dataSource": [
    {
      "dataSourceId": "Postgres Reference External Data Connector",
      "apiVersion": "v1",
      "baseUri": "http://localhost:18888"
    }
  ],
  "customAttributes": {
    "key": "Hello World"
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  }
}

Note the following.

• During orchestration execution, if the "tagNameQuery" is configured as dynamic tag in the port-to-
field map, the defined format is processed as follows.

◦ Orchestration context attributes, such as ANALYTIC_ID value, will replace $
{context.analyticId}.

◦ Asset parameter from orchestration execution request, such as sourceKey, will replace $
{asset.sourceKey}.

◦ portToFieldMap metadata attribute, like portToFieldMapName will replace $
{context.portToFieldMapName}.

◦ Then the processed value will be used as the tag name to write the data to the data source, and the
entry will also be added to the tag map. If the same fieldId is used as an input in another
portToFieldMap, the tag name can be found for reading the data from the data source.

Sample: Dynamic Tag in Port-to-Field Map Output Port

The following is an example of a dynamic tag defined in the port-to-field map output port
(OutputDataConnectorMap).

{
  "analyticName": "java-timeseries-demo-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": " PredixTimeSeries "
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "predixtimeseries"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
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          "fieldId": "bearing_temperature",
          "tagNameQuery": "##${context.orchestrationRequestId}.$
{asset.serial_number}.${context.portToFieldMapName}.$
{context.fieldId}.${custom.ATTR_KEY1}",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": " Temporary , Predix Timeseries"
        },
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.diff",
          "fieldId": "local_windspeed",
          "tagNameQuery": "##${context.orchestrationRequestId}.$
{asset.serial_number}.${context.portToFieldMapName}.$
{context.fieldId}.${custom.ATTR_KEY1}",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": " Temporary , Predix Timeseries"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

Pre-Defined System Attributes

The following pre-defined system attributes and custom attributes (from orchestration run request) are
supported for parameter substitution.

System Attribute Name Description

fieldId The field id of the port.

assetId The asset instance id of the current orchestration run.

analyticId The analytic id of the current orchestration step.

orchestrationRequestId The request id of the current orchestration run.

orchestrationConfigurationId The orchestration configuration id of the current orchestration

run.

orchestrationStepId The orchestration step id of the current orchestration run.

portToFieldMapName The port-to-field-map name of the current orchestration step.

Sample: Custom Attributes in Orchestration Run Request

The following is a sample orchestration run request with "customAttributes" as key-value pair.

{
    "orchestrationConfigurationId": "a7d1c09d-000c-4017-
a073-8a3df9058ffc",
    "assetId": null,
    "assetDataFieldsMap": null,
     "assetGroup": {
        "dataSourceId": "PredixAsset",
        "assetSelectionFilter": "/assets?filter=classification=/
classifications/turbine:name=15sl-46606c64-619d-4db0-a059-
bc2d879640ca<turbine_type"
    },
    "customAttributes": {   
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        "ATTR_KEY1": "test_attr1"
    }
}

Note the following.

• When the orchestration execution is completed, the dynamically created time series tags will be sent
to the monitoring service.

• You can query the monitoring service to read details about the dynamically generated time series tags
for each orchestration execution.

Sample: Dynamic Tags in Orchestration Execution Result from Monitoring Service Query
Response

The following is a sample orchestration execution result detail received from a monitoring service query
response.

{
  "orchestrationRequestId": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-e50979bb447d",
  "status": "COMPLETED",
  "orchestrationExecutionStatus": [
    {
      "contextId": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-e50979bb447d-/assets/
37-3ed8356b-4c46-431e-b4e7-bb6371c39395",
      "assetId": "/assets/37-3ed8356b-4c46-431e-b4e7-bb6371c39395",
      "status": "COMPLETED",
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [
        {
          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "analyticId": "adc54168-237e-4c13-8076-8de4359207a7",
          "analyticName": "Java Timeseries Demo Adder With Model - 
c81928a3-e76b-400b-a0ec-8b1b0b86778c",
          "analyticVersion": "v1",
          "analyticRequestId": "8c84e2af-f85b-11e6-9d69-ba7f8cc76dfa-
sid-10001",
          "stepId": "sid-10001",
          "startTime": 1487698276520,
          "endTime": 1487698279280,
          "output": null,
          "errorResponse": null,
          "fieldTagMap": {
            "bearing_temperature": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-
e50979bb447d.4620.step1PortToFieldMapName.bearing_temperature.test_attr
1",
            "local_windspeed": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-
e50979bb447d.4620.step1PortToFieldMapName.local_windspeed.test_attr1"
          }
        }
      ],
      "startTime": 1487698276460,
      "endTime": 1487698280700,
      "errorResponse": null
    },
    {
      "contextId": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-e50979bb447d-/assets/
32-3ed8356b-4c46-431e-b4e7-bb6371c39395",
      "assetId": "/assets/32-3ed8356b-4c46-431e-b4e7-bb6371c39395",
      "status": "COMPLETED",
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [
        {
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          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "analyticId": "adc54168-237e-4c13-8076-8de4359207a7",
          "analyticName": "Java Timeseries Demo Adder With Model - 
c81928a3-e76b-400b-a0ec-8b1b0b86778c",
          "analyticVersion": "v1",
          "analyticRequestId": "8b8dff7d-f85b-11e6-9d69-ba7f8cc76dfa-
sid-10001",
          "stepId": "sid-10001",
          "startTime": 1487698274900,
          "endTime": 1487698278040,
          "output": null,
          "errorResponse": null,
          "fieldTagMap": {
            "bearing_temperature": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-
e50979bb447d.4610.step1PortToFieldMapName.bearing_temperature.test_attr
1",
            "local_windspeed": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-
e50979bb447d.4610.step1PortToFieldMapName.local_windspeed.test_attr1"
          }
        }
      ],
      "startTime": 1487698274840,
      "endTime": 1487698279810,
      "errorResponse": null
    }
  ],
  "errorResponse": null
}

Related Tasks

Running an Orchestration Using Predix Time Series Tags on page 152

To run an orchestration using Predix Time Series tag ids, proceed as follows. The orchestration will
communicate with the Predix Time Series service to retrieve and store data for use by the referenced
analytics.

Passing Custom Attributes During an Orchestration on page 148

When running an orchestration request, you can pass custom attributes as follows.

Related Reference

Customizing Query Criteria Attributes in Port-to-Field Map on page 253

The queryCriteria field (InputDataConnectorMap and OutputDataConnectorMap) in
the port-to-field map provides the data retrieval instructions. The following examples show how to
add custom attributes in the queryCriteria field when using Predix Time Series as a data source.

Port-To-Field Map Reference on page 246

An analytic template defines the format of its input and output JSON structure. The port-to-field map
tells the runtime engine how to get the values to insert into the analytic’s input JSON structure and
where to write the values from the analytic's output JSON structure. The port-to-field map simply
maps FieldPort entries from the analytic's template to data sources and sinks.
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Samples of Hierarchical Analytic Templates and Port-to-Field Maps
An analytic template is used at runtime in conjunction with a port-to-field map to control how the
framework's runtime engine will handle the analytic input and output. The following are samples of
hierarchical analytic templates and port-to-field maps.

• Sample: DemoAdder Analytic on page 221
• Sample: Analytic Requiring a Time Series Table, Input Models, and Constants on page 222
• Sample: Analytic Requiring a Time Series Table With Variable Time Stamps on page 226
• Sample: Array of Arrays Model on page 228
• Sample: Multiple Iterations of Same Analytic on page 230
• Sample: Analytic Requiring Predix Time Series Data Using an Array of Tags on page 232
• Sample: Analytic Requiring Predix Time Series Data Using Variable Input Ports on page 235
• Sample: Reusing a Port-to-Field Map When Providing Data Is Optional on page 240

Sample: DemoAdder Analytic

The following is a sample JSON input.

{
  "number1": <latest value from temperature sensor1>,
  "number2": -55
}

The following is a sample JSON output.

{"result" : <result from analytic>}

The following is a sample hierarchical analytic template.

{
  "analyticName": "add2Numbers",
  "analyticVersion": "V1.0",
  "inputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portType": "FIELD",
      "portName": "number1",
      "variable": false,
      "required": true
    },
    {
      "portType": "FIELD",
      "portName": "number2",
      "variable": false,
      "required": true
    }
  ],
  "outputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portType": "FIELD",
      "portName": "result",
      "variable": false,
      "required": true
    }
  ]
}
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The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
    "analyticName": "add2Numbers",
    "analyticVersion": "V1.0",
    "orchestrationStepId": "adjust temp by ambient",
    "iterations": [
        {
            "inputMaps": [
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "number1",
                    "fieldId": "temperature sensor1",
                    "queryCriteria": {"start": 1464989425852, "end": 
1464989425852},
                    "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "CONSTANT",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "number2",
                    "value": -55
                }
            ],
            "outputMaps": [
                {
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "result",
                    "fieldId": "adjusted temp",
                    "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

Sample: Analytic Requiring a Time Series Table, Input Models, and Constants

Scenario: An analytic requires a time series table and two constants, where the time series input table
has three fixed columns; column1, column2, and column3. Sample hierarchical analytic templates and
port-to-field maps to support this scenario follow.

Note: All columns in the Time Series array will share the same time stamps. The quality attribute from
Time Series is not supported.

The following is a sample JSON input.

{
  "inputData": {
 "data": {
        "timeseries": {
            "time_stamp": [
                000003242,
                000004242,
                000005242
            ],
            "column1": [
                10.0,
                20.0,
                30.0
            ],
            "column2": [
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                1.0,
                2.0,
                3.0
            ],
            "column3": [
                0.1,
                0.2,
                0.3
            ]
        },
        "constants": {
            "constant1": 55,
            "constant2": 100
        }
    }

     },
  "inputModel": [
    {
      "modelPortName": "test-model-port-1",
      "isModelEmbedded": "true",
      "modelLib": "anVuay1tb2RlbC1iaW5hcnktMQ=="
    },
    {
      "modelPortName": "test-model-port-2",
      "isModelEmbedded": "true",
      "modelLib": "janVuay1tb2RlbC1iaW5hcnktMg=="
    }
  ]
}

{
    "data": {
        "timeseries": {
            "time_stamp": [
                000003242,
                000004242,
                000005242
            ],
            "column1": [
                10.0,
                20.0,
                30.0
            ],
            "column2": [
                1.0,
                2.0,
                3.0
            ],
            "column3": [
                0.1,
                0.2,
                0.3
            ]
        },
        "constants": {
            "constant1": 55,
            "constant2": 100
        }
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    }
}

The following is a sample hierarchical analytic template.

{
    "analyticName": "analyticWith3ColumnsAnd2Constants",
    "analyticVersion": "V1.0",
    "inputPortDefinitions": [
        {
            "portType": "COMPOSITE",
            "portName": "data",
            "childrenPorts": [
                {
                    "portName": "timeseries",
                    "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
                    "variable": false,
                    "columns": [
                        {
                            "portName": "column1",
                            "portType": "FIELD",
                            "variable": false,
                            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
                            "required": true
                        },
                        {
                            "portName": "column2",
                            "portType": "FIELD",
                            "variable": false,
                            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
                            "required": true
                        },
                        {
                            "portName": "column3",
                            "portType": "FIELD",
                            "variable": false,
                            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
                            "required": true
                        }
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "portType": "COMPOSITE",
                    "portName": "constants",
                    "childrenPorts": [
                        {
                            "portType": "FIELD",
                            "portName": "constant1",
                            "variable": false,
                            "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries",
                            "required": true
                        },
                        {
                            "portType": "FIELD",
                            "portName": "constant2",
                            "variable": false,
                            "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries",
                            "required": true
                        }
                    ]
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                }
            ]
        }
    ],
,
"inputModelDefinitions": [
  {
    "modelPortName": "test-model-port-1"
  },
  {
    "modelPortName": "test-model-port-2"
  }
],

    "outputPortDefinitions" : [
        {
            "portType": "FIELD",
            "portName": "results",
            "variable": false,
            "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
    "analyticName": 
"timeseriesAnalyticSampleWith3ColumnsAnd2Constants",
    "analyticVersion": "V1.0",
    "orchestrationStepId": "adjust temp by ambient",
    "iterations": [
        {
            "inputMaps": [
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.timeseries.column1",
                    "fieldId": "temperature sensor",
                    "queryCriteria": {"start": 000003242, "end": 
000005242},
                    "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.timeseries.column2",
                    "fieldId": "vibration sensor",
                    "queryCriteria": {"start": 000003242, "end": 
000005242},
                    "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.timeseries.column3",
                    "fieldId": "pressure sensor",
                    "queryCriteria": {"start": 000003242, "end": 
000005242},
                    "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
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                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "CONSTANT",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.constants.constant1",
                    "value": -55
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "CONSTANT",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.constants.constant2",
                    "value": 100
                }
            ],
"inputModelMaps": [
  {
    "modelPortName": "test-model-port-1",
    "modelName": "test-model-1",
    "modelVersion": "v1"
  },
  {
    "modelPortName": "test-model-port-2",
    "modelName": "test-model-2",
    "modelVersion": "v1"
  }
],
            "outputMaps": [
                {
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "result",
                    "fieldId": "xxxField",
                    "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

Sample: Analytic Requiring a Time Series Table With Variable Time Stamps

Scenario: An analytic requires a time series table and two constants, where the time series input table
has three fixed columns; column1, column2, and column3 where time stamps are different. Sample
hierarchical analytic templates and port-to-field maps to support this scenario follow.

Note: All columns in the Time Series array will not have the same time stamps. The quality attribute
from Time Series is not supported.

The following is a sample JSON input.

{
  "time_series_temperature": {
    "temperature": [
      100
    ],
    "time_stamp": [
      "1455733669601"
    ]
  },
  "time_series_pressure": {
    "pressure": [
      57
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    ],
    "time_stamp": [
      "1455733669605"
    ]
  },
  "time_series_vibration": {
    "vibration": [
      14
    ],
    "time_stamp": [
      "1455733669609"
    ]
  }
}

The following is a sample hierarchical analytic template.

{
  "analyticName": "analytic-name",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "inputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portName": "time_series_temperature",
      "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
      "required": true,
      "variable": false,
      "columns": [
        {
          "portName": "temperature",
          "portType": "FIELD",
          "variable": false,
          "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
          "required": true
        }
      ]
    },
    {
      "portName": "time_series_pressure",
      "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
      "required": true,
      "variable": false,
      "columns": [
        {
          "portName": "pressure",
          "portType": "FIELD",
          "variable": false,
          "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
          "required": true
        }
      ]
    },
    {
      "portName": "time_series_vibration",
      "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
      "required": true,
      "variable": false,
      "columns": [
        {
          "portName": "vibration",
          "portType": "FIELD",
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          "variable": false,
          "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
          "required": true
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "analytic-name",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series_temperature.temperature",
          "fieldId": "field-7071",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series_pressure.pressure",
          "fieldId": "field-2934",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series_vibration.vibration",
          "fieldId": "field-9342",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.result",
          "fieldId": "field-7432",
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          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

Sample: Array of Arrays Model

This example shows how you can create an hierarchical analytic template that represents JSON input
data as an array of arrays when starting with input data similar to the following:

"Target_data": [
    [-1.3902596851290876, -6.765816812041471, -4.76418388526832, 
-1.2112080900902589, -1.7569610822677713], 
    [9.7817179641162, -1.145749275218344, 6.533089409154036, 
6.549142463394793, -5.168794582523],
    [-0.44253227413493945, -6.43586397529881, -3.291613230961093, 
1.2406735399676179, -1.4659275851421456],
    [0.01589916825431556, -4.695552518057381, -5.284477375577028, 
-1.9252859877753656, -2.865932498974862]....

Start by marking the analytic input port as a variable port in the analytic template.

{
  "analyticName": "analytic-with-variable-input-port",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "inputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portType": "FIELD",
      "portName": "Target_data",
      "variable": true,
      "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
      "required": true
    }
  ],
  "outputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portName": "output",
      "portType": "FIELD",
      "variable": false,
      "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
      "required": true
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "analytic-with-variable-input-port",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
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          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "Target_data.0",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "Target_data.1",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "output",
          "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

When the orchestration is run, the data input will come from two time series tags. The data input will look
as follows.

{
  "Target_data": [
    [
      5,
      6,
      7,
      8,
      9,
      10
    ],
    [
      500,
      600,
      700,
      800,
      900,
      1000
    ]
  ]
}

You can add more data array to the top level array by defining Target_data.2, Target_data.3, and so on.
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Sample: Multiple Iterations of Same Analytic

This example shows how you can run multiple iterations of the same analytic in an orchestration
execution. The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "demo-timeseries-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "V1",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "id": "0",
      "name": " First Iteration",
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "temperature sensor",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 0,
            "end": -1
          },
          "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
          "fieldId": "vibration sensor",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 0,
            "end": -1
          },
          "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
          "fieldId": "demo sum",
          "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
        }
      ]
    },
    {
      "id": "1",
      "name": " Second Iteration",
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "temperature sensor",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 0,
            "end": -1
          },
          "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
          "fieldId": "vibration sensor",
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          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 0,
            "end": -1
          },
          "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
          "fieldId": "demo sum",
          "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

Sample: Analytic Requiring Predix Time Series Data Using an Array of Tags

This example shows how you can run an analytic that uses Predix Time Series data that is an array of tags.
For steps to run the orchestration request, see #unique_134.

The following is a sample hierarchical analytic template.

{
  "analyticName": "java-timeseries-demo-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "inputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portType": "COMPOSITE",
      "portName": "data",
      "variable": false,
      "childrenPorts": [
        {
          "portName": "time_series_1",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "doubleArray",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": true,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            }
          ]
        },
        {
          "portName": "time_series_2",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "integerArray",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": true,
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              "dataType": "INTEGER_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ],
  "outputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portName": "data",
      "portType": "COMPOSITE",
      "required": true,
      "variable": false,
      "childrenPorts": [
        {
          "portName": "time_series",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "sum",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "4-input-timeseries-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series_1.doubleArray",
          "fieldId": "doubleArrayFieldId",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669603
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "variable": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series_2.integerArray",
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          "fieldId": "integerArrayFieldId",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669901,
            "end": 1455733669904
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "variable": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
          "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The array of tags is passed in through the orchestrationConfigurationID definition as shown in
the following example.

{
  "orchestrationConfigurationId": "3a5cd1da-5b6e-47fd-
b74d-9e75e959810f",
  "assetDataFieldsMap": {
    "doubleArrayFieldId": [
      "timerseries_tag1",
      "timerseries_tag2",
      "timerseries_tag3"
    ],
    "integerArrayFieldId": [
      "timerseries_tag4",
      "timerseries_tag5"
    ]
  },
  "dataSource": []
}

The following shows a sample of generated input with data.

{
  "inputData": {
    "data": {
      "time_series_1": {
        "time_stamp": [
          1455733669601,
          1455733669602,
          1455733669603
        ],
        "doubleArray": [
          [
            500,
            600,
            700
          ],
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          [
            5000,
            6000,
            7000
          ],
          [
            50000,
            60000,
            70000
          ]
        ]
      },
      "time_series_2": {
        "time_stamp": [
          1455733669901,
          1455733669902,
          1455733669903,
          1455733669904
        ],
        "integerArray": [
          [
            105,
            205,
            305,
            405
          ],
          [
            15,
            25,
            35,
            45
          ]
        ]
      }
    }
  }
}

Sample: Analytic Requiring Predix Time Series Data Using Variable Input Ports

This example shows how you can run an analytic that uses data having separate timestamps for each
indexed block of generated data from Predix Time Series (variable input port).

The following is a sample hierarchical template format with variable ports.

Note: When the portType value is TIMESERIES_ARRAY, the timestampShared value must be false
to indicate that variable ports are being used.

{
  "analyticName": "sample-hirerachical-analytic-template-with-two-
variable-ports",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "inputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portType": "COMPOSITE",
      "portName": "data",
      "variable": false,
      "childrenPorts": [
        {
          "portName": "time_series_1",
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          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "doubleArray",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": true,
              "timestampShared": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            }
          ]
        },
        {
          "portName": "time_series_2",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "integerArray",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": true,
              "timestampShared": false,
              "dataType": "INTEGER_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ],
  "outputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portName": "data",
      "portType": "COMPOSITE",
      "required": true,
      "variable": false,
      "childrenPorts": [
        {
          "portName": "time_series",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "sum",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}
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The following is a sample port-to-field map showing that separate timestamps for each block of data is
needed.

{
  "analyticName": "sample-port-to-field-map-with-two-variable-ports",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series_1.doubleArray.0",
          "fieldId": "vibration1",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669603
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series_1.doubleArray.1",
          "fieldId": "vibration2",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669701,
            "end": 1455733669705
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series_1.doubleArray.2",
          "fieldId": "vibration3",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669801,
            "end": 1455733669802
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.time_series_2.integerArray.0",
          "fieldId": "kw1",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669603
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
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          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.time_series_2.integerArray.1",
          "fieldId": "kw2",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669701,
            "end": 1455733669705
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
          "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is sample generated analytic input for a hierarchical template showing separate timestamps
side-by-side with values.

{
  "data": {
    "time_series_1": {
      "doubleArray": [
        {
          "time_stamp": [
            1455733669601,
            1455733669602,
            1455733669603
          ],
          "values": [
            500,
            600,
            700
          ]
        },
        {
          "time_stamp": [
            1455733669701,
            1455733669702,
            1455733669703,
            1455733669704,
            1455733669705
          ],
          "values": [
            50,
            60,
            70,
            80,
            90
          ]
        },
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        {
          "time_stamp": [
            1455733669801,
            1455733669802
          ],
          "values": [
            1000,
            2000
          ]
        }
      ]
    },
    "time_series_2": {
      "integerArray": [
        {
          "time_stamp": [
            1455733669101,
            1455733669102,
            1455733669103,
            1455733669104
          ],
          "values": [
            105,
            205,
            305,
            405
          ]
        },
        {
          "time_stamp": [
            1455733669101,
            1455733669202,
            1455733669203,
            1455733669204,
            1455733669205,
            1455733669206
          ],
          "values": [
            15,
            25,
            35,
            45,
            55,
            65
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  }
}

When creating the orchestration execution request payload, pass the array type of data in
assetDataFieldsMap for the fieldId. For example,

{
  "orchestrationConfigurationId": "3a5cd1da-5b6e-47fd-
b74d-9e75e959810f",
  "assetDataFieldsMap": {
    "doubleArrayFieldId": [
      "timerseries_tag1",
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      "timerseries_tag2",
      "timerseries_tag3"
    ],
    "integerArrayFieldId": [
      "timerseries_tag4",
      "timerseries_tag5"
    ]
  },
  "dataSource": []
}

The following is sample generate input for two timeseries variable ports.

{
  "inputData": {
    "data": {
      "time_series_1": {
        "time_stamp": [
          1455733669601,
          1455733669602,
          1455733669603
        ],
        "doubleArray": [
          [
            500,
            600,
            700
          ],
          [
            5000,
            6000,
            7000,
            8000,
            9000
          ],
          [
            50000,
            60000
          ]
        ]
      },
      "time_series_2": {
        "time_stamp": [
          1455733669101,
          1455733669102,
          1455733669103,
          1455733669104
        ],
        "integerArray": [
          [
            105,
            205,
            305,
            405
          ],
          [
            15,
            25,
            35,
            45,
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            55,
            65
          ]
        ]
      }
    }
  }
}

Sample: Reusing a Port-to-Field Map When Providing Data Is Optional

Scenario: You may want to use the same port-to-field map for multiple deployments but need to vary
which ports will have data mapped for certain iterations. In the InputMaps definition, you can set the
required field to false to indicate that data is optional. When this port is marked optional
(required: false) and data is not provided during execution, it will be ignored and execution will not
be failed for missing data. The following examples show how you can achieve this.

The following is a sample hierarchical analytic template

{
  "analyticName": "java-timeseries-demo-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "inputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portType": "COMPOSITE",
      "portName": "data",
      "variable": false,
      "childrenPorts": [
        {
          "portName": "time_series",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "numberArray1",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            },
            {
              "portName": "numberArray2",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            },
            {
              "portName": "numberArray3",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": false
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
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  ],
  "outputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portName": "data",
      "portType": "COMPOSITE",
      "required": true,
      "variable": false,
      "childrenPorts": [
        {
          "portName": "time_series",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "sum",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            },
            {
              "portName": "diff",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": false
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample descriptive analytic template.

{
  "name": "TimeseriesAdder",
  "description": "",
  "packageName": "",
  "codeLanguage": "JAVA",
  "version": "1.0.0",
  "author": "Predix Analytics team",
  "inputDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "time_series",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "TimeSeries",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": true,
      "arrayDimensions": 0
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "numberArray1",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": true,
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      "validators": [
        "NotNull()",
        "IsNumber()"
      ],
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "numberArray2",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": true,
      "validators": [
        "NotNull()",
        "IsNumber()"
      ],
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "numberArray3",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": true,
      "validators": [
        "NotNull()",
        "IsNumber()"
      ],
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    }
  ],
  "constantDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "sum",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Custom",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": true,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "diff",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Boolean",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": true,
      "validators": [
        "NotNull()",
        "IsNumber()"
      ],
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    }
  ]
}
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The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "4-input-timeseries-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray3",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": false,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
          "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.diff",
          "fieldId": "windspeed final",
          "engUnit": "km",
          "required": false,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
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      ]
    }
  ]
}

Sample generated input with data for optional (required: false) field.

{
    "data": {
      "time_series": {
        "time_stamp": [
          1455733669605,
          1455733669606,
          1455733669607,
          1455733669608,
          1455733669609,
          1455733669610
        ],
        "numberArray1": [
          5.0,
          6.0,
          7.0,
          8.0,
          9.0,
          10.0
        ],
        "numberArray2": [
          500.0,
          600.0,
          700.0,
          800.0,
          900.0,
          1000.0
        ],
       "numberArray3": [
          50.0,
          60.0,
          70.0,
          80.0,
          90.0,
          100.0
        ]
      }
    }
}

Sample generated input without data for optional (required: false) field.

{
    "data": {
      "time_series": {
        "time_stamp": [
          1455733669605,
          1455733669606,
          1455733669607,
          1455733669608,
          1455733669609,
          1455733669610
        ],
        "numberArray1": [
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          5.0,
          6.0,
          7.0,
          8.0,
          9.0,
          10.0
        ],
        "numberArray2": [
          500.0,
          600.0,
          700.0,
          800.0,
          900.0,
          1000.0
        ]
      }
    }
}

Samples of Descriptive Analytic Templates and Port-to-Field Maps
An analytic template is used at runtime in conjunction with a port-to-field map to control how the
framework's runtime engine will handle the analytic input and output. The following are samples of
descriptive analytic templates and port-to-field maps.

• Sample: Analytic Adder with Double Array Ports on page 201
• Sample: Analytic Adder with Timeseries and Constant Ports on page 203
• Sample: Analytic Adder with Variable Timeseries Ports on page 207
• Sample: Analytic Adder with Multi-Dimensional Timeseries Ports on page 211

Sample: Analytic Adder with Double Array Ports

The following is a sample JSON input.

{
  "internalRecords": [],
  "records": [
    {
      "type": "DOUBLE",
      "name": "numberArray1",
      "data": [
        5.0,
        6.0,
        7.0,
        8.0,
        9.0,
        10.0
      ],
      "arraySizes": [
        6
      ]
    },
    {
      "type": "DOUBLE",
      "name": "numberArray2",
      "data": [
        500.0,
        600.0,
        700.0,
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        800.0,
        900.0,
        1000.0
      ],
      "arraySizes": [
        6
      ]
    }
  ],
  "timeSeriesRecords": []
}

The following is a sample JSON output.

{
  "records": [
    {
      "type": "DOUBLE",
      "name": "results",
      "data": [
        505.0,
        606.0,
        707.0,
        808.0,
        909.0,
        1010.0
      ],
      "arraySizes": [
        6
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample descriptive analytic template.

{
  "name": "DoubleArrayAdder",
  "description": "",
  "packageName": "",
  "codeLanguage": "JAVA",
  "version": "1.0.0",
  "author": "Predix Analytics team",
  "inputDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "numberArray1",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    },
    {
      "name": "numberArray2",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    }
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  ],
  "outputDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "results",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "DoubleArrayAdder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "numberArray2",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "results",
          "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}
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Sample: Analytic Adder with Timeseries and Constant Ports

Scenario: An analytic requires a time series table and one constant, where the time series input table has
two fixed columns; numberArray1 and numberArray2. Sample analytic templates and port-to-field
maps to support this scenario follow.

Note:

All columns in the Time Series array will share the same time stamps. The quality attribute from Time
Series is not supported.

The following is a sample JSON input.

{
    "internalRecords": [],
    "records": [
        {
            "type": "DOUBLE",
            "name": "constant1",
            "data": [
                55.0
            ],
            "arraySizes": [
                1
            ]
        }
    ],
    "timeSeriesRecords": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "timestamps": [
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603"
            ],
            "data": [
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "numberArray1",
                    "data": [
                        1.0,
                        2.0,
                        3.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "numberArray2",
                    "data": [
                        100.0,
                        200.0,
                        300.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                }
            ]
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        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample analytic output.

{
  "internalRecords": [],
  "records": [],
  "timeSeriesRecords": [
    {
      "name": "time_series",
      "timestamps": [
        "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
        "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
        "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603"
      ],
      "data": [
        {
          "type": "DOUBLE",
          "name": "results",
          "data": [
            101.0,
            202.0,
            303.0
          ],
          "arraySizes": [
            3
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample descriptive analytic template.

{
  "name": "TimeseriesAdder",
  "description": "",
  "packageName": "",
  "codeLanguage": "JAVA",
  "version": "1.0.0",
  "author": "Predix Analytics team",
  "inputDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "time_series",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "TimeSeries",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 0
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "numberArray1",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": false,
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      "arrayDimensions": 1
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "numberArray2",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    }
  ],
  "constantDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "constant1",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 0
    }
  ],
  "outputDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "time_series",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "TimeSeries",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 0
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "results",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "timeseries-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
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          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.numberArray2",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "constant1",
          "fieldId": "engineType",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "columns": [
              "data_value"
            ],
            "table": "sensor_data",
            "conditions": [
              {
                "key": "asset_id",
                "value":"${ASSET_ID}",
                "valueType": "string",
                "relation": " = "
              },
              {
                "key": "field_id",
                "value": "engineType",
                "valueType": "string",
                "relation": " = "
              }
            ]
          },
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Custom Data Source"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.results",
          "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}
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Sample: Analytic Adder with Variable Timeseries Ports

The following is a sample JSON input.

{
    "internalRecords": [],
    "records": [],
    "timeSeriesRecords": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "timestamps": [
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603"
            ],
            "data": [
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "temperature_2",
                    "data": [
                        1.0,
                        2.0,
                        3.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "temperature_5",
                    "data": [
                        5.0,
                        6.0,
                        7.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "vibration_2",
                    "data": [
                        100.0,
                        200.0,
                        300.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "vibration_5",
                    "data": [
                        500.0,
                        600.0,
                        700.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
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                        3
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample JSON output.

{
    "internalRecords": [],
    "records": [],
    "timeSeriesRecords": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "timestamps": [
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603"
            ],
            "data": [
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "results_2",
                    "data": [
                        101.0,
                        202.0,
                        303.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "results_5",
                    "data": [
                        505.0,
                        606.0,
                        707.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample descriptive analytic template.

{
    "name": "TimeseriesAdder",
    "description": "",
    "packageName": "",
    "codeLanguage": "JAVA",
    "version": "1.0.0",
    "author": "Predix Analytics team",
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    "inputDataPortDefinitions": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "TimeSeries",
            "valueRequired": false,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 0
        },
        {
            "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
            "name": "temperature",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "Double",
            "valueRequired": true,
            "variable": true,
            "arrayDimensions": 1
        },
        {
            "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
            "name": "vibration",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "Double",
            "valueRequired": true,
            "variable": true,
            "arrayDimensions": 1
        }
    ],
    "outputDataPortDefinitions": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "TimeSeries",
            "valueRequired": false,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 0
        },
        {
            "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
            "name": "results",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "Double",
            "valueRequired": false,
            "variable": true,
            "arrayDimensions": 1
        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
    "analyticName": "timeseries-adder",
    "analyticVersion": "1.0",
    "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
    "iterations": [
        {
            "inputMaps": [
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
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                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.temperature_2",
                    "fieldId": "temp.left",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1455733669601,
                        "end": 1455733669603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.temperature_5",
                    "fieldId": "temp.right",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1455733669601,
                        "end": 1455733669603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.vibration_2",
                    "fieldId": "vibration.left",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1455733669601,
                        "end": 1455733669603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.vibration_5",
                    "fieldId": "vibration.right",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1455733669601,
                        "end": 1455733669603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                }
            ],
            "outputMaps": [
                {
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.results_2",
                    "fieldId": "results.left",
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                }
                {
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.results_5",
                    "fieldId": "results.right",
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                }
            ]
        }
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    ]
}

Sample: Analytic Adder with Multi-Dimensional Timeseries Ports

The following is a sample JSON input.

{
    "internalRecords": [],
    "records": [],
    "timeSeriesRecords": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "timestamps": [
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603",
                "2016-03-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-03-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-03-17T18:27:49.603"
            ],
            "data": [
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "temperature",
                    "data": [
                        1.0,
                        2.0,
                        3.0,
                        5.0,
                        6.0,
                        7.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        2,
                        3
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "vibration",
                    "data": [
                        100.0,
                        200.0,
                        300.0,
                        500.0,
                        600.0,
                        700.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        2,
                        3
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}
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The following is a sample analytic output.

{
    "internalRecords": [],
    "records": [],
    "timeSeriesRecords": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "timestamps": [
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603",
                "2016-03-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-03-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-03-17T18:27:49.603"
            ],
            "data": [
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "results",
                    "data": [
                        101.0,
                        202.0,
                        303.0,
                        505.0,
                        606.0,
                        707.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        2,
                        3
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample descriptive analytic template.

{
    "name": "TimeseriesAdder",
    "description": "",
    "packageName": "",
    "codeLanguage": "JAVA",
    "version": "1.0.0",
    "author": "Predix Analytics team",
    "inputDataPortDefinitions": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "TimeSeries",
            "valueRequired": false,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 0
        },
        {
            "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
            "name": "temperature",
            "description": "",
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            "dataType": "Double",
            "valueRequired": true,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 2
        },
        {
            "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
            "name": "vibration",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "Double",
            "valueRequired": true,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 2
        }
    ],
    "outputDataPortDefinitions": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "TimeSeries",
            "valueRequired": false,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 0
        },
        {
            "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
            "name": "results",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "Double",
            "valueRequired": false,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 2
        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
    "analyticName": "timeseries-adder",
    "analyticVersion": "1.0",
    "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
    "iterations": [
        {
            "inputMaps": [
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.temperature[0]",
                    "fieldId": "temperature.previous",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1455733669601,
                        "end": 1455733669603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
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"time_series.temperature[1]",
                    "fieldId": "temperature.current",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1458239269601,
                        "end": 1458239269603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.vibration[0]",
                    "fieldId": "vibration.previous",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1455733669601,
                        "end": 1455733669603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.vibration[1]",
                    "fieldId": "vibration.current",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1458239269601,
                        "end": 1458239269603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                }
            ],
            "outputMaps": [
                {
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.results[0]",
                    "fieldId": "results.previous",
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.results[1]",
                    "fieldId": "results.current",
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}
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Orchestration Execution

Deploying an Orchestration Workflow File
Add the orchestration workflow file to the database by deploying it to the runtime engine. Do this once
before running the first orchestration execution that uses the workflow file. Or whenever you update the
BPMN workflow file.

Run the following REST API call using the orchestrationConfigurationId (see Uploading an
Orchestration Configuration Entry on page 68).

POST <execution_uri>/api/v2/execution/orchestrations/
{orchestrationConfigurationId}/deployment

Passing Custom Attributes During an Orchestration
When running an orchestration request, you can pass custom attributes as follows.

Custom attributes are used for the following situations.

• Customizing query criteria attributes in port-to-field map.
• Configuring dynamic tags in port-to-field map.
• These custom attributes are also passed to custom data connectors.

The following is a sample of the structure required to add custom attributes (customAttributes) in an
orchestration run request for a single asset.

{
    "orchestrationConfigurationId": "a7d1c09d-000c-4017-
a073-8a3df9058ffc",
    "assetId": null,
    "assetDataFieldsMap": null,
    "assetGroup": {
        "dataSourceId": "PredixAsset",
        "assetSelectionFilter": "/assets?filter=classification=/
classifications/turbine:name=15sl-b3d857c0-bb3d-4b82-
b61c-199b75c6f1ef<turbine_type"
    },
    "modelGroupKey": null,
    "dataSource": [
 
    ],
    "customAttributes": {
        "KW.START_TIME": 1455733669601,
        "KW.END_TIME": 1455733669610,
        "vibration.START_TIME": 1455733669601,
        "vibration.END_TIME": 1455733669610,
        "ATTRIBUTE_1_KEY": "test_attr_key1",
        "ATTRIBUTE_2_KEY": "test_attr_key2",
        "KW.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1": "test-val1",
        "KW.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2": "test-val2",
        "vibration.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1": "test-val1",
        "vibration.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2": "test-val2",
        "AGGREGATION_TYPE":"interpolation",
        "INTERVAL":"1hr", 
        "MESSAGE_ID": "test-message-id-1",
        "bearing temperature 
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final.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1":"test_write_val1",
        "bearing temperature 
final.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2":"test_write_val2",
 
        "QUERY_CRITERIA1": {
            "start": "${START_TIME}",
            "end": "${END_TIME}",
            "tags": [
                {
                    "limit": "${LIMIT}",
                    "order": "${ORDER}"
                }
            ]
        },
        "START_TIME": 1455733669601,
        "END_TIME": 1455733669610,
        "LIMIT": 1000,
        "ORDER": "desc",
        "QUERY_CRITERIA2": {
            "messageId": "${MESSAGE_ID}",
            "body": [
                {
                    "name": null,
                    "attributes": {
                        "${ATTRIBUTE_2_KEY}": "${ASSET_ID}_${FIELD_ID}_
${double array.ATTRIBUTE_2_VALUE}",
                        "${ATTRIBUTE_1_KEY}": "${ASSET_ID}_${FIELD_ID}_
${double array.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE}"
                    }
                }
            ]
        },
        "double array.ATTRIBUTE_2_VALUE": "test_write_attr_val2",
        "double array.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE": "test_write_attr_val1"
    }
}

A constant input value can be parametrized and passed in at runtime through the customAttributes
field of OrchestrationExecutionRequest. The following sample uses customAttributes to
pass in the value for CONSTANT input port, setting value at runtime for port "abc".

{
    "orchestrationConfigurationId": "a7d1c09d-000c-4017-
a073-8a3df9058ffc",
    "assetId": null,
    "assetDataFieldsMap": null,
     "assetGroup": {
        "dataSourceId": "PredixAsset",
        "assetSelectionFilter": "/assets?filter=classification=/
classifications/turbine:name=15sl-46606c64-619d-4db0-a059-
bc2d879640ca<turbine_type"
    },
    "customAttributes": {   
        "CONSTANT_VALUE": "testvalue-for-constant-inputport-abc"    }
}

Note the following requirements when passing custom attributes.

• Variable placeholders are case sensitive and must be enclosed by ${..}.
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• Variables will have the namespace where defined. Supported namespaces are: "asset", "context",
"custom". At runtime:

◦ The context namespace is for the system defined variables. For example, the analytic id for the
current orchestration step will replace ${context.ANALYTIC_ID}, $
{context.analyticId}. This applies to all the pre-defined system attributes.

◦ The asset namespace is for the asset attributes from the assetGroupQuery result. For
example, the sourceKey attribute in the response from assetGroupQuery will replace $
{asset.sourceKey}.

◦ The custom namespace is the customAttributes defined in the orchestration execution
request. A custom attribute value from orchestration execution request MESSAGE_ID will replace
corresponding ${custom.MESSAGE_ID}.

• Variables can be alphanumeric, and include dots (.), underscores (_), spaces ( ).
• If the parameter does not have a valid namespace, the value will be searched against all the supported

namespaces in following order: custom, context, asset.
• Query criteria must be valid JSON.
• If the pre-defined system attributes are used in the query, the system will substitute values

automatically.
• Numeric placeholders (e.g., $(LIMIT)) must be double quoted. The system will automatically

substitute the placeholder with a numeric value.
• Only string and numeric values can be substituted. Boolean (true and false) must be double-

quoted as a string.
• All variables must be specified in customAttributes field. Any unsubstituted variables will cause

the orchestration to fail.
• Dynamic query criteria (queryCriteria) can have embedded parametrized system or custom

attributes.

Running an Orchestration with One Analytic
The following example walks you through the process to run an orchestration with one analytic.

Before You Begin

• The REST headers for making requests to Analytics services must be properly configured. See
Configuring REST Request Headers on page 17.

• The analytic must be deployed to Predix platform (you can use a sample analytic). You will need the
following information to complete this task.

◦ analytic catalog entry ID
◦ analytic name
◦ analytic version

About This Task

Procedure

1. Download the sample BPMN workflow (OrchestrationWithOneAnalytic.xml) for the Activiti
workflow engine from https://github.com/PredixDev/predix-analytics-sample/tree/master/
orchestrations.
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Alternatively, copy and save the following sample BPMN workflow file for Activiti workflow engine.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<definitions xmlns="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/20100524/MODEL"
             xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
             expressionLanguage="http://www.w3.org/1999/XPath" 
id="sid-81430087-7a44-4be3-8517-914faf923256"
             targetNamespace="DSP-PM" typeLanguage="http://
www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
             xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/
20100524/MODEL http://www.omg.org/spec/BPMN/2.0/20100501/BPMN20.xsd"
             xmlns:activiti="http://activiti.org/bpmn">

    <process id="OrchestrationWithOneAnalytic" isExecutable="true">

        <startEvent id="sid-start-event"
                    name="">
            <outgoing>sid-flow1</outgoing>
        </startEvent>

        <serviceTask completionQuantity="1"
                     id="sid-10001"
                     isForCompensation="false"
                     name="<Analytic Catalog Entry Id>::<Analytic 
Name>::<Analytic Version>"
                     startQuantity="1"
                     activiti:delegateExpression="${javaDelegate}"
                     xmlns:activiti="http://activiti.org/bpmn">
            <incoming>sid-flow1</incoming>
            <outgoing>sid-flow2</outgoing>
        </serviceTask>

        <endEvent id="sid-end-event" name="">
            <incoming>sid-flow2</incoming>
        </endEvent>

        <sequenceFlow id="sid-flow1"
                      name="" sourceRef="sid-start-event"
                      targetRef="sid-10001"/>

        <sequenceFlow id="sid-flow2"
                      name="" sourceRef="sid-10001" targetRef="sid-
end-event"/>

    </process>

</definitions>
2. Edit the saved sample BPMN workflow file and replace <Analytic Catalog Entry Id>,

<Analytic Name> and <Analytic Version> with the analytic catalog entry ID, analytic name,
and analytic version.

3. Prepare the input for the demo analytic and save as a file.

[
  {
    "analyticStepId": "sid-10001",
    "data": "{ \"number1\" : 5, \"number2\" : 24 }"
  }
]
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• It is an array of input data for the orchestration.
• Each element of analyticInputData array represents the input data for the corresponding

serviceTask in the BPMN workflow. In the BPMN workflow XML, the serviceTask is
identified by /definition/process/serviceTask/@id. This serviceTask id is
correlated by analyticInputData.analyticStepId in orchestration execution request.
The input data for the serviceTask can be specified with analyticInputData.data.

• Please note that if the input data is in JSON format, the input data needs to be escaped properly.
4. Send an orchestration execution request by issuing the following REST API request.

POST  <execution_uri>/api/v2/execution/testrun

The following is a sample orchestration execution request. The request is a multipart/form-data type
with the following parts.

Name (Case Sensitive) Value Type

bpmn BPMN workflow XML file from Step 2 file

input Analytic input data file from Step 3 file

The following is a sample orchestration execution response.

{
    "orchestrationStatus": "COMPLETED",
    "analyticOutputData": [
        {
            "analyticStepId": "sid-10001",
            "data": "{\"result\":29}"
        }
    ],
    "contextID": "Execution of Orchestration with One 
Analytic_777536",
    "output": null,
    "name": "Orchestration with One Analytic"
} 

Running an Orchestration Using Predix Time Series Tags
To run an orchestration using Predix Time Series tag ids, proceed as follows. The orchestration will
communicate with the Predix Time Series service to retrieve and store data for use by the referenced
analytics.

Before You Begin

• All referenced analytics hosted by the Analytics Catalog must be deployed to Cloud Foundry and
running.

• All referenced analytics must be written to accept input and provide output in the expected format.
• All referenced analytics must have their analytic templates uploaded to the Analytics Catalog.

Procedure

1. Create an Orchestration Configuration and make a note of its id
(orchestrationConfigurationId).
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2. Associate each field in the orchestration configuration's port-to-field map with a tag name in the Time
Series service. This information must be collected into a map similar to the follow example.

"assetDataFieldsMap": {
         "temperatureSensor2": "temperatureSensor2Tag",
         "temperatureSensor1": "temperatureSensor1Tag",
         "temperatureSensorSum": "temperatureSensorSumTag"
 }

The example contains the fieldIds of three fields: two from input (temperatureSensor1 and
temperatureSensor2), one for output (temperatureSensorSum), along with their associated
tags in the Time Series service.

3. Create the orchestration request body containing the orchestrationConfigurationId from
Step 1 and the Predix Time Series tag map from Step 2.

The following is a sample orchestration execution request.

{
     "orchestrationConfigurationId": "cdf096be-a590-4d0e-a5a9-
aaf9d8f3f6db",
     "assetDataFieldsMap": {
         "temperatureSensor2": "temperatureSensor2Tag",
         "temperatureSensor1": "temperatureSensor1Tag",
         "temperatureSensorSum": "temperatureSensorSumTag"
     },
     “modelGroupKey”: “example-model-key”
 }

Note: “modelGroupKey” is only required when an orchestration contains a trained analytic.
4. Optional: If passing custom attributes, the orchestration execution request with

"customAttributes" definition will be similar to the following.

{
  "orchestrationConfigurationId": "cdf096be-a590-4d0e-a5a9-
aaf9d8f3f6db",
  "assetDataFieldsMap": {
    "temperatureSensor2": "temperatureSensor2Tag",
    "temperatureSensor1": "temperatureSensor1Tag",
    "temperatureSensorSum": "temperatureSensorSumTag"
  },
  "modelGroupKey": "example-model-key",
  "dataSource": [],
  "customAttributes": {
    "KW.START_TIME": 1455733669601,
    "KW.END_TIME": 1455733669610,
    "vibration.START_TIME": 1455733669601,
    "vibration.END_TIME": 1455733669610,
    "ATTRIBUTE_1_KEY": "test_attr_key1",
    "ATTRIBUTE_2_KEY": "test_attr_key2",
    "KW.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1": "test-val1",
    "KW.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2": "test-val2",
    "vibration.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1": "test-val1",
    "vibration.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2": "test-val2",
    "AGGREGATION_TYPE": "interpolation",
    "INTERVAL": "1hr",
    "MESSAGE_ID": "test-message-id-1",
    "bearing temperature final.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1": 
"test_write_val1",
    "bearing temperature final.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2": 
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"test_write_val2",
    "QUERY_CRITERIA1": {
      "start": "${START_TIME}",
      "end": "${END_TIME}",
      "tags": [
        {
          "limit": "${LIMIT}",
          "order": "${ORDER}"
        }
      ]
    },
    "START_TIME": 1455733669601,
    "END_TIME": 1455733669610,
    "LIMIT": 1000,
    "ORDER": "desc",
    "QUERY_CRITERIA2": {
      "messageId": "${MESSAGE_ID}",
      "body": [
        {
          "name": null,
          "attributes": {
            "${ATTRIBUTE_2_KEY}": "${ASSET_ID}_${FIELD_ID}_${double 
array.ATTRIBUTE_2_VALUE}",
            "${ATTRIBUTE_1_KEY}": "${ASSET_ID}_${FIELD_ID}_${double 
array.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE}"
          }
        }
      ]
    },
    "double array.ATTRIBUTE_2_VALUE": "test_write_attr_val2",
    "double array.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE": "test_write_attr_val1"
  }
}

5. Run the orchestration using Predix Time Series tags by issuing the following REST API request.

POST <execution_uri>/api/v2/execution/async

Results

The following is a sample response.

{
  "status": "PROCESSING",
  "orchestrationExecutionStatus": [
    {
      "status": "PROCESSING",
      "contextId": "f55ac5ba-40a3-4999-8f61-8bf3ef45ece3-null",
      "assetId": null
      "errorResponse": null,
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [],
      "startTime": null,
      "endTime": null
    }
  ],
  "orchestrationRequestId": "f55ac5ba-40a3-4999-8f61-8bf3ef45ece3",
  "errorResponse": null
}
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Related Tasks

Adding and Validating an Analytic Using REST APIs on page 44

The Analytics Catalog is a repository for hosting analytics. This example guides you through the
process to add an analytic to the Analytics Catalog.

Deploying a Production Analytic to Cloud Foundry on page 51
Creating an Hierarchical Analytic Template on page 36

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. Follow these steps
to create an hierarchical analytic template.

Creating a Descriptive Analytic Template on page 37

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. Follow these steps
to create a descriptive analytic template.

Passing Custom Attributes During an Orchestration on page 148

When running an orchestration request, you can pass custom attributes as follows.

Related Information

Running an Orchestration Using Predix Time Series with an Array of Tags
To run an orchestration using Predix Time Series array tag ids, proceed as follows. The orchestration will
communicate with the Predix Time Series service to retrieve and store data for use by the referenced
analytics.

Before You Begin

• All referenced analytics hosted by the Analytics Catalog must be deployed to Cloud Foundry and
running.

• All referenced analytics must be written to accept input and provide output in the expected format.
• All referenced analytics must have their analytic templates uploaded to the Analytics Catalog.

About This Task

Note: You must use an hierarchical analytic template type when running an orchestration with Predix
Time Series array data.

Procedure

1. Create an orchestration configuration entry and make a note its id
(orchestrationConfigurationId).

2. Associate each field in the orchestration configuration's port-to-field map with a tag name in the Time
Series service. This information must be collected into a map similar to the follow example. The array
type of data is passed in assetdataFieldID as shown.

"assetDataFieldsMap": {
    "doubleArrayFieldId":  ["timerseries_tag1" , "timerseries_tag2", 
"timerseries_tag3" ] ,
    "integerArrayFieldId":  ["timerseries_tag4" , 
"timerseries_tag5" ]
  }

3. Create the orchestration request body containing the orchestrationConfigurationId from
Step 1 and the Predix Time Series tag map from Step 2.
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The following is a sample orchestration execution request.

{
  "orchestrationConfigurationId": "3a5cd1da-5b6e-47fd-
b74d-9e75e959810f",
  "assetDataFieldsMap": {
    "doubleArrayFieldId": [
      "timerseries_tag1",
      "timerseries_tag2",
      "timerseries_tag3"
    ],
    "integerArrayFieldId": [
      "timerseries_tag4",
      "timerseries_tag5"
    ]
  },
  "dataSource": []
}

4. Run the orchestration using Predix Time Series tags by issuing the following REST API request.

POST <execution_uri>/api/v2/execution/async

Running an Orchestration for a Single Asset
To run an orchestration for a single asset, proceed as follows. The orchestration will automatically
communicate with both the Predix Asset service to retrieve tags, and the Time Series service to retrieve
and store data corresponding to these tags.

Before You Begin

Before executing an orchestration:

• All referenced analytics hosted by the Analytics Catalog must be deployed to Cloud Foundry and
running.

• All referenced analytics must be written to accept input and provide output in the expected format.
• All referenced analytics must have their analytic templates uploaded to the Analytics Catalog.

Procedure

1. Create an Orchestration Configuration and make a note of its id
(orchestrationConfigurationId).

2. Create the orchestration request body containing the orchestrationConfigurationId from
Step 1 and the asset id to run the orchestration.

The following is a sample orchestration execution request.

{
     "orchestrationConfigurationId": "ca9a61ec-5bd0-43ff-b53f-
e7f98a001cc0",
     "assetId": "/assets/32-aa17df93-1915-4da2-804a-6378cee1301f",
     “modelGroupKey”: “example-model-key”
 }

Note: “modelGroupKey” is only required when an orchestration contains a trained analytic.
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3. Optional: If passing custom attributes, the orchestration execution request with
"customAttributes" definition will be similar to the following.

{
  "orchestrationConfigurationId": "ca9a61ec-5bd0-43ff-b53f-
e7f98a001cc0",
  "assetId": "/assets/32-aa17df93-1915-4da2-804a-6378cee1301f",
  "modelGroupKey": "example-model-key",
  "dataSource": [],
  "customAttributes": {
    "KW.START_TIME": 1455733669601,
    "KW.END_TIME": 1455733669610,
    "vibration.START_TIME": 1455733669601,
    "vibration.END_TIME": 1455733669610,
    "ATTRIBUTE_1_KEY": "test_attr_key1",
    "ATTRIBUTE_2_KEY": "test_attr_key2",
    "KW.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1": "test-val1",
    "KW.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2": "test-val2",
    "vibration.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1": "test-val1",
    "vibration.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2": "test-val2",
    "AGGREGATION_TYPE": "interpolation",
    "INTERVAL": "1hr",
    "MESSAGE_ID": "test-message-id-1",
    "bearing temperature final.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1": 
"test_write_val1",
    "bearing temperature final.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2": 
"test_write_val2",
    "QUERY_CRITERIA1": {
      "start": "${START_TIME}",
      "end": "${END_TIME}",
      "tags": [
        {
          "limit": "${LIMIT}",
          "order": "${ORDER}"
        }
      ]
    },
    "START_TIME": 1455733669601,
    "END_TIME": 1455733669610,
    "LIMIT": 1000,
    "ORDER": "desc",
    "QUERY_CRITERIA2": {
      "messageId": "${MESSAGE_ID}",
      "body": [
        {
          "name": null,
          "attributes": {
            "${ATTRIBUTE_2_KEY}": "${ASSET_ID}_${FIELD_ID}_${double 
array.ATTRIBUTE_2_VALUE}",
            "${ATTRIBUTE_1_KEY}": "${ASSET_ID}_${FIELD_ID}_${double 
array.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE}"
          }
        }
      ]
    },
    "double array.ATTRIBUTE_2_VALUE": "test_write_attr_val2",
    "double array.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE": "test_write_attr_val1"
  }
}
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4. Run the orchestration for a single asset by issuing the following REST API request.

POST <execution_uri>/api/v2/execution/async

Results

The following is a sample response.

{
  "status": "PROCESSING",
  "orchestrationExecutionStatus": [
    {
      "status": "PROCESSING",
      "contextId": "f55ac5ba-40a3-4999-8f61-8bf3ef45ece3-/assets/32",
      "assetId": "/assets/32 ",
      "errorResponse": null,
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [],
      "startTime": null,
      "endTime": null
    }
  ],
  "orchestrationRequestId": "f55ac5ba-40a3-4999-8f61-8bf3ef45ece3",
  "errorResponse": null
}

Related Tasks

Adding and Validating an Analytic Using REST APIs on page 44

The Analytics Catalog is a repository for hosting analytics. This example guides you through the
process to add an analytic to the Analytics Catalog.

Deploying a Production Analytic to Cloud Foundry on page 51
Creating an Hierarchical Analytic Template on page 36

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. Follow these steps
to create an hierarchical analytic template.

Creating a Descriptive Analytic Template on page 37

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. Follow these steps
to create a descriptive analytic template.

Passing Custom Attributes During an Orchestration on page 148

When running an orchestration request, you can pass custom attributes as follows.

Related Information

Running an Orchestration for an Asset Group
To run an orchestration for an asset group, proceed as follows. The orchestration will automatically
communicate with both the Predix Asset service to retrieve tags, and the Time Series service to retrieve
and store data corresponding to these tags.

Before You Begin

Before executing an orchestration:
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• All referenced analytics hosted by the Analytics Catalog must be deployed to Cloud Foundry and
running.

• All referenced analytics must be written to accept input and provide output in the expected format.
• All referenced analytics must have their analytic templates uploaded to the Analytics Catalog.

Procedure

1. Create an Orchestration Configuration and make a note of its id
(orchestrationConfigurationId).

2. Create the orchestration request body containing the orchestrationConfigurationId from
Step 1 and an asset group query.

The following is a sample orchestration execution request.

{
     "orchestrationConfigurationId": "ca9a61ec-5bd0-43ff-b53f-
e7f98a001cc0",
     "assetGroup": {
         "dataSourceId": "PredixAsset",
         "assetSelectionFilter": "/assets?filter=classification=/
classifications/turbine:name=1.5sl<turbine_type"
     },
     “modelGroupKey”: “example-model-key”
 }

Note: “modelGroupKey” is only required when an orchestration contains a trained analytic.

3. Optional: See Passing Custom Attributes During an Orchestration on page 148 for an example of the
orchestration execution request with "customAttributes" definition.

4. Run the orchestration for an asset group by issuing the following REST API Request.

POST <execution_uri>/api/v2/execution/async

Results

The following is a sample response.

{
  "status": "PROCESSING",
  "orchestrationExecutionStatus": [
    {
      "status": "PROCESSING",
      "contextId": "f55ac5ba-40a3-4999-8f61-8bf3ef45ece3-/assets/32",
      "assetId": "/assets/32 ",
      "errorResponse": null,
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [],
      "startTime": null,
      "endTime": null
    },
    {
      "status": "PROCESSING",
      "contextId": "f55ac5ba-40a3-4999-8f61-8bf3ef45ece3-/assets/37",
      "assetId": "/assets/37 ",
      "errorResponse": null,
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [],
      "startTime": null,
      "endTime": null
    }
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  ],
  "orchestrationRequestId": "f55ac5ba-40a3-4999-8f61-8bf3ef45ece3",
  "errorResponse": null
} 

Related Tasks

Adding and Validating an Analytic Using REST APIs on page 44

The Analytics Catalog is a repository for hosting analytics. This example guides you through the
process to add an analytic to the Analytics Catalog.

Deploying a Production Analytic to Cloud Foundry on page 51
Creating an Hierarchical Analytic Template on page 36

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. Follow these steps
to create an hierarchical analytic template.

Creating a Descriptive Analytic Template on page 37

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. Follow these steps
to create a descriptive analytic template.

Passing Custom Attributes During an Orchestration on page 148

When running an orchestration request, you can pass custom attributes as follows.

Related Information

Running an Orchestration Using an External Data Source
To run an orchestration for an analytic using an external data source, proceed as follows. The
orchestration will automatically communicate with your Custom Data Connector to retrieve and store
data from an external source.

Before You Begin

Before executing an orchestration:

• All referenced analytics hosted by the Analytics Catalog must be deployed to Cloud Foundry and
running.

• All referenced analytics must be written to accept input and provide output in the expected format.
• All referenced analytics must have their analytic templates uploaded to the Analytics Catalog.
• Your Custom Data Connector service must have been developed and deployed to Predix cloud.

◦ For Analytics Framework service, see About Analytics Using an External Data Source on page 76.

Procedure

1. Create an Orchestration configuration and make a note of its id
(orchestrationConfigurationId).

2. Create the orchestration request body containing the orchestrationConfigurationId from
Step 1.

3. Run the orchestration by issuing the following REST API request.

POST <execution_uri>/api/v2/execution/async
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The following is a sample orchestration execution request.

{
  "orchestrationConfigurationId": "ca9a61ec-5bd0-43ff-b53f-
e7f98a001cc0",
  "assetGroup": {
    "dataSourceId": "PredixAsset",
    "assetSelectionFilter": "/assets?filter=classification=/
classifications/turbine:name=1.5sl<turbine_type"
  },
  "modelGroupKey": "example-model-key",
  "dataSource": [
    {
      "dataSourceId": "pg_colo_123",
      "baseUri": "https://data_connector_fqdn",
      "apiVersion": "v1"
    }
  ],
  "customAttributes": {
    "key1": "value1",
    "key2": "value2"
  }
}

Note: “modelGroupKey” is only required when an orchestration contains a trained analytic.

Results

The following is a sample response.

{
  "status": "PROCESSING",
  "orchestrationExecutionStatus": [
    {
      "status": "PROCESSING",
      "contextId": "f55ac5ba-40a3-4999-8f61-8bf3ef45ece3-/assets/32",
      "assetId": "/assets/32 ",
      "errorResponse": null,
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [],
      "startTime": null,
      "endTime": null
    },
    {
      "status": "PROCESSING",
      "contextId": "f55ac5ba-40a3-4999-8f61-8bf3ef45ece3-/assets/37",
      "assetId": "/assets/37 ",
      "errorResponse": null,
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [],
      "startTime": null,
      "endTime": null
    }
  ],
  "orchestrationRequestId": "f55ac5ba-40a3-4999-8f61-8bf3ef45ece3",
  "errorResponse": null
} 

Related Tasks

Adding and Validating an Analytic Using REST APIs on page 44
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The Analytics Catalog is a repository for hosting analytics. This example guides you through the
process to add an analytic to the Analytics Catalog.

Deploying a Production Analytic to Cloud Foundry on page 51
Creating an Hierarchical Analytic Template on page 36

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. Follow these steps
to create an hierarchical analytic template.

Creating a Descriptive Analytic Template on page 37

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. Follow these steps
to create a descriptive analytic template.

Passing Custom Attributes During an Orchestration on page 148

When running an orchestration request, you can pass custom attributes as follows.

Related Information

Monitoring

About Orchestration Execution Status
An orchestration run request triggers the asynchronous execution of an orchestration (one orchestration
for each asset referenced in the run request). The response includes an orchestration request id and an
array containing the orchestration execution status for each asset that has a PROCESSING status state.

You can use the orchestration request id to retrieve the orchestration execution result. Each orchestration
step status contains an analyticRequestId value used to retrieve the analytic output or to clean up
the cached analytic output for each step.

The following is a sample orchestration execution response.

{
  "orchestrationRequestId": "d3a01faf-6b63-4670-b2f2-b7dbc2247e40",
  "status": "PROCESSING",
  "orchestrationExecutionStatus": [
    {
      "contextId": "d3a01faf-6b63-4670-b2f2-b7dbc2247e40-/jet_engines/
1",
      "assetId": "/jet_engines/1",
      "status": "PROCESSING",
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [],
      "startTime": null,
      "endTime": null,
      "errorResponse": null
    },
    {
      "contextId": "d3a01faf-6b63-4670-b2f2-b7dbc2247e40-/jet_engines/
2",
      "assetId": "/jet_engines/2",
      "status": "PROCESSING",
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [],
      "startTime": null,
      "endTime": null,
      "errorResponse": null
    },
    {
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      "contextId": "d3a01faf-6b63-4670-b2f2-b7dbc2247e40-/jet_engines/
3",
      "assetId": "/jet_engines/3",
      "status": "PROCESSING",
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [],
      "startTime": null,
      "endTime": null,
      "errorResponse": null
    }
  ],
  "errorResponse": null
}

The following is a sample orchestration execution response after multiple iterations of same analytic is
run.

{
  "orchestrationRequestId": "21-903b0e56-c8d6-4517-b510-3d719730595e",
  "status": "COMPLETED",
  "orchestrationExecutionStatus": [
    {
      "contextId": "21-903b0e56-c8d6-4517-b510-3d719730595e-/assets/
32-0410a173-3221-4b61-9424-3a021615a85e",
      "assetId": "/assets/32-0410a173-3221-4b61-9424-3a021615a85e",
      "status": "COMPLETED",
      "fieldTagMap": {},
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [
        {
          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "analyticId": "bd0f8170-74ef-4528-a28a-28035f03fbf6",
          "analyticName": "Java Timeseries Demo Adder With Model - 
2a89b24d-87f2-49b7-9cd4-18803603ca0b",
          "analyticVersion": "v1",
          "analyticRequestId": "21-a9e17ae7-2156-11e7-
be4d-8283e1500c9d-sid-10001-0",
          "stepId": "sid-10001",
          "iterationId": "0",
          "startTime": 1492204189050,
          "endTime": 1492204189050,
          "output": null,
          "errorResponse": null
        },
        {
          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "analyticId": "bd0f8170-74ef-4528-a28a-28035f03fbf6",
          "analyticName": "Java Timeseries Demo Adder With Model - 
2a89b24d-87f2-49b7-9cd4-18803603ca0b",
          "analyticVersion": "v1",
          "analyticRequestId": "21-a9e17ae7-2156-11e7-
be4d-8283e1500c9d-sid-10001-1",
          "stepId": "sid-10001",
          "iterationId": "1",
          "startTime": 1492204189040,
          "endTime": 1492204189040,
          "output": null,
          "errorResponse": null
        },
        {
          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "analyticId": "bd0f8170-74ef-4528-a28a-28035f03fbf6",
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          "analyticName": "Java Timeseries Demo Adder With Model - 
2a89b24d-87f2-49b7-9cd4-18803603ca0b",
          "analyticVersion": "v1",
          "analyticRequestId": "21-a9e17ae7-2156-11e7-
be4d-8283e1500c9d-sid-10002-0",
          "stepId": "sid-10002",
          "iterationId": "0",
          "startTime": 1492204196360,
          "endTime": 1492204196360,
          "output": null,
          "errorResponse": null
        }
      ],
      "startTime": 1492204175910,
      "endTime": 1492204196550,
      "errorResponse": null
    },
    {
      "contextId": "21-903b0e56-c8d6-4517-b510-3d719730595e-/assets/
37-0410a173-3221-4b61-9424-3a021615a85e",
      "assetId": "/assets/37-0410a173-3221-4b61-9424-3a021615a85e",
      "status": "COMPLETED",
      "fieldTagMap": {},
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [
        {
          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "analyticId": "bd0f8170-74ef-4528-a28a-28035f03fbf6",
          "analyticName": "Java Timeseries Demo Adder With Model - 
2a89b24d-87f2-49b7-9cd4-18803603ca0b",
          "analyticVersion": "v1",
          "analyticRequestId": "21-ae87f89a-2156-11e7-
be4d-8283e1500c9d-sid-10001-0",
          "stepId": "sid-10001",
          "iterationId": "0",
          "startTime": 1492204189290,
          "endTime": 1492204189290,
          "output": null,
          "errorResponse": null
        },
        {
          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "analyticId": "bd0f8170-74ef-4528-a28a-28035f03fbf6",
          "analyticName": "Java Timeseries Demo Adder With Model - 
2a89b24d-87f2-49b7-9cd4-18803603ca0b",
          "analyticVersion": "v1",
          "analyticRequestId": "21-ae87f89a-2156-11e7-
be4d-8283e1500c9d-sid-10001-1",
          "stepId": "sid-10001",
          "iterationId": "1",
          "startTime": 1492204189290,
          "endTime": 1492204189290,
          "output": null,
          "errorResponse": null
        },
        {
          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "analyticId": "bd0f8170-74ef-4528-a28a-28035f03fbf6",
          "analyticName": "Java Timeseries Demo Adder With Model - 
2a89b24d-87f2-49b7-9cd4-18803603ca0b",
          "analyticVersion": "v1",
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          "analyticRequestId": "21-ae87f89a-2156-11e7-
be4d-8283e1500c9d-sid-10002-0",
          "stepId": "sid-10002",
          "iterationId": "0",
          "startTime": 1492204195600,
          "endTime": 1492204195600,
          "output": null,
          "errorResponse": null
        }
      ],
      "startTime": 1492204183710,
      "endTime": 1492204195780,
      "errorResponse": null
    }
  ],
  "errorResponse": null
}

Related Information
#unique_144

Retrieving an Orchestration Execution Status
You can retrieve an orchestration execution results status using the requestId value returned by an
orchestration execution request. Issue the following REST API request.

GET <monitoring_uri>/api/v1/monitoring/orchestrations/
{orchestrationRequestId}

The orchestration asynchronous execution id (orchestrationRequestId) is returned by the
orchestration execution request. Each orchestration execution status object includes an array containing
the orchestration step status for each expected asset. Step statuses up to the first step that FAILED are
provided. If a step fails:

• The execution against the current asset will stop immediately, and that orchestration execution ends.
• The error details will be included in the FAILED step status.
• There will be no step status values after a FAILED step.
• The analytic output will not be part of the orchestration step result.

You can retrieve the output for a step by looking for the analytic requestId in the orchestration step
status. Issue the following REST API request.

GET <analytic-uri>/api/v1/analytic/execution/async/{requestId}/result

The status for each level with be one of the following: PROCESSING | COMPLETED | FAILED.

The following sample request retrieves the orchestration execution results.

GET <monitoring_uri>/api/v1/monitoring/orchestrations/
36cc09bf-7d44-4eac-9518-c738527abe03

The following is a sample response from retrieving orchestration execution results.

{
  "errorResponse": null,
  "status": "COMPLETED",
  "orchestrationRequestId": "1eade646-80f1-4b91-88e3-9b91585ff0fa",
  "orchestrationExecutionStatus": [
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    {
      "errorResponse": null,
      "startTime": 1470856354850,
      "endTime": 1470856358390,
      "contextId": "1eade646-80f1-4b91-88e3-9b91585ff0fa-/assets/32",
      "status": "COMPLETED",
      "assetId": "/assets/32",
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [
        {
          "result": null,
          "errorResponse": null,
          "startTime": 1470856354860,
          "endTime": 1470856356580,
          "analyticRequestId": "823332db-5f4e-11e6-a08b-e68c2bd5ae39-
sid-10001",
          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "stepId": "sid-10001"
        },
        {
          "result": null,
          "errorResponse": null,
          "startTime": 1470856356590,
          "endTime": 1470856358390,
          "analyticRequestId": "823332db-5f4e-11e6-a08b-e68c2bd5ae39-
sid-10002",
          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "stepId": "sid-10002"
        }
      ]
    },
    {
      "errorResponse": null,
      "startTime": 1470856355150,
      "endTime": 1470856358550,
      "contextId": "1eade646-80f1-4b91-88e3-9b91585ff0fa-/assets/37",
      "status": "COMPLETED",
      "assetId": "/assets/37",
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [
        {
          "result": null,
          "errorResponse": null,
          "startTime": 1470856355160,
          "endTime": 1470856356760,
          "analyticRequestId": "825b063a-5f4e-11e6-a08b-e68c2bd5ae39-
sid-10001",
          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "stepId": "sid-10001"
        },
        {
          "result": null,
          "errorResponse": null,
          "startTime": 1470856356770,
          "endTime": 1470856358550,
          "analyticRequestId": "825b063a-5f4e-11e6-a08b-e68c2bd5ae39-
sid-10002",
          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "stepId": "sid-10002"
        }
      ]
    }
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  ]
}

Related Information

#unique_145

Retrieving Orchestration Step Input/Output Details After Execution
You can retrieve the orchestration step input or output details after an analytic has been executed using
the analyticRequestId value returned by an orchestration execution request.

Retrieve the orchestration step input details by issuing the following REST API request.

GET <monitoring_uri>/api/v1/monitoring/orchestrations/analytics/
{analyticRequestId}/input

For example, a sample request to retrieve the orchestration step input results.

GET <monitoring_uri>/api/v1/monitoring/orchestrations/analytics/21-
ae87f89a-2156-11e7-be4d-8283e1500c9d-sid-10001-0/input

The following sample response shows the orchestration step input when time series data is being used.

{
    "inputData": {
        "data": {
            "time_series": {
                "time_stamp": [
                    1455733669601,
                    1455733669602,
                    1455733669603,
                    1455733669604,
                    1455733669605,
                    1455733669606,
                    1455733669607,
                    1455733669608,
                    1455733669609,
                    1455733669610
                ],
                "numberArray1": [
                    1,
                    2,
                    3,
                    4,
                    5,
                    6,
                    7,
                    8,
                    9,
                    10
                ],
                "numberArray2": [
                    100,
                    200,
                    300,
                    400,
                    500,
                    600,
                    700,
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                    800,
                    900,
                    1000
                ]
            }
        }
    }

Retrieve the orchestration step output by issuing the following REST API request.

GET <monitoring_uri>/api/v1/monitoring/orchestrations/analytics/
{analyticRequestId}/output

For example, a sample request to retrieve the orchestration step output results.

GET <monitoring_uri>/api/v1/monitoring/orchestrations/analytics/21-
ae87f89a-2156-11e7-be4d-8283e1500c9d-sid-10001-0/output

The following sample response shows the orchestration step output results when the input data shown
above was provided.

{
    "data": {
        "time_series": {
            "sum": [
                101,
                202,
                303,
                404,
                505,
                606,
                707,
                808,
                909,
                1010
            ],
            "diff": [
                -99,
                -198,
                -297,
                -396,
                -495,
                -594,
                -693,
                -792,
                -891,
                -990
            ],
            "time_stamp": [
                "1455733669601",
                "1455733669602",
                "1455733669603",
                "1455733669604",
                "1455733669605",
                "1455733669606",
                "1455733669607",
                "1455733669608",
                "1455733669609",
                "1455733669610"
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            ]
        },
        "product": [
            100,
            400,
            900,
            1600,
            2500,
            3600,
            4900,
            6400,
            8100,
            10000
        ]
    },
    "quotient": [
        0.01,
        0.01,
        0.01,
        0.01,
        0.01,
        0.01,
        0.01,
        0.01,
        0.01,
        0.01
    ]
}

Scheduling

Schedule Orchestration and Analytic Execution
Scheduling the execution of an orchestration or an individual analytic can be done on time-based
intervals.

REST APIs are provided for managing a scheduled analytic or orchestration execution (also called a job).
Using these APIs you can perform the following actions.

• Create a job definition
• Retrieve job definitions
• Retrieve job history
• Update job definitions
• Delete existing jobs

When creating or updating a job, you can enable a job execution by setting the job state to Active. To
disable a job, set the state to Inactive.

Task Roadmap: Scheduling a Job
A task roadmap provides the recommended order of steps to complete a process and serves as a planning
guide. Use the following roadmap as a guide to schedule an analytic or orchestration execution.

You can schedule an orchestration or an individual analytic to be executed on time-based intervals using
REST APIs. A scheduled analytic or orchestration execution is call a job
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Task Information

1. Understand how to find the URI values and to configure the REST headers
for each API

See

• Binding an Application to an Analytics
Framework Instance on page 14

• Verifying the Binding on page 15
• Configuring REST Request Headers

on page 17

2. Review what actions can be scheduled See Schedule Orchestration and Analytic
Execution on page 169

3. Ensure you have a dedicated OAuth2 client to execute your scheduled
jobs

See

• Using Predix console:

◦ Creating an OAuth2 Client
◦ #unique_151

• Using command line:

◦ Configuring an OAuth2 Client for
Scheduler Using UAAC on page 9

4. Test that the dedicated OAuth2 client is set up correctly See Validating an OAuth2 Client for
Scheduler on page 11

5. Schedule the job See Scheduling a Job on page 170

Scheduling a Job
The following steps demonstrate how to schedule a job that will invoke an HTTP REST endpoint every 30
seconds.

Before You Begin

You must have the HTTP endpoint for the job you are going to schedule.

About This Task

In this example, it is assumed that the HTTP method is POST and REST endpoint is
<JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>.

Note:

If a job fails after execution check its job history in the scheduler service. In the case where 25 jobs have
failed, the job will be automatically suspended by the system.

There are five main parts in the request for scheduling a job.
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Part Header/Element Description

Authorization with the scheduler service "Authorization" and

"Predix-Zone-Id" headers

These are the standard headers to

enforce authorization for Predix services.

For more information, see Configuring

REST Request Headers on page 17.

Authorization for job execution "Refresh-Token-For-Job-
Execution" header

(Optional) When a job is triggered, the

scheduler makes a REST API call to the

job execution endpoint configured in the

job request body. If the job execution

endpoint is secured by OAuth2, the

scheduler requires an OAuth2 token to

invoke the job execution endpoint

successfully. Scheduler uses this refresh

token to generate the OAuth2 access

token. If this header is not set, scheduler

will use "Client Credentials" grant type to

generate an access token.

Metadata of a job "name", "description", and

"state" elements

"name" is a required element. "state"

can be "active" or "inactive".

"state" is set to "active" by

default.

Scheduling configuration of a job "cron" element Required in the request body. Configures

when the job will be triggered.

Execution configuration of a job "executionRequest" element Required in the request body. Configures

how the job execution endpoint should be

invoked when the job is triggered.

Procedure

1. Get the URL and action (POST, GET, etc.) for the job being scheduled.

For example:

POST <JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>
2. Schedule a job.

a) Issue the following REST API request.

POST <scheduler_uri>/api/v1/scheduler/jobs

The job request must contain the job schedule in a CRON expression-like structure. The job request
must also contain the detailed information about the HTTP request that will be invoked by the
scheduled job trigger. For more information, see Job Scheduling Configuration Reference on page
279 and Job Execution Configuration Reference on page 279.

b) If the job execution endpoint is secured by OAuth2 and the grant type is refresh_token,
provide the OAuth2 refresh token associated with the dedicated OAuth2 client.

To do this, add the following header (in addition to the standard “Authorization” and
“Predix-Zone-Id” headers): "Refresh-Token-For-Job-Execution” header, with the
value set to the refresh token value.
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For more information about setting up an authorized OAuth2 client, see Configuring an OAuth2
Client for Scheduler Using UAAC on page 9.

The following is a sample request to schedule a job.

{
  "name": "Sample Job Name",
  "description": "Sample Job Description",
  "state": "Active",
  "cron": {
    "seconds": "0/30",
    "minutes": "*",
    "hours": "*",
    "dayOfMonth": "*",
    "months": "*",
    "dayOfWeek": "?",
    "years": "*",
    "timeZoneId": "UTC"
  },
  "executionRequest": {
    "url": "<JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>",
    "httpMethod": "POST",
    "httpHeaders": [
      {
        "name": "Content-Type",
        "value": "application/json"
      }
    ],
    "inputData": "<JOB_EXECUTION_DATA>"
  }
}

The following is a sample response from scheduling a job. The response contains the job id that can be
used for managing this job. The service also provides an API to retrieve all job definitions
(GET /api/v1/jobs). This can be used to find a job id.

{
    "name": "Sample Job Name",
    "id": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
    "cron": {
        "hours": "*",
        "minutes": "*",
        "seconds": "0/30",
        "years": "*",
        "timeZoneId": "UTC",
        "months": "*",
        "dayOfWeek": "?",
        "dayOfMonth": "*"
    },
     
    "createdBy": "analytics-admin",
    "createdTimestamp": "2015-11-03 13:00:47.728",
    "description": "Sample Job Description",
    "executionRequest": {
        "url": "<JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>",
        "httpMethod": "POST",
        "httpHeaders": [
            {
                "name": "Content-Type",
                "value": "application/json"
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            }
        ],
        "inputData": "<JOB_EXECUTION_DATA>"
    },
    "updatedBy": "analytics-admin",
    "updatedTimestamp": "2015-11-03 13:00:47.728"
}

3. Retrieve the job execution history by issuing the following REST API request. This request will get the
status and the result of past job executions.

GET <scheduler_uri>/api/v1/scheduler/jobs/{jobId}/history 

The following is a sample response of job history retrieval.

[
  {
    "id": "de6f80af-fa8b-4b03-8f8f-12bcc4c0440e",
    "jobId": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
    "fireTime": "2015-10-06 17:13:00.0",
    "scheduledFireTime": "2015-10-06 17:12:34.0",
    "cron": "0/30 ?",
    "timeZoneId": "UTC",
    "httpMethod": "POST",
    "url": "<JOBEXECUTIONENDPOINT>",
    "httpStatusCode": 200,
    "result": null,
    "statusMessage": "completed"
  },
  {
    "id": "fe04fd6a-e7ad-4f1f-85ec-012a1af40963",
    "jobId": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
    "fireTime": "2015-10-06 17:13:30.0",
    "scheduledFireTime": "2015-10-06 17:12:34.0",
    "cron": "0/30 ?",
    "timeZoneId": "UTC",
    "httpMethod": "POST",
    "url": "<JOBEXECUTIONENDPOINT>",
    "httpStatusCode": 200,
    "result": null,
    "statusMessage": "completed"
  },
  {
    "id": "3adbb8e1-0ddd-4c5d-af39-8e84cb4c9e38",
    "jobId": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
    "fireTime": "2015-10-06 17:14:00.0",
    "scheduledFireTime": "2015-10-06 17:12:34.0",
    "cron": "0/30 ?",
    "timeZoneId": "UTC",
    "httpMethod": "POST",
    "url": "<JOBEXECUTIONENDPOINT>",
    "httpStatusCode": 200,
    "result": null,
    "statusMessage": "completed"
  }
]

The result field contains the execution response.
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• If running a scheduled analytic, use the requestId in the response. See About Running a Single
Analytic on page 48 for more information.

• If running a scheduled orchestration, see Retrieving an Orchestration Execution Status on page 165
for more information.

Managing Suspended Jobs
If a job fails after execution you should check its job history in the scheduler service. The job is
automatically suspended by the system if there are 25 consecutive job failures, or if the refresh token has
expired. In either case, verify the job's status and re-activate it by following the steps in this task.

Procedure

1. Retrieve the job execution history to get the status of past job executions as follows.

GET <scheduler_uri>/api/v1/scheduler/jobs/{jobId}/history 

The following is a sample response of job history retrieval.

[
    {
        "id": "de6f80af-fa8b-4b03-8f8f-12bcc4c0440e",
        "jobId": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
        "fireTime": "2015-10-06 17:14:00.0",
        "scheduledFireTime": "2015-10-06 17:14:00.0",
        "cron": "0/30 * * * * ?",
        "timeZoneId": "UTC",
        "httpMethod": "POST",
        "url": "<JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>",
        "statusMessage": "suspended"
    },
    {
        "id": "de6f80af-fa8b-4b03-8f8f-12bcc4c0440e",
        "jobId": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
        "fireTime": "2015-10-06 17:14:00.0",
        "scheduledFireTime": "2015-10-06 17:14:00.0",
        "cron": "0/30 * * * * ?",
        "timeZoneId": "UTC",
        "httpMethod": "POST",
        "url": "<JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>",
        "statusMessage": "failed <failure reason>"
    },
    {
        "id": "fe04fd6a-e7ad-4f1f-85ec-012a1af40963",
        "jobId": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
        "fireTime": "2015-10-06 17:13:30.0",
        "scheduledFireTime": "2015-10-06 17:13:30.0",
        "cron": "0/30 * * * * ?",
        "timeZoneId": "UTC",
        "httpMethod": "POST",
        "url": "<JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>",
        "statusMessage": "failed <failure reason>"
    },
    {
        "id": "3adbb8e1-0ddd-4c5d-af39-8e84cb4c9e38",
        "jobId": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
        "fireTime": "2015-10-06 17:13:00.0",
        "scheduledFireTime": "2015-10-06 17:13:00.0",
        "cron": "0/30 * * * * ?",
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        "timeZoneId": "UTC",
        "httpMethod": "POST",
        "url": "<JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>",
        "statusMessage": "failed <failure reason>"
    }
]

2. If your job has been suspended by the scheduler service, determine the cause.

• If the suspension is due to the refresh token expiry, proceed to the next step and provide a new
refresh token.

• If the suspension is due to the job failures, correct the failures and proceed to the next step.
3. Modify the job contents and re-activate the job by setting the "state" to "Active".

a) Issue the following REST API call.

PUT <scheduler_uri>/api/v1/scheduler/jobs/<job_id>
b) If the job execution endpoint is secured by OAuth2, provide the OAuth2 refresh token associated

with the dedicated OAuth2 client.

To do this, add the following header (in addition to the standard “Authorization” and
“Predix-Zone-Id” headers): "Refresh-Token-For-Job-Execution” header, with the
value set to the refresh token value.

For more information about setting up an authorized OAuth2 client, see #unique_156.

The following is a sample request to update a job.

{
  "name": "Sample Job Name",
  "id": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
  "description": "Sample Job Description",
  "state": "Active",
  "cron": {
    "seconds": "0/30",
    "minutes": "*",
    "hours": "*",
    "dayOfMonth": "*",
    "months": "*",
    "dayOfWeek": "?",
    "years": "*",
    "timeZoneId": "UTC"
  },
  "executionRequest": {
    "url": "<JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>",
    "httpMethod": "POST",
    "httpHeaders": [
      {
        "name": "Content-Type",
        "value": "application/json"
      }
    ],
    "inputData": "<JOB_EXECUTION_DATA>"
  }
}

4. After the job has been re-activated, continue checking the job history to make sure that the failures
have been corrected.
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Job Execution Configuration Reference

Field Mandatory Allowed Values Description

url Yes REST API endpoint to invoke
when the job execution is
triggered by the job scheduler.

httpMethod Yes GET, POST, HEAD,
OPTIONS, PUT, PATCH,
DELETE, TRACE

HTTP method

httpHeaders No HTTP headers needed by the
REST API endpoint

inputData Input data for the REST API
request

Job Scheduling Configuration Reference

Field Mandatory Allowed Values Allowed Special
Characters

Notes

seconds Yes 0-59 , - * /

minutes Yes 0-59 , - * /

hours Yes 0-23 , - * /

dayOfMonth Yes 1-31 , - * ? / L W Special character '?' can
not be used in both
dayOfMonth and
dayOfWeek fields
at same time.

Example: To schedule a
job for 15th day of the
month, set
dayOfMonth to 15
and dayOfWeek to
'?'.

months Yes 1-12 or JAN-DEC , - * / The allowed
abbreviated month
names are JAN, FEB,
MAR, APR, MAY, JUN,
JUL, AUG, SEP, OCT,
NOV and DEC.

dayOfWeek Yes 1-7 or SUN-SAT , - * ? / L # The allowed
abbreviated names for
the days are SUN, MON,
TUE, WED, THU, FRI and
SAT.

Example: To schedule a
job for 15th day of the
month, set
dayOfMonth to 15
and dayOfWeek to
'?'.
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Field Mandatory Allowed Values Allowed Special
Characters

Notes

years No (Default: empty) empty, 1970-2099 , - * /

timeZoneId No (Default: UTC) Java Time Zone ID

Table 4: Special Characters Summary

Character Description

',' Used to specify a list of values. For example, setting months
field to "JAN,MAY,SEP' means the month of January, May and

September.

'-' Used to specify a list of values. For example, setting months
field to 'JUN-AUG' means the month of June, July and August.

'*' Used to specify "all values". For example, '*' in seconds field

it means every second.

'?' Used to specify "no special value".

'L' • dayOfMonth - Used to specify the last day of the

month. For example, 31st in January, 28th in February for

non-leap year. and so on.

• dayOfWeek - Used by itself, 'L' specifies '7' or 'SAT'. 'L'

can be combined with another value, for example '3L', to

designate "the last Tuesday of the month". (3 specifies

'TUES').

'W' Special character for dayOfMonth. Used to specify the

weekday nearest to the given day. For example, '20W; specifies

"nearest weekday to the 20th day of the month". A weekday is

Monday to Friday.

'#' Special character in dayOfWeek. Used with a number

before and a number after. For example, 'm#n' where 'm'

specifies the day of the week and 'n' specifies the nth occurrence

in the month. '3#2' specifies "the second Tuesday of the month"

('3' = "Tuesday" and '#2' = 'second one in the month").

For more information about these special characters, please see the CronTrigger Tutorial in Quartz
documentation at http://www.quartz-scheduler.org/documentation/quartz-2.x/tutorials/crontrigger.

For more information about available values for Java time zoneid, please see Java documentation at
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/TimeZone.html.
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Troubleshooting

Analytic Issues

General Issues
You may experience one of the following issues when using the Analytics Catalog service.

• Unanticipated System Error Codes on page 178
• 500 Internal Error Without a Message on page 178
• 400 Bad Request, 404 Not Found, 405 Method Not Allowed on page 179
• 401 Unauthorized on page 179
• 403 Forbidden on page 179

Unanticipated System Error Codes

CATALOG002, CATALOG004, CATALOG005, CATALOG006, CATALOG011, CATALOG017, CATALOG024,
CATALOG029, CATALOG034, CATALOG035, CATALOG040, CATALOG041.

These are unanticipated system errors that can indicate the request signature or body is malformed.

Cause

One of the following causes may exist.

• API signature is wrong.
• API method type (GET, POST, etc) is wrong.
• Headers are missing or malformed.
• Specified resource does not exist.

Solution

Try the following.

• Verify the request parameters (URI, HTTP method, headers) against the API documentation.
• Check that the request body is valid. For example, if the API sends JSON, use a JSON validator to

verify the validity of the JSON structure, and verify it matches the expected structure from the API
documentation.

• If a resource ID was specified in the URI, verify that it is a valid ID.
• Verify that another API works. If they are both unsuccessful, contact Support to verify that the

service and dependent database are running. See #unique_162.

500 Internal Error Without a Message

Cause

This is an unanticipated system error that can indicate the request signature or body is malformed.

One of the following causes may exist.

• API signature is wrong.
• API method type (GET, POST, etc) is wrong.
• Headers are missing or malformed.
• Specified resource does not exist.

Solution

Try the following.
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• Verify the request parameters (URI, HTTP method, headers) against the API documentation.
• Check that the request body is valid. For example, if the API sends JSON, use a JSON validator to

verify the validity of the JSON structure, and verify it matches the expected structure from the API
documentation.

• If a resource ID was specified in the URI, verify that it is a valid ID.
• Verify that another API works. If they are both unsuccessful, contact Support to verify that the

service and dependent database are running. See #unique_162.

400 Bad Request, 404 Not Found, 405 Method Not Allowed

These are unanticipated system errors that can indicate the request signature or body is malformed.

Cause

One of the following causes may exist.

• API signature is wrong.
• API method type (GET, POST, etc) is wrong.
• Headers are missing or malformed.
• Specified resource does not exist.

Solution

Try the following.

• Verify the request parameters (URI, HTTP method, headers) against the API documentation.
• Check that the request body is valid. For example, if the API sends JSON, use a JSON validator to

verify the validity of the JSON structure, and verify it matches the expected structure from the API
documentation.

• If a resource ID was specified in the URI, verify that it is a valid ID.
• Verify the REST API headers are configured correctly. For information about how to find the URI

values needed, see Binding an Application to an Analytics Framework Instance on page 14. For
information about configuring headers, seeConfiguring REST Request Headers on page 17.

• Verify that another API works. If they are both unsuccessful, contact the Support team to verify
that the service and dependent database are running. See #unique_162.

401 Unauthorized

Cause

The provided user token is invalid or has expired.

Solution

Obtain a new token from your identity provider.

403 Forbidden

Cause

The user does not have the proper scopes or access for the zone.

Solution

Verify that the token being passed in has the correct scope. This can be verified when the access
token is obtained from the scopes field of the token response. For more information, see Updating
the OAuth2 Client for Services.
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Analytics Catalog Entry Management
You may experience one of the following issues when creating or updating a catalog entry.

CATALOG003, CATALOG005, CATALOG030, CATALOG033

Cause

One of the following causes may exist.

• The request catalog entry ID does not exist.
• The specified analytic catalog entry has been deleted.

Solution

• Verify the ID against the source of the ID value.
• Retrieve the list of analytics with the same name (api/analytics/versions?name="xxx")

and, if the desired catalog entry exists, reacquire the ID from the desired entry in the list.

Artifact Management
You may experience one of following issues with an analytics’s executable artifact.

• CATALOG028 on page 180
• CATALOG038 on page 181
• CATALOG045 on page 182

CATALOG028

Cause

One of the following causes may exist:

• The config.json file for the executable artifact of the Python analytic is missing or invalid.
• The analytic files exist within a subdirectory of the uploaded ZIP file.

Solution

Try the following.

• Verify that the config.json file exists in the root of the executable artifact.
• Verify that the config.json file is in proper JSON format.
• The config.json file for a Python analytic must contain the expected fields. Check that the file

contents are in a supported format. For more information, see Python Analytic Development on
page 27.
Option 1.

{
  "main-module": "driver/AnalyticDriver.py",
  "main-function": "driver",
  "non-conda-libs": [
    "boto"
  ],
  "conda-libs": [
    "numpy",
    "scipy"
  ]
}
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Option 2.

{
  "entry-method": "<entry-directory>.<entry-class>.<entry-
method>",
  "non-conda-libs": [
    "boto"
  ],
  "conda-libs": [
    "numpy",
    "scipy"
  ]
}

Option 3 is supported for backward compatibility only and is not recommended.

{
    "<analytic_name>" : {
        "tags" : {
            “analytic-root” : "<analytic_directory>",
            "analytic-testbench" : "<analytic_test bench>",
            "driver-root": "<analytic_driver>",
            "driver-main": "<analytic_driver>/
<analytic_driver_file>",
            "mapper": "<request_mapper_function>",
            "resultprovider": "<result_provider_function>"
        },
        "libs" : ["boto"],
        "conda-libs" : ["numpy","scipy"],
        "memory" : "<memory>",
        "instances" : "<instances>"
    }
} 

• Recreate the ZIP file from the root directory which contains the analytic files and directories
(config.json, driver, etc.). When created properly, the extracted ZIP file contents should
include the analytic files and directories and not be in a subdirectory.

CATALOG038

Cause

The config.json file for the executable artifact for a MATLAB analytic may be missing or invalid.

Solution

Try the following.

• Verify that the config.json file exists in the root of the executable artifact.
• Verify that the config.json file is in proper JSON format.
• Verify that the config.json file has all three attributes (className, methodName, and

matlabVersion) defined. For example:

{
"className":"com.ge.predix.insight.analytic.demo.matlab.DemoMatlab
AdderEntryPoint",
"methodName":"add2Numbers",
"matlabVersion":"r2011b"
}
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CATALOG045

Cause

You are trying to delete a wrapped artifact generated by the platform.

Solution

Try the following.

• Wrapped artifacts generated by the platform can not be deleted.
• Verify that you are not deleting the artifact that was generated by the analytic wrapping (this is

not allowed).
• If the problem persists, contact Support. See Support Ticket Information on page 192.

Taxonomy Management
You may experience one of the following issues when creating or updating a taxonomy.

• CATALOG023 on page 182
• CATALOG025 on page 182

CATALOG023

Cause

The request to load the taxonomy is malformed.

Solution

Verify that the input structure matches the JSON structure. See Adding Taxonomy Locations on page
56.

CATALOG025

Cause

The provided taxonomy location is invalid.

Solution

Verify that the provided taxonomy location exists. Use the Relative Taxonomy API: /api/v1/
catalog/taxonomy.

Analytic Validation and Deployment
You may experience one of the following issues when validating an analytic.

• CATALOG009 on page 183
• CATALOG014 on page 183
• CATALOG013 on page 183
• CATALOG015 on page 183
• CATALOG019 on page 183
• Analytic is Stuck in Processing State on page 184
• Java Analytic is Unable to Use Third-Party Libraries on page 184
• Deployed Analytic Fails to Execute on page 184
• Analytic Execution Fails With Error on page 185
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CATALOG009

Cause

Unable to log into Cloud Foundry.

Solution

Cloud Foundry has rejected the internal login credentials used by your Analytics Catalog instance.
Contact the Support team. See Support Ticket Information on page 192.

CATALOG014

Cause

The analytic failed to start in Cloud Foundry.

Solution

Try the following.

• Verify the contents of the config.json file in the executable artifact.
• For Python analytics, check that "libs" and "conda-libs" contain valid Python libraries.
• The analytic may require more system resources than the default allocation. Try using the

Deployment API with different system resource values in the request. See Deploying a Production
Analytic to Cloud Foundry on page 51.

CATALOG013

Cause

Unable to construct the analytic URL.

Solution

Try the following.

• Verify that the analytic name and version match the constraints by reviewing the documentation
(for example, no special characters).

• If the problem persists, contact Support. See Support Ticket Information on page 192.

CATALOG015

Cause

Failed to execute the analytic.

Solution

Try the following.

• Verify that the analytic has been deployed.
• If the problem persists, contact Support. See Support Ticket Information on page 192.

CATALOG019

Cause

Execution of analytic returned an error.

Solution

Try the following.

• Verify that the correct input structure is being passed to the analytic.
• Try executing the analytic directly.
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• Download and test the analytic locally.

Analytic is Stuck in Processing State

When trying to deploy an analytic to Cloud Foundry it may get stuck in the PROCESSING state.

Cause
The Analytic Catalog service stopped for an unknown reason.

Solution
If the analytic has been stuck in PROCESSING state for over 10 minutes, redeploy the analytic.

Java Analytic is Unable to Use Third-Party Libraries

Analytic validation or deployment may complete successfully but the analytic output contains a stack
trace error when calling a third-party dependency, such as a ClassNotFound exception.

Cause

Maven packaging has not been set up to include third-party libraries in the packaged JAR file.

Solution

In addition to declaring your third-party libraries in the <dependencies> section of the analytics’s
pom.xml file, you need to instruct Maven to include the libraries in the packaged JAR file. One
method is to utilize the Maven dependency plugin by including the following definition in the
<plugins> section of the analytics’s pom.xml file. For example:

<plugin>
    <groupId>org.apache.maven.plugins</groupId>
    <artifactId>maven-dependency-plugin</artifactId>
    <version>2.1</version>
    <executions>
        <execution>
            <id>copy-dependencies</id>
            <phase>prepare-package</phase>
            <goals>
                <goal>copy-dependencies</goal>
            </goals>
            <configuration>

                <outputDirectory>${project.build.directory}/classes/
lib</outputDirectory>
                <overWriteReleases>false</overWriteReleases>
                <overWriteSnapshots>false</overWriteSnapshots>
                <overWriteIfNewer>true</overWriteIfNewer>
            </configuration>
        </execution>
    </executions>
</plugin>

After this has been set-up, re-package the analytic and upload it to the Analytics Catalog.

Deployed Analytic Fails to Execute

The recently deployed analytic fails to execute for an unknown reason.

Solution

• To help debug the issue review the log file, see Retrieving Recent Analytic Logs on page 53.
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• If the problem persists, contact Support. See Support Ticket Information on page 192.

Analytic Execution Fails With Error

A Java or Matlab analytic fails during validation or execution with the following error in the logs.

"java.lang.InstantiationException: {entry point className, as 
configured in config.json}"

Solution
A Java or Matlab analytic entry point class must have a default constructor (a constructor with no
input parameters). To fix this issue, define a default constructor and redeploy the analytic. See Java
Analytic Development on page 21 or Matlab Analytic Development on page 22.

Analytic Development Issues
You may experience one of the following issues when developing an analytic to use with the analytic
framework.

Python Analytic Deployment Fails

Deploying a python analytic you developed fails due to a disk space issue. This happens when either
testing the analytic or deploying it to production.

Cause
The python build pack installs the default libraries specified as well as any dependent libraries. The
combined size of all the python libraries can be very large and create disk space issues, causing
analytic deployment to fail. For example, the dependent MKL library is also pulled in. The MKL library
in particular is very large.

Solution
If you experience disk space issues when deploying your python analytic, you can add the Nomkl
library in the "conda-libs" section of the config.json file. Adding "nomkl" to the first position in the
list will disable the automatic download of the MKL library and replace it with non-MKL versions. This
substitution will save on disk space. Note that the MKL features will be turned off when using "nomkl".

The following is an example of how to specify "nomkl" in the config.json file.

{
  "entry-method": "analytics.AnalyticDriverClass.run_analytic",
  "non-conda-libs": [
    "boto",
    "uncertainties",
    "pint==0.7.2",
    "scikit-learn",
    "scikit-image"
  ],
  "conda-libs": [
    "nomkl",
    "numpy",
    "pandas",
    "scipy"
  ],
  "memory": "1G",
  "instances": "1"
}
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If the disk space error does not resolve after adding "nomkl" library, contact Support. See Support
Ticket Information on page 192.

Support Ticket Information
When contacting the Support team regarding an issue, have the following information available.

• The operations you were trying to perform when you encountered the error.
• Details such as the request URI, request headers, request body, and HTTP method.
• The value of the X-App-Correlation-Id header from the response, which can be used to isolate

log messages generated by your operation.

Orchestration Issues

General Issues
You may experience one of the following issues when using the Analytics Runtime service.

• Unanticipated System Errors on page 186
• 500 Internal Error, 400 Bad Request, 404 Not Found, 405 Method Not Allowed on page 187
• 401 Unauthorized on page 187
• 403 Forbidden on page 187

Unanticipated System Errors

If you receive one of the following errors, it is an unanticipated system error. It could indicate that the
request signature or body is malformed.

CONFIG_ORCH002, CONFIG_ORCH003, CONFIG_ORCH005, CONFIG_ORCH007, CONFIG_ORCH008,
CONFIG_ORCH010, CONFIG_ORCH012, CONFIG_ORCH014, CONFIG_ORCH015, CONFIG_ORCH020,
CONFIG_ORCH021

Cause

One of the following causes may exist.

• API signature is wrong.
• API method type (GET, POST, etc) is wrong.
• Headers are missing or malformed.
• Specified resource does not exist.

Solution

Try the following.

• Verify the request parameters (URI, HTTP method, headers) against the API documentation.
• Check that the request body is valid. For example, if the API sends JSON, use a JSON validator to

verify the validity of the JSON structure, and verify it matches the expected structure from the API
documentation.

• If a resource ID was specified in the URI, verify that it is a valid ID.
• Verify that another API works. If they are both unsuccessful, contact the Support team to verify

that the service and dependent database are running. See Support Ticket Information on page
192.
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500 Internal Error, 400 Bad Request, 404 Not Found, 405 Method Not Allowed

Cause

If you receive one of these errors, it is an unanticipated system error. It could indicate that the request
signature or body are malformed.

One of the following causes may exist.

• API signature is wrong.
• API method type (GET, POST, etc) is wrong.
• Headers are missing or malformed.
• Specified resource does not exist.

Solution

Try the following.

• Verify the request parameters (URI, HTTP method, headers) against the API documentation.
• Check that the request body is valid. For example, if the API sends JSON, use a JSON validator to

verify the validity of the JSON structure, and verify it matches the expected structure from the API
documentation.

• If a resource ID was specified in the URI, verify that it is a valid ID.
• Verify the REST API headers are configured correctly. For information about how to find the URI

values needed, see Binding an Application to an Analytics Framework Instance on page 14. For
information about configuring headers, see Configuring REST Request Headers on page 17.

• Verify that another API works. If they are both unsuccessful, contact the Support team to verify
that the service and dependent database are running. See Support Ticket Information on page
192.

401 Unauthorized

Cause

Provided user token is invalid or has expired.

Solution

Obtain a new token from your identity provider.

403 Forbidden

Cause

The user does not have the proper scopes or access for the zone.

Solution

Verify that the token being passed has the correct scope. This can be verified when the access token
is obtained in the "scopes" field of the token response. For more information, see Updating the
OAuth2 Client for Services.

Orchestration Execution
You may experience one of the following issues when running an orchestration of analytics.

• ORCH001, ORCH002, ORCH003 on page 188
• ORCH004 on page 188
• ORCH006 on page 188
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ORCH001, ORCH002, ORCH003

Cause

The platform was unable to execute the orchestration because the BPMN workflow was not
formatted correctly.

Solution

Try the following.

• Verify that the orchestration's BPMN workflow matches the documented specification.
• If the problem persists, contact the Support team. See Support Ticket Information on page 192.

ORCH004

Cause
The platform received an unexpected response when trying to execute the specified analytic(s).

Solution

Try the following.

• Verify the input that is being passed to the analytic(s) in the orchestration execution request.
• Call the Analytics Catalog's Validation or Deployment API again to redeploy the analytic(s).
• If the problem persists, call the Support team. See Support Ticket Information on page 192.

ORCH006

Cause

The platform was unable to execute the specified analytic(s) because the analytic details in the BPMN
workflow do not match those of the analytic in the catalog.

Solution

Try the following.

• Verify the analytic detains in the BPMN workflow against those in the catalog.
• If the problem persists contact the Support team. See Support Ticket Information on page 192.

Scheduler Service
You may experience the following issues with scheduled jobs.

• Scheduled Job Fails on page 188
• Scheduled Job Fails with 404 Not Found Error on page 190

Scheduled Job Fails

The scheduled job is fails after execution.

Cause

In the case where 25 jobs have failed, the job will be automatically suspended by the system.

Remedy

Check the job's history in the scheduler service by following these steps.

1. Retrieve job execution history to get the status of past job executions as follows.

GET /api/v1/scheduler/jobs/{jobId}/history 
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The following is a sample response of job history retrieval.

[
    {
        "id": "de6f80af-fa8b-4b03-8f8f-12bcc4c0440e",
        "jobId": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
        "fireTime": "2015-10-06 17:14:00.0",
        "scheduledFireTime": "2015-10-06 17:14:00.0",
        "cron": "0/30 * * * * ?",
        "timeZoneId": "UTC",
        "httpMethod": "POST",
        "url": "<JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>",
        "statusMessage": "suspended"
    },
    {
        "id": "de6f80af-fa8b-4b03-8f8f-12bcc4c0440e",
        "jobId": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
        "fireTime": "2015-10-06 17:14:00.0",
        "scheduledFireTime": "2015-10-06 17:14:00.0",
        "cron": "0/30 * * * * ?",
        "timeZoneId": "UTC",
        "httpMethod": "POST",
        "url": "<JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>",
        "statusMessage": "failed <failure reason>"
    },
    {
        "id": "fe04fd6a-e7ad-4f1f-85ec-012a1af40963",
        "jobId": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
        "fireTime": "2015-10-06 17:13:30.0",
        "scheduledFireTime": "2015-10-06 17:13:30.0",
        "cron": "0/30 * * * * ?",
        "timeZoneId": "UTC",
        "httpMethod": "POST",
        "url": "<JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>",
        "statusMessage": "failed <failure reason>"
    },
    {
        "id": "3adbb8e1-0ddd-4c5d-af39-8e84cb4c9e38",
        "jobId": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
        "fireTime": "2015-10-06 17:13:00.0",
        "scheduledFireTime": "2015-10-06 17:13:00.0",
        "cron": "0/30 * * * * ?",
        "timeZoneId": "UTC",
        "httpMethod": "POST",
        "url": "<JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>",
        "statusMessage": "failed <failure reason>"
    }
]

2. If your job has been suspended by the scheduler service, determine the cause of the job failures
and correct them.

3. Re-activated the job by setting the "state" to "Active" using the following API call.

PUT /api/v1/scheduler/jobs/<job_id>
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The following is a sample request to update a job.

{
  "name": "Sample Job Name",
  "id": "b3142c28-18f9-4cc5-87e2-883bf7d3f7dc",
  "description": "Sample Job Description",
  "state": "Active",
  "cron": {
    "seconds": "0/30",
    "minutes": "*",
    "hours": "*",
    "dayOfMonth": "*",
    "months": "*",
    "dayOfWeek": "?",
    "years": "*",
    "timeZoneId": "UTC"
  },
  "executionRequest": {
    "url": "<JOB_EXECUTION_ENDPOINT>",
    "httpMethod": "POST",
    "httpHeaders": [
      {
        "name": "Content-Type",
        "value": "application/json"
      }
    ],
    "inputData": "<JOB_EXECUTION_DATA>"
  }
}

4. After the job has been re-activated, continue checking the job history to make sure that the
failures have been corrected.

Scheduled Job Fails with 404 Not Found Error

A job is scheduled to run an orchestration every two minutes. The job execution history (see Managing
Suspended Jobs on page 174) shows the job execution failed with a 404 Not Found Error. For example:
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Cause
In this example, the orchestration execution request URL is incorrect as it contains only the route
name. It does not include the API context path.
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Remedy
The correct format for the orchestration execution request URL is as follows: https://predix-
analytics-execution-service.run.aws-usw02-pr.ice.predix.io/api/v2/
execution.

Support Ticket Information
When contacting the Support team regarding an issue, have the following information available.

• The operations you were trying to perform when you encountered the error.
• Details such as the request URI, request headers, request body, and HTTP method.
• The value of the X-App-Correlation-Id header from the response, which can be used to isolate

log messages generated by your operation.
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Reference

Analytics Catalog Service API Model Reference
The following models are used when calling the Analytics Catalog Service API.

• Analytic Catalog Entry Model on page 193
• Analytic Validation Result Model on page 194
• Analytic Deployment Request Model on page 195
• Analytic Deployment Result Model on page 195
• Analytic Execution Result Model on page 196
• Asynchronous Execution Status Response Model on page 197

Analytic Catalog Entry Model

Field Field Type Data Type Comments

id System-generated String Generated by the Analytics

Catalog service, the ID is

returned as part of the

response. This field is ignored

in the POST request. In the

PUT request, this ID is

required, and it must match

the ID in the REST endpoint

path.

name Required String This field can contain

1-255 alphanumeric, space

and '-' (dash) characters. This

entry must start with a letter.

The name and version

combination must be unique.

The name cannot be updated

with the PUT request.

author Required String Free-form string up to 255

characters.

description Optional String Free-form string up to 1024

characters.

version Required String Can contain 1-32

alphanumeric, '.' (period) and

'-' (dash) characters. The

version cannot be updated

with the PUT request.

supportedLanguage Required String Possible values: java,

matlab, python,

python_3.
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Field Field Type Data Type Comments

customMetadata Optional String Free-form string up to 4096

characters.

taxonomyLocation Optional String The taxonomy directory where

the analytic catalog entry will

be created. This location

defaults to "/uncategorized" if

not specified.

createdTimestamp System-generated String Marks the time the analytic

catalog entry was created.

Generated by the Analytics

Catalog service, the

timestamp is returned in

ISO-8601 format as part of the

response.

updatedTimestamp System-generated String Marks the time the analytic

catalog entry was last

updated. Generated by the

Analytics Catalog service, the

timestamp is returned in

ISO-8601 format as part of the

response.

Analytic Validation Result Model

Field Field Type Data Type Comments

analyticId System-generated String id of the analytic being

validated.

validationRequest
Id

System-generated String id of the analytic validation

request.

status System-generated String Possible values: QUEUED,

PROCESSING, COMPLETED,

FAILED.

message System-generated String Detailed analytic validation

status message.

inputData System-generated String The analytic input data that

was passed in to the validation

request.

result System-generated String The result string returned by

the analytic.
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Field Field Type Data Type Comments

createdTimestamp System-generated String Time the analytic validation

was initiated. It is generated

by the Analytics Catalog

Service and returned in the

response in ISO-8601 form.

updatedTimestamp System-generated String Time the analytic validation

was last updated. It is

generated by the analytics

catalog service and returned in

the response in ISO-8601.

Analytic Deployment Request Model

Field Field Type Data Type Comments

memory Optional Integer The amount of memory in MB

to allocate to the analytic.

Default is 512 MB. If no value is

provided, or the provided value

is less than the default, the

default value will be used.

diskQuota Optional Integer The disk quota in MB to

allocate to the analytic.

Default is 1024 MB for Java

and Python analytics, 2048 for

Matlab analytics. If no value is

provided, or the provided value

is less than the default, the

default value will be used.

instances Optional Integer The number of instances of

the analytic to deploy. Default

is 1. If no value is provided, or

the provided value is less than

the default, the default value

will be used.

Analytic Deployment Result Model

Field Field Type Data Type Comments

analyticId System-generated String id of the analytic being

deployed.

requestId System-generated String id of the analytic deployment

request.

status System-generated String Possible values: QUEUED,

PROCESSING, COMPLETED,

FAILED.
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Field Field Type Data Type Comments

message System-generated String Detailed analytic deployment

status message.

inputConfigData System-generated String The input configuration data

that was passed in to the

deployment request.

result System-generated String Deprecated

createdTimestamp System-generated String Time the analytic deployment

was initiated. It is generated

by the analytics catalog

service and returned in the

response in ISO-8601.

updatedTimestamp System-generated String Time the analytic deployment

was last updated. It is

generated by the analytics

catalog service and returned in

the response in ISO-8601.

Analytic Execution Result Model

Field Field Type Data Type Comments

analyticId System-generated String id of the analytic being

executed.

status System-generated String Possible values: QUEUED,

PROCESSING, COMPLETED,

FAILED.

message System-generated String Detailed analytic execution

status message.

inputData System-generated String The analytic input data that

was passed in to the execution

request.

result System-generated String The result string returned by

the analytic.

createdTimestamp System-generated String Time the analytic validation

was initiated. It is generated

by the analytics catalog

service and returned in the

response in ISO-8601 form.

updatedTimestamp System-generated String Time the analytic validation

was last updated. It is

generated by the analytics

catalog service and returned in

the response in ISO-8601.
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Asynchronous Execution Status Response Model

Field Field Type Data Type Comments

analyticId System-generated String id of the analytic executed.

requestId System-generated String A unique identifier for

retrieving the status and

results of the requested

execution.

analyticExecution
State

System-generated String The current status of the

execution. Possible values:

QUEUED, PROCESSING,

COMPLETED or FAILED.

createdTimestamp System-generated String The time when the execution

request was received.

updatedTimestamp System-generated String The time when the status last

changed.

Deployed Analytic URI
The analytic URI value is needed when issuing certain REST API calls.

The deployed analytic URI format is https://<analytic id>.analytics.<Predix platform
domain>.

The parts of the analytic URI are determined as follows.

• "analytic id" is the id returned by the Analytics Catalog service when an analytic entry is created.
• "Predix platform domain" is the sub string of the Analytics Catalog service URI starting at

".run". For example, if the analytics catalog service URI is predix-analytics-catalog-
release.run.aws-usw02-pr.ice.predix.io, then the Predix platform domain is run.aws-
usw02-pr.ice.predix.io.

For example, if your "analytic id" is 09718078-95e7-4b60-b74a-152838f03b41 and the
Analytics Catalog service URI is predix-analytics-catalog-release.run.aws-usw02-
pr.ice.predix.io, then the analytic URI is https://09718078-95e7-4b60-
b74a-152838f03b41.analytics.run.aws-usw02-pr.ice.predix.io.

Required BPMN 2.0 XML Structures
The Analytics Framework uses an orchestration workflow file to trigger the analytic execution request.
The orchestration workflow is defined in a BPMN file, which is an XML file conforming to the BPMN 2.0
standard.

Required Structures

The following table summarizes the required major structures in each BPMN 2.0 XML file created as an
orchestration workflow file.
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Tag Description

<definitions> See BPMN sample files for required content

<process> The following properties are required:

• id: The name of the orchestration workflow file

• isExecutable: Set this flag to true

<startEvent> The following properties are required:

• id: Must be unique within the orchestration workflow file

• outgoing: The outgoing sequenceFlow id

<serviceTask> Represents each orchestration step.

The following attributes must be defined as shown:

• completionQuantity="1"
• isForCompensation="false"
• startQuantity="1"
• activiti:delegateExpression="$

{javaDelegate}"
• xmlns:activiti="http://

activiti.org/bpmn"
The following properties must be defined as described:

• id: Must be unique within the orchestration workflow file

• name: Must follow the platform serviceTask
naming conventions

• incoming: The incoming sequenceFlow id

• outgoing: The outgoing sequenceFlow id

<endEvent> The following properties are required:

• id: Must be unique within the orchestration workflow file

• incoming: The incoming sequenceFlow id

<sequenceFlow> The following properties are required:

• id: Must be unique within the orchestration workflow file

• sourceRef: The id of the event or task from which this

sequenceFlow begins

• targetRef: the id of the event or task to which this

sequenceFlow leads

The serviceTask Naming Conventions

Each analytic in the orchestration is represented as a serviceTask element in the orchestration
workflow file.
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For analytics hosted by the Analytics Catalog, the name property of the serviceTask element must use
the following format:

name="<analytic_id>::<analytic_name>::<analytic_version>"

where <analytic_id>, <analytic_name>, and <analytic_version> match the ID, name, and
version assigned when the analytic was added to the catalog.

Descriptive Analytic Template Structure Reference
An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. This reference describes
how the JSON objects in a descriptive analytic template are used to generate the input structure required
by the analytic.

• Overview on page 199
• Type: AnalyticTemplate on page 199
• Type: DataPortDefinition on page 200
• Template Examples on page 200

Overview

The analytic template name (hierarchical, descriptive) describes the data format type you are working
with. Descriptive data format is input and output data that is flat in structure but has self-describing
attributes such as the data type and data size.

Each analytic has one template that is stored in the Analytics Catalog. The template is a JSON structure.
For more information about JSON terminology, see http://www.json.org.

Type: AnalyticTemplate

This is the overall structure of a descriptive analytic template.

{
    "name" : <String>,
    "description" : <String>,
    "packageName" : <String>,
    "codeLanguage" : <String>,
    "version" : <String>,
    "author" : <String>,
    "inputDataPortDefinitions" : [<List of DataPortDefinition>],
    "constantDataPortDefinitions" : [<List of DataPortDefinition>],
    "outputDataPortDefinitions" : [<List of DataPortDefinition>]
}

Field Description

name Name of the analytic. Must be alphanumeric and must start

with a letter.

description Description of the analytic. It can be in HTML format. However,

no image tags are allowed.

packageName Reserved for future use.

codeLanguage Reserved for future use.
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Field Description

version Version of the analytic.

author Author of the analytic.

inputDataPortDefinitions List of input port definitions

constantDataPortDefinitions List of constant port definitions.

outputDataPortDefinitions List of output port definitions.

Type: DataPortDefinition

The inputDataPortDefinitions, constantDataPortDefinitions and
outputDataPortDefinitions elements of the analytic template contain arrays of
DataPortDefinition that specify the inputs, constants and outputs of the analytic.

{
    "timeSeriesName" : <String>,
    "name" : <String>,
    "description" : <String>,
    "dataType" : <String>,
    "variable" : <Boolean>,
    "arrayDimensions" : <Integer>,
    "validators" : [<List of String>]
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in a DataPortDefinition.

Field Description

timeSeriesName Leave field blank for non-timeseries port definition. For

timeseries port definition this is the name of the timeseries

name Port name.

description Description of the data port.

dataType The data type in which the analytic expects input data and

produces output data. The framework will convert values to and

from this data type between the analytic and the data source.

Possible values are: DOUBLE, INTEGER, LONG, STRING,

BOOLEAN, DATETIME, DATE, TIME, CUSTOM, TIMESERIES.

variable Set value to true if port can have a variable number of ports

at runtime.

arrayDimensions Indicate the number of dimensions (i.e. 0 is a single value, 1 is a

1-dimensional array, 2 is a 2-dimensional array, etc.).

validators Reserved for future use.

Template Examples

Analytic templates are used at runtime in conjunction with Port-to-Field Map configurations to control
the runtime engine's handling of the analytic input and output. See Samples of Descriptive Analytic
Templates and Port-to-Field Maps on page 201.
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Samples of Descriptive Analytic Templates and Port-to-Field
Maps

An analytic template is used at runtime in conjunction with a port-to-field map to control how the
framework's runtime engine will handle the analytic input and output. The following are samples of
descriptive analytic templates and port-to-field maps.

• Sample: Analytic Adder with Double Array Ports on page 201
• Sample: Analytic Adder with Timeseries and Constant Ports on page 203
• Sample: Analytic Adder with Variable Timeseries Ports on page 207
• Sample: Analytic Adder with Multi-Dimensional Timeseries Ports on page 211

Sample: Analytic Adder with Double Array Ports

The following is a sample JSON input.

{
  "internalRecords": [],
  "records": [
    {
      "type": "DOUBLE",
      "name": "numberArray1",
      "data": [
        5.0,
        6.0,
        7.0,
        8.0,
        9.0,
        10.0
      ],
      "arraySizes": [
        6
      ]
    },
    {
      "type": "DOUBLE",
      "name": "numberArray2",
      "data": [
        500.0,
        600.0,
        700.0,
        800.0,
        900.0,
        1000.0
      ],
      "arraySizes": [
        6
      ]
    }
  ],
  "timeSeriesRecords": []
}
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The following is a sample JSON output.

{
  "records": [
    {
      "type": "DOUBLE",
      "name": "results",
      "data": [
        505.0,
        606.0,
        707.0,
        808.0,
        909.0,
        1010.0
      ],
      "arraySizes": [
        6
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample descriptive analytic template.

{
  "name": "DoubleArrayAdder",
  "description": "",
  "packageName": "",
  "codeLanguage": "JAVA",
  "version": "1.0.0",
  "author": "Predix Analytics team",
  "inputDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "numberArray1",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    },
    {
      "name": "numberArray2",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    }
  ],
  "outputDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "results",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    }
  ]
}
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The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "DoubleArrayAdder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "numberArray2",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "results",
          "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

Sample: Analytic Adder with Timeseries and Constant Ports

Scenario: An analytic requires a time series table and one constant, where the time series input table has
two fixed columns; numberArray1 and numberArray2. Sample analytic templates and port-to-field
maps to support this scenario follow.

Note:

All columns in the Time Series array will share the same time stamps. The quality attribute from Time
Series is not supported.
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The following is a sample JSON input.

{
    "internalRecords": [],
    "records": [
        {
            "type": "DOUBLE",
            "name": "constant1",
            "data": [
                55.0
            ],
            "arraySizes": [
                1
            ]
        }
    ],
    "timeSeriesRecords": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "timestamps": [
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603"
            ],
            "data": [
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "numberArray1",
                    "data": [
                        1.0,
                        2.0,
                        3.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "numberArray2",
                    "data": [
                        100.0,
                        200.0,
                        300.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample analytic output.

{
  "internalRecords": [],
  "records": [],
  "timeSeriesRecords": [
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    {
      "name": "time_series",
      "timestamps": [
        "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
        "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
        "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603"
      ],
      "data": [
        {
          "type": "DOUBLE",
          "name": "results",
          "data": [
            101.0,
            202.0,
            303.0
          ],
          "arraySizes": [
            3
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample descriptive analytic template.

{
  "name": "TimeseriesAdder",
  "description": "",
  "packageName": "",
  "codeLanguage": "JAVA",
  "version": "1.0.0",
  "author": "Predix Analytics team",
  "inputDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "time_series",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "TimeSeries",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 0
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "numberArray1",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "numberArray2",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
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    }
  ],
  "constantDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "constant1",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 0
    }
  ],
  "outputDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "time_series",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "TimeSeries",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 0
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "results",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": false,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "timeseries-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.numberArray2",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
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            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "constant1",
          "fieldId": "engineType",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "columns": [
              "data_value"
            ],
            "table": "sensor_data",
            "conditions": [
              {
                "key": "asset_id",
                "value":"${ASSET_ID}",
                "valueType": "string",
                "relation": " = "
              },
              {
                "key": "field_id",
                "value": "engineType",
                "valueType": "string",
                "relation": " = "
              }
            ]
          },
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Custom Data Source"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.results",
          "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

Sample: Analytic Adder with Variable Timeseries Ports

The following is a sample JSON input.

{
    "internalRecords": [],
    "records": [],
    "timeSeriesRecords": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "timestamps": [
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603"
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            ],
            "data": [
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "temperature_2",
                    "data": [
                        1.0,
                        2.0,
                        3.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "temperature_5",
                    "data": [
                        5.0,
                        6.0,
                        7.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "vibration_2",
                    "data": [
                        100.0,
                        200.0,
                        300.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "vibration_5",
                    "data": [
                        500.0,
                        600.0,
                        700.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample JSON output.

{
    "internalRecords": [],
    "records": [],
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    "timeSeriesRecords": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "timestamps": [
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603"
            ],
            "data": [
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "results_2",
                    "data": [
                        101.0,
                        202.0,
                        303.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "results_5",
                    "data": [
                        505.0,
                        606.0,
                        707.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        3
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample descriptive analytic template.

{
    "name": "TimeseriesAdder",
    "description": "",
    "packageName": "",
    "codeLanguage": "JAVA",
    "version": "1.0.0",
    "author": "Predix Analytics team",
    "inputDataPortDefinitions": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "TimeSeries",
            "valueRequired": false,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 0
        },
        {
            "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
            "name": "temperature",
            "description": "",
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            "dataType": "Double",
            "valueRequired": true,
            "variable": true,
            "arrayDimensions": 1
        },
        {
            "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
            "name": "vibration",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "Double",
            "valueRequired": true,
            "variable": true,
            "arrayDimensions": 1
        }
    ],
    "outputDataPortDefinitions": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "TimeSeries",
            "valueRequired": false,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 0
        },
        {
            "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
            "name": "results",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "Double",
            "valueRequired": false,
            "variable": true,
            "arrayDimensions": 1
        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
    "analyticName": "timeseries-adder",
    "analyticVersion": "1.0",
    "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
    "iterations": [
        {
            "inputMaps": [
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.temperature_2",
                    "fieldId": "temp.left",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1455733669601,
                        "end": 1455733669603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
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"time_series.temperature_5",
                    "fieldId": "temp.right",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1455733669601,
                        "end": 1455733669603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.vibration_2",
                    "fieldId": "vibration.left",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1455733669601,
                        "end": 1455733669603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.vibration_5",
                    "fieldId": "vibration.right",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1455733669601,
                        "end": 1455733669603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                }
            ],
            "outputMaps": [
                {
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.results_2",
                    "fieldId": "results.left",
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                }
                {
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.results_5",
                    "fieldId": "results.right",
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

Sample: Analytic Adder with Multi-Dimensional Timeseries Ports

The following is a sample JSON input.

{
    "internalRecords": [],
    "records": [],
    "timeSeriesRecords": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
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            "timestamps": [
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603",
                "2016-03-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-03-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-03-17T18:27:49.603"
            ],
            "data": [
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "temperature",
                    "data": [
                        1.0,
                        2.0,
                        3.0,
                        5.0,
                        6.0,
                        7.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        2,
                        3
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "vibration",
                    "data": [
                        100.0,
                        200.0,
                        300.0,
                        500.0,
                        600.0,
                        700.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        2,
                        3
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample analytic output.

{
    "internalRecords": [],
    "records": [],
    "timeSeriesRecords": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "timestamps": [
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.602",
                "2016-02-17T18:27:49.603",
                "2016-03-17T18:27:49.601",
                "2016-03-17T18:27:49.602",
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                "2016-03-17T18:27:49.603"
            ],
            "data": [
                {
                    "type": "DOUBLE",
                    "name": "results",
                    "data": [
                        101.0,
                        202.0,
                        303.0,
                        505.0,
                        606.0,
                        707.0
                    ],
                    "arraySizes": [
                        2,
                        3
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample descriptive analytic template.

{
    "name": "TimeseriesAdder",
    "description": "",
    "packageName": "",
    "codeLanguage": "JAVA",
    "version": "1.0.0",
    "author": "Predix Analytics team",
    "inputDataPortDefinitions": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "TimeSeries",
            "valueRequired": false,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 0
        },
        {
            "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
            "name": "temperature",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "Double",
            "valueRequired": true,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 2
        },
        {
            "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
            "name": "vibration",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "Double",
            "valueRequired": true,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 2
        }
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    ],
    "outputDataPortDefinitions": [
        {
            "name": "time_series",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "TimeSeries",
            "valueRequired": false,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 0
        },
        {
            "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
            "name": "results",
            "description": "",
            "dataType": "Double",
            "valueRequired": false,
            "variable": false,
            "arrayDimensions": 2
        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
    "analyticName": "timeseries-adder",
    "analyticVersion": "1.0",
    "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
    "iterations": [
        {
            "inputMaps": [
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.temperature[0]",
                    "fieldId": "temperature.previous",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1455733669601,
                        "end": 1455733669603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.temperature[1]",
                    "fieldId": "temperature.current",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1458239269601,
                        "end": 1458239269603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.vibration[0]",
                    "fieldId": "vibration.previous",
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                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1455733669601,
                        "end": 1455733669603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series.vibration[1]",
                    "fieldId": "vibration.current",
                    "queryCriteria": {
                        "start": 1458239269601,
                        "end": 1458239269603
                    },
                    "required": true,
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                }
            ],
            "outputMaps": [
                {
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.results[0]",
                    "fieldId": "results.previous",
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                },
                {
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series.results[1]",
                    "fieldId": "results.current",
                    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

Hierarchical Analytic Template Structure Reference
An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. This reference describes
how the JSON objects in an hierarchical analytic template are used to generate the input structure
required by the analytic.

• Overview on page 215
• Type: AnalyticTemplate on page 216
• Type: PortDefinition on page 216
• Type: FieldPort on page 217
• Type: TimeseriesArrayPort on page 218
• Type: CompositePort on page 219
• Type: InputModel on page 220
• Template Examples on page 220

Overview

The analytic template name (hierarchical, descriptive) describes the data format type you are working
with. Hierarchical data format is input and output data that can be arbitrarily nested.
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Each analytic has one template that is stored in the Analytics Catalog. The template is a JSON structure.
For more information about JSON terminology, see http://www.json.org.

Type: AnalyticTemplate

This is the overall structure of an hierarchical analytic template.

{
    "analyticName":<string>,
    "analyticVersion":<string>,
    "comment":[<string>],
    "inputPortDefinitions":[<List of PortDefinition>],
    "inputModelDefinitions":[<List of InputModel>],
    "outputPortDefinitions":[<List of PortDefinition>]
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in an AnalyticTemplate.

Field Description

analyticName Informational only. It does not correlate with any values in the

input/output JSON structure.

analyticVersion Informational only. It does not correlate with any values in the

input/output JSON structure.

comment (Optional) Informational only. An array of strings. It does not

correlate with any values in the input/output JSON structure.

inputPortDefinitions The list of port definitions defining the top level JSON objects in

the input.

inputModelDefinitions The names of input models needed by the analytic. The runtime

will get these models (by name) from the orchestration

configuration and pass them in to the analytic as a map of byte

arrays.

outputPortDefinitions The list of port definitions defining the top level JSON objects in

the output.

Type: PortDefinition

The inputPortDefinitions and outputPortDefinitions elements of the analytic template
contain arrays of PortDefinitions that specify the inputs and outputs of the analytic. There are
several types of PortDefinitions, but they all have the following elements in common.

{
    "comment":[<string>],
    "portName":<string>,
    "portType":<string>,
    "variable":<boolean>
}

Is extended by the following.

• FieldPort
• TimeseriesArrayPort
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• CompositePort
See the following table for a description of the elements in a PortDefinition.

Field Description

comment (Optional) Informational only. An array of strings. It does not

correlate with any values in the input/output JSON structure.

portName Becomes the name in the name,value pair in the

analytic's input or output JSON object. Shows as

{“<portName>”: in the JSON object for this port

definition.

portType Defines the nature of the value part of this JSON object. Predix

Analytics Services supports the following value types:

• COMPOSITE type: the value is an inner JSON object defined

by a list of inner PortDefinitions.

• FIELD type: the value is a single value or array of values

such that the value is obtained from the port-to-field map.

• TIMESERIES_ARRAY: the value is a Predix Analytic Time

Series JSON object (see Type: TimeseriesArrayPort on page

218).

variable (Optional) True when the value in the analytic's input or output

JSON object is a JSON array. The array's values will be enclosed

in [ ]. Default value is false.

Type: FieldPort

A FieldPort is a type of PortDefinition that holds the actual data values to be passed to/from the
analytic. A FieldPort defines a leaf node in the analytic's JSON structure.

{
    "comment":[<string>],
    "portName":<string>,
    "portType":<string>,
    "variable":<boolean>,
    "engUnit":<string>,
    "dataType":<string>,
    "required":<boolean>,
    "timestampShared":<string>
}

Extends from PortDefinition.

FieldPort definitions correspond to "<port name>": <value determined at runtime
(see Port-to-Field Map description)> pairs into the JSON structure.

In addition to the common elements of a PortDefinition, a FieldPort contains the following
elements.
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Field Description

engUnit (Optional, Reserved for future use) The engineering units of the

data in this field.

dataType The data type in which the analytic expects input data and

produces output data. The framework will convert values to and

from this data type between the analytic and the data source.

Possible values are: 'LONG', 'INTEGER', 'DOUBLE', 'FLOAT',

'STRING', 'BOOLEAN', "BOOLEAN_ARRAY", 'LONG_ARRAY',

'INTEGER_ARRAY', 'DOUBLE_ARRAY', 'FLOAT_ARRAY',

'STRING_ARRAY'.

required (Optional) Whether or not this field is required.

timestampShared Whether data includes separate timestamps for each indexed

block of generated data for variable input port.

• false: if separate timestamps block is needed for

variable input port.

• true: if separate timestamp block is not needed.

Type: TimeseriesArrayPort

A TimeseriesArrayPort is a type of PortDefinition that is used to define a JSON structure that
represents a time series data table. This is the overall structure of a TimeseriesArrayPort.

{
    "comment": [<string>],
    "portName": <string>,
    "portType": <string>,
    "variable": <boolean>,
    "columns": [<List of FieldPorts>]
}

Extends from PortDefinition.

In addition to the common elements of a PortDefinition, a TimeseriesArrayPort holds an array
of FieldPorts called columns.

Field: columns

Contains FieldPort column definitions where each FieldPort column is an array data type. The
generated JSON structure will contain one JSON array for each FieldPort column and an
additional 'time_stamp' array object containing the timestamps of the table values, as the example
shows below.

Note: All columns in the time series array will share the same time stamps. The quality attribute
from Time Series is not supported.

{
    “<timeseries array port name>” : {
        “time_stamp” : [<timestamp values associated with field 
port values>],
        [<list of JSON objects for the field port definitions>]
    }
}
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Note: The time series values for each of the field port definitions must contain the same set of time
stamps. If they do not, the platform will trigger an error.

Type: CompositePort

A CompositePort is a type of PortDefinition that contains other PortDefinitions. This is the
overall structure of a CompositePort.

{
    "comment":[<string>],
    "portName":<string>,
    "portType":<string>,
    "variable":<boolean>,
    "childrenPorts":[<List of PortDefinition>]
}

Extends from: PortDefinition.

In addition to the common elements of a PortDefinition, a CompositePort holds an array of
childrenPorts.

Field: childrenPorts

Contains a list of inner (children) PortDefinitions. When the variable flag is false, the generated
JSON object (corresponding to the composite port) will contain each child port as a direct child node
of the composite port, following this pattern.

{
    “<composite port name>”: {
        <JSON structure from the Port-to-Field Map for the first 
child port definition>, 
        
        ...
        
        <JSON structure from the Port-to-Field Map for the last 
child port definition>
    } 
}

When the variable flag is true, the generated JSON object (corresponding to the composite port) will
wrap the child nodes in an array under the composite port, following this pattern.

{
    "<composite port name>" : [
        {
            <JSON structure from Port-to-Field Map for the first 
child>,
            
            ...,
            
            <JSON structure from Port-to-Field Map for the last 
child>,        
        },
        
        ...,
        
        {
            <JSON structure from Port-to-Field Map for the first 
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child>,
            
            ...,
            
            <JSON structure from Port-to-Field Map for the last 
child>,        
        }
    ]
}

Type: InputModel

An InputModel is a named byte array that the analytic uses in its processing. The values for the model
are managed as part of an orchestration configuration and are associated with an asset context.

{ "modelPortName": <string>,
 "comments" : [<string>] }

See the following table for a description of the elements in an InputModel.

Field Description

modelPortName The name the analytic uses to pull the model from the map of

byte arrays.

comment (Optional) Comments describing the model.

Template Examples

Analytic templates are used at runtime in conjunction with port-to-field map configurations to control the
runtime engine's handling of the analytic input and output. See Samples of Hierarchical Analytic
Templates and Port-to-Field Maps on page 220.

Samples of Hierarchical Analytic Templates and Port-to-Field
Maps

An analytic template is used at runtime in conjunction with a port-to-field map to control how the
framework's runtime engine will handle the analytic input and output. The following are samples of
hierarchical analytic templates and port-to-field maps.

• Sample: DemoAdder Analytic on page 221
• Sample: Analytic Requiring a Time Series Table, Input Models, and Constants on page 222
• Sample: Analytic Requiring a Time Series Table With Variable Time Stamps on page 226
• Sample: Array of Arrays Model on page 228
• Sample: Multiple Iterations of Same Analytic on page 230
• Sample: Analytic Requiring Predix Time Series Data Using an Array of Tags on page 232
• Sample: Analytic Requiring Predix Time Series Data Using Variable Input Ports on page 235
• Sample: Reusing a Port-to-Field Map When Providing Data Is Optional on page 240
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Sample: DemoAdder Analytic

The following is a sample JSON input.

{
  "number1": <latest value from temperature sensor1>,
  "number2": -55
}

The following is a sample JSON output.

{"result" : <result from analytic>}

The following is a sample hierarchical analytic template.

{
  "analyticName": "add2Numbers",
  "analyticVersion": "V1.0",
  "inputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portType": "FIELD",
      "portName": "number1",
      "variable": false,
      "required": true
    },
    {
      "portType": "FIELD",
      "portName": "number2",
      "variable": false,
      "required": true
    }
  ],
  "outputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portType": "FIELD",
      "portName": "result",
      "variable": false,
      "required": true
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
    "analyticName": "add2Numbers",
    "analyticVersion": "V1.0",
    "orchestrationStepId": "adjust temp by ambient",
    "iterations": [
        {
            "inputMaps": [
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "number1",
                    "fieldId": "temperature sensor1",
                    "queryCriteria": {"start": 1464989425852, "end": 
1464989425852},
                    "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
                },
                {
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                    "valueSourceType": "CONSTANT",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "number2",
                    "value": -55
                }
            ],
            "outputMaps": [
                {
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "result",
                    "fieldId": "adjusted temp",
                    "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

Sample: Analytic Requiring a Time Series Table, Input Models, and Constants

Scenario: An analytic requires a time series table and two constants, where the time series input table
has three fixed columns; column1, column2, and column3. Sample hierarchical analytic templates and
port-to-field maps to support this scenario follow.

Note: All columns in the Time Series array will share the same time stamps. The quality attribute from
Time Series is not supported.

The following is a sample JSON input.

{
  "inputData": {
 "data": {
        "timeseries": {
            "time_stamp": [
                000003242,
                000004242,
                000005242
            ],
            "column1": [
                10.0,
                20.0,
                30.0
            ],
            "column2": [
                1.0,
                2.0,
                3.0
            ],
            "column3": [
                0.1,
                0.2,
                0.3
            ]
        },
        "constants": {
            "constant1": 55,
            "constant2": 100
        }
    }

     },
  "inputModel": [
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    {
      "modelPortName": "test-model-port-1",
      "isModelEmbedded": "true",
      "modelLib": "anVuay1tb2RlbC1iaW5hcnktMQ=="
    },
    {
      "modelPortName": "test-model-port-2",
      "isModelEmbedded": "true",
      "modelLib": "janVuay1tb2RlbC1iaW5hcnktMg=="
    }
  ]
}

{
    "data": {
        "timeseries": {
            "time_stamp": [
                000003242,
                000004242,
                000005242
            ],
            "column1": [
                10.0,
                20.0,
                30.0
            ],
            "column2": [
                1.0,
                2.0,
                3.0
            ],
            "column3": [
                0.1,
                0.2,
                0.3
            ]
        },
        "constants": {
            "constant1": 55,
            "constant2": 100
        }
    }
}

The following is a sample hierarchical analytic template.

{
    "analyticName": "analyticWith3ColumnsAnd2Constants",
    "analyticVersion": "V1.0",
    "inputPortDefinitions": [
        {
            "portType": "COMPOSITE",
            "portName": "data",
            "childrenPorts": [
                {
                    "portName": "timeseries",
                    "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
                    "variable": false,
                    "columns": [
                        {
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                            "portName": "column1",
                            "portType": "FIELD",
                            "variable": false,
                            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
                            "required": true
                        },
                        {
                            "portName": "column2",
                            "portType": "FIELD",
                            "variable": false,
                            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
                            "required": true
                        },
                        {
                            "portName": "column3",
                            "portType": "FIELD",
                            "variable": false,
                            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
                            "required": true
                        }
                    ]
                },
                {
                    "portType": "COMPOSITE",
                    "portName": "constants",
                    "childrenPorts": [
                        {
                            "portType": "FIELD",
                            "portName": "constant1",
                            "variable": false,
                            "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries",
                            "required": true
                        },
                        {
                            "portType": "FIELD",
                            "portName": "constant2",
                            "variable": false,
                            "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries",
                            "required": true
                        }
                    ]
                }
            ]
        }
    ],
,
"inputModelDefinitions": [
  {
    "modelPortName": "test-model-port-1"
  },
  {
    "modelPortName": "test-model-port-2"
  }
],

    "outputPortDefinitions" : [
        {
            "portType": "FIELD",
            "portName": "results",
            "variable": false,
            "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
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        }
    ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
    "analyticName": 
"timeseriesAnalyticSampleWith3ColumnsAnd2Constants",
    "analyticVersion": "V1.0",
    "orchestrationStepId": "adjust temp by ambient",
    "iterations": [
        {
            "inputMaps": [
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.timeseries.column1",
                    "fieldId": "temperature sensor",
                    "queryCriteria": {"start": 000003242, "end": 
000005242},
                    "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.timeseries.column2",
                    "fieldId": "vibration sensor",
                    "queryCriteria": {"start": 000003242, "end": 
000005242},
                    "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.timeseries.column3",
                    "fieldId": "pressure sensor",
                    "queryCriteria": {"start": 000003242, "end": 
000005242},
                    "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "CONSTANT",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.constants.constant1",
                    "value": -55
                },
                {
                    "valueSourceType": "CONSTANT",
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.constants.constant2",
                    "value": 100
                }
            ],
"inputModelMaps": [
  {
    "modelPortName": "test-model-port-1",
    "modelName": "test-model-1",
    "modelVersion": "v1"
  },
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  {
    "modelPortName": "test-model-port-2",
    "modelName": "test-model-2",
    "modelVersion": "v1"
  }
],
            "outputMaps": [
                {
                    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "result",
                    "fieldId": "xxxField",
                    "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
                }
            ]
        }
    ]
}

Sample: Analytic Requiring a Time Series Table With Variable Time Stamps

Scenario: An analytic requires a time series table and two constants, where the time series input table
has three fixed columns; column1, column2, and column3 where time stamps are different. Sample
hierarchical analytic templates and port-to-field maps to support this scenario follow.

Note: All columns in the Time Series array will not have the same time stamps. The quality attribute
from Time Series is not supported.

The following is a sample JSON input.

{
  "time_series_temperature": {
    "temperature": [
      100
    ],
    "time_stamp": [
      "1455733669601"
    ]
  },
  "time_series_pressure": {
    "pressure": [
      57
    ],
    "time_stamp": [
      "1455733669605"
    ]
  },
  "time_series_vibration": {
    "vibration": [
      14
    ],
    "time_stamp": [
      "1455733669609"
    ]
  }
}

The following is a sample hierarchical analytic template.

{
  "analyticName": "analytic-name",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
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  "inputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portName": "time_series_temperature",
      "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
      "required": true,
      "variable": false,
      "columns": [
        {
          "portName": "temperature",
          "portType": "FIELD",
          "variable": false,
          "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
          "required": true
        }
      ]
    },
    {
      "portName": "time_series_pressure",
      "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
      "required": true,
      "variable": false,
      "columns": [
        {
          "portName": "pressure",
          "portType": "FIELD",
          "variable": false,
          "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
          "required": true
        }
      ]
    },
    {
      "portName": "time_series_vibration",
      "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
      "required": true,
      "variable": false,
      "columns": [
        {
          "portName": "vibration",
          "portType": "FIELD",
          "variable": false,
          "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
          "required": true
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "analytic-name",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
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          "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"time_series_temperature.temperature",
          "fieldId": "field-7071",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series_pressure.pressure",
          "fieldId": "field-2934",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "time_series_vibration.vibration",
          "fieldId": "field-9342",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.result",
          "fieldId": "field-7432",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

Sample: Array of Arrays Model

This example shows how you can create an hierarchical analytic template that represents JSON input
data as an array of arrays when starting with input data similar to the following:

"Target_data": [
    [-1.3902596851290876, -6.765816812041471, -4.76418388526832, 
-1.2112080900902589, -1.7569610822677713], 
    [9.7817179641162, -1.145749275218344, 6.533089409154036, 
6.549142463394793, -5.168794582523],
    [-0.44253227413493945, -6.43586397529881, -3.291613230961093, 
1.2406735399676179, -1.4659275851421456],
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    [0.01589916825431556, -4.695552518057381, -5.284477375577028, 
-1.9252859877753656, -2.865932498974862]....

Start by marking the analytic input port as a variable port in the analytic template.

{
  "analyticName": "analytic-with-variable-input-port",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "inputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portType": "FIELD",
      "portName": "Target_data",
      "variable": true,
      "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
      "required": true
    }
  ],
  "outputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portName": "output",
      "portType": "FIELD",
      "variable": false,
      "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
      "required": true
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "analytic-with-variable-input-port",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "Target_data.0",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "Target_data.1",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
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        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "output",
          "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

When the orchestration is run, the data input will come from two time series tags. The data input will look
as follows.

{
  "Target_data": [
    [
      5,
      6,
      7,
      8,
      9,
      10
    ],
    [
      500,
      600,
      700,
      800,
      900,
      1000
    ]
  ]
}

You can add more data array to the top level array by defining Target_data.2, Target_data.3, and so on.

Sample: Multiple Iterations of Same Analytic

This example shows how you can run multiple iterations of the same analytic in an orchestration
execution. The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "demo-timeseries-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "V1",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "id": "0",
      "name": " First Iteration",
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "temperature sensor",
          "queryCriteria": {
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            "start": 0,
            "end": -1
          },
          "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
          "fieldId": "vibration sensor",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 0,
            "end": -1
          },
          "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
          "fieldId": "demo sum",
          "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
        }
      ]
    },
    {
      "id": "1",
      "name": " Second Iteration",
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "temperature sensor",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 0,
            "end": -1
          },
          "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
          "fieldId": "vibration sensor",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 0,
            "end": -1
          },
          "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
          "fieldId": "demo sum",
          "dataSourceId": "PredixTimeSeries"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}
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Sample: Analytic Requiring Predix Time Series Data Using an Array of Tags

This example shows how you can run an analytic that uses Predix Time Series data that is an array of tags.
For steps to run the orchestration request, see #unique_134.

The following is a sample hierarchical analytic template.

{
  "analyticName": "java-timeseries-demo-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "inputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portType": "COMPOSITE",
      "portName": "data",
      "variable": false,
      "childrenPorts": [
        {
          "portName": "time_series_1",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "doubleArray",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": true,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            }
          ]
        },
        {
          "portName": "time_series_2",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "integerArray",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": true,
              "dataType": "INTEGER_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ],
  "outputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portName": "data",
      "portType": "COMPOSITE",
      "required": true,
      "variable": false,
      "childrenPorts": [
        {
          "portName": "time_series",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
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          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "sum",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "4-input-timeseries-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series_1.doubleArray",
          "fieldId": "doubleArrayFieldId",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669603
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "variable": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series_2.integerArray",
          "fieldId": "integerArrayFieldId",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669901,
            "end": 1455733669904
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "variable": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
          "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ]
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    }
  ]
}

The array of tags is passed in through the orchestrationConfigurationID definition as shown in
the following example.

{
  "orchestrationConfigurationId": "3a5cd1da-5b6e-47fd-
b74d-9e75e959810f",
  "assetDataFieldsMap": {
    "doubleArrayFieldId": [
      "timerseries_tag1",
      "timerseries_tag2",
      "timerseries_tag3"
    ],
    "integerArrayFieldId": [
      "timerseries_tag4",
      "timerseries_tag5"
    ]
  },
  "dataSource": []
}

The following shows a sample of generated input with data.

{
  "inputData": {
    "data": {
      "time_series_1": {
        "time_stamp": [
          1455733669601,
          1455733669602,
          1455733669603
        ],
        "doubleArray": [
          [
            500,
            600,
            700
          ],
          [
            5000,
            6000,
            7000
          ],
          [
            50000,
            60000,
            70000
          ]
        ]
      },
      "time_series_2": {
        "time_stamp": [
          1455733669901,
          1455733669902,
          1455733669903,
          1455733669904
        ],
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        "integerArray": [
          [
            105,
            205,
            305,
            405
          ],
          [
            15,
            25,
            35,
            45
          ]
        ]
      }
    }
  }
}

Sample: Analytic Requiring Predix Time Series Data Using Variable Input Ports

This example shows how you can run an analytic that uses data having separate timestamps for each
indexed block of generated data from Predix Time Series (variable input port).

The following is a sample hierarchical template format with variable ports.

Note: When the portType value is TIMESERIES_ARRAY, the timestampShared value must be false
to indicate that variable ports are being used.

{
  "analyticName": "sample-hirerachical-analytic-template-with-two-
variable-ports",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "inputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portType": "COMPOSITE",
      "portName": "data",
      "variable": false,
      "childrenPorts": [
        {
          "portName": "time_series_1",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "doubleArray",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": true,
              "timestampShared": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            }
          ]
        },
        {
          "portName": "time_series_2",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
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          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "integerArray",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": true,
              "timestampShared": false,
              "dataType": "INTEGER_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ],
  "outputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portName": "data",
      "portType": "COMPOSITE",
      "required": true,
      "variable": false,
      "childrenPorts": [
        {
          "portName": "time_series",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "sum",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map showing that separate timestamps for each block of data is
needed.

{
  "analyticName": "sample-port-to-field-map-with-two-variable-ports",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series_1.doubleArray.0",
          "fieldId": "vibration1",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669603
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
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          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series_1.doubleArray.1",
          "fieldId": "vibration2",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669701,
            "end": 1455733669705
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series_1.doubleArray.2",
          "fieldId": "vibration3",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669801,
            "end": 1455733669802
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.time_series_2.integerArray.0",
          "fieldId": "kw1",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669603
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.time_series_2.integerArray.1",
          "fieldId": "kw2",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669701,
            "end": 1455733669705
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
          "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
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      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is sample generated analytic input for a hierarchical template showing separate timestamps
side-by-side with values.

{
  "data": {
    "time_series_1": {
      "doubleArray": [
        {
          "time_stamp": [
            1455733669601,
            1455733669602,
            1455733669603
          ],
          "values": [
            500,
            600,
            700
          ]
        },
        {
          "time_stamp": [
            1455733669701,
            1455733669702,
            1455733669703,
            1455733669704,
            1455733669705
          ],
          "values": [
            50,
            60,
            70,
            80,
            90
          ]
        },
        {
          "time_stamp": [
            1455733669801,
            1455733669802
          ],
          "values": [
            1000,
            2000
          ]
        }
      ]
    },
    "time_series_2": {
      "integerArray": [
        {
          "time_stamp": [
            1455733669101,
            1455733669102,
            1455733669103,
            1455733669104
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          ],
          "values": [
            105,
            205,
            305,
            405
          ]
        },
        {
          "time_stamp": [
            1455733669101,
            1455733669202,
            1455733669203,
            1455733669204,
            1455733669205,
            1455733669206
          ],
          "values": [
            15,
            25,
            35,
            45,
            55,
            65
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  }
}

When creating the orchestration execution request payload, pass the array type of data in
assetDataFieldsMap for the fieldId. For example,

{
  "orchestrationConfigurationId": "3a5cd1da-5b6e-47fd-
b74d-9e75e959810f",
  "assetDataFieldsMap": {
    "doubleArrayFieldId": [
      "timerseries_tag1",
      "timerseries_tag2",
      "timerseries_tag3"
    ],
    "integerArrayFieldId": [
      "timerseries_tag4",
      "timerseries_tag5"
    ]
  },
  "dataSource": []
}

The following is sample generate input for two timeseries variable ports.

{
  "inputData": {
    "data": {
      "time_series_1": {
        "time_stamp": [
          1455733669601,
          1455733669602,
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          1455733669603
        ],
        "doubleArray": [
          [
            500,
            600,
            700
          ],
          [
            5000,
            6000,
            7000,
            8000,
            9000
          ],
          [
            50000,
            60000
          ]
        ]
      },
      "time_series_2": {
        "time_stamp": [
          1455733669101,
          1455733669102,
          1455733669103,
          1455733669104
        ],
        "integerArray": [
          [
            105,
            205,
            305,
            405
          ],
          [
            15,
            25,
            35,
            45,
            55,
            65
          ]
        ]
      }
    }
  }
}

Sample: Reusing a Port-to-Field Map When Providing Data Is Optional

Scenario: You may want to use the same port-to-field map for multiple deployments but need to vary
which ports will have data mapped for certain iterations. In the InputMaps definition, you can set the
required field to false to indicate that data is optional. When this port is marked optional
(required: false) and data is not provided during execution, it will be ignored and execution will not
be failed for missing data. The following examples show how you can achieve this.
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The following is a sample hierarchical analytic template

{
  "analyticName": "java-timeseries-demo-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "inputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portType": "COMPOSITE",
      "portName": "data",
      "variable": false,
      "childrenPorts": [
        {
          "portName": "time_series",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "numberArray1",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            },
            {
              "portName": "numberArray2",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": true
            },
            {
              "portName": "numberArray3",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": false
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ],
  "outputPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "portName": "data",
      "portType": "COMPOSITE",
      "required": true,
      "variable": false,
      "childrenPorts": [
        {
          "portName": "time_series",
          "portType": "TIMESERIES_ARRAY",
          "required": true,
          "variable": false,
          "columns": [
            {
              "portName": "sum",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
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              "required": true
            },
            {
              "portName": "diff",
              "portType": "FIELD",
              "variable": false,
              "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
              "required": false
            }
          ]
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample descriptive analytic template.

{
  "name": "TimeseriesAdder",
  "description": "",
  "packageName": "",
  "codeLanguage": "JAVA",
  "version": "1.0.0",
  "author": "Predix Analytics team",
  "inputDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "name": "time_series",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "TimeSeries",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": true,
      "arrayDimensions": 0
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "numberArray1",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": true,
      "validators": [
        "NotNull()",
        "IsNumber()"
      ],
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "numberArray2",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": true,
      "validators": [
        "NotNull()",
        "IsNumber()"
      ],
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    },
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    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "numberArray3",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Double",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": true,
      "validators": [
        "NotNull()",
        "IsNumber()"
      ],
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    }
  ],
  "constantDataPortDefinitions": [
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "sum",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Custom",
      "valueRequired": true,
      "variable": true,
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    },
    {
      "timeSeriesName": "time_series",
      "name": "diff",
      "description": "",
      "dataType": "Boolean",
      "valueRequired": false,
      "variable": true,
      "validators": [
        "NotNull()",
        "IsNumber()"
      ],
      "arrayDimensions": 1
    }
  ]
}

The following is a sample port-to-field map.

{
  "analyticName": "4-input-timeseries-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
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        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray3",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669605,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": false,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
          "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.diff",
          "fieldId": "windspeed final",
          "engUnit": "km",
          "required": false,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

Sample generated input with data for optional (required: false) field.

{
    "data": {
      "time_series": {
        "time_stamp": [
          1455733669605,
          1455733669606,
          1455733669607,
          1455733669608,
          1455733669609,
          1455733669610
        ],
        "numberArray1": [
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          5.0,
          6.0,
          7.0,
          8.0,
          9.0,
          10.0
        ],
        "numberArray2": [
          500.0,
          600.0,
          700.0,
          800.0,
          900.0,
          1000.0
        ],
       "numberArray3": [
          50.0,
          60.0,
          70.0,
          80.0,
          90.0,
          100.0
        ]
      }
    }
}

Sample generated input without data for optional (required: false) field.

{
    "data": {
      "time_series": {
        "time_stamp": [
          1455733669605,
          1455733669606,
          1455733669607,
          1455733669608,
          1455733669609,
          1455733669610
        ],
        "numberArray1": [
          5.0,
          6.0,
          7.0,
          8.0,
          9.0,
          10.0
        ],
        "numberArray2": [
          500.0,
          600.0,
          700.0,
          800.0,
          900.0,
          1000.0
        ]
      }
    }
}
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Port-To-Field Map Reference
An analytic template defines the format of its input and output JSON structure. The port-to-field map tells
the runtime engine how to get the values to insert into the analytic’s input JSON structure and where to
write the values from the analytic's output JSON structure. The port-to-field map simply maps
FieldPort entries from the analytic's template to data sources and sinks.

The port-to-field map is itself a JSON structure. The JSON objects in this structure are summarized in the
following tables.

• Type: PortToFieldMap on page 246
• Type: Iteration on page 246
• Type: PortMap on page 247
• Type: InputConstantMap on page 248
• Type: InputDataConnectorMap on page 248
• Type: OutputDataConnectorMap on page 250
• Type: ModelPortMap on page 252

Type: PortToFieldMap

This is the overall structure of a port-to-field map.

{
    "analyticName":<string>,
    "analyticVersion":<string>,
    "comment":<string>,
    "orchestrationStepId":<string>,
    "iterations":[<list of Iterations>]
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in a PortToFieldMap.

Field Description

analyticName Informational only. It does not correlate with any values in the

input/output JSON structure.

analyticVersion Informational only. It does not correlate with any values in the

input/output JSON structure.

comment (Optional) Informational only. It does not correlate with any

values in the input/output JSON structure.

orchestrationStepId Informational only. It does not correlate with any values in the

input/output JSON structure.

iterations Create one iteration entry as described below. The Analytics

Framework also supports multiple iterations of the same

analytic..

Type: Iteration

An iteration defines the set of input/output PortMaps for an execution of the analytic. Fill in the
"inputMaps" array with the list of PortMaps that define how to get the input value and fill in the
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"outputMaps" with the list of OutputDataConnectorMaps that define where to write the output
values.

This is the overall structure of an iteration object.

{
    "inputMaps":[<list of PortMaps>],
    "outputMaps":[<list of OutputDataConnectorMaps>],
    "inputModelMaps":[<list of ModelPortMaps>],
    "id":<string>,
    "name":<string>
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in an Iteration.

Field Description

inputMaps The list of maps that associate (map) fields from the data

source with objects in the JSON input structure.

outputMaps The list of maps that map objects from the analytic's JSON

output structure to fields in the data sink.

inputModelMaps The list of maps that identify models to be passed to the

analytic at runtime.

id (Optional). The analytic iteration id, must be a unique sequence.

Can be useful to track an iteration which contains an error. Type

string.

• For single iteration — if id is missing, default value is "0".

• For multiple iteration — if id is missing, default value is "0"

for first iteration. Number will be increased by 1 for each

subsequent iteration.

name (Optional). The description for the iteration. Type string.

Type: PortMap

Maps an object in the JSON input structure to a constant value or a field in the data source.

{
    "valueSourceType":<string>,
    "fullyQualifiedPortName":<string>
}

Extended by:

• InputConstantMap
• InputDataConnectorMap
See the following table for a description of the common elements in a PortMap.
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Field Description

valueSourceType A flag indicating if the map is for a constant value (“CONSTANT")

or is mapping the JSON object to a field in the data source

(“DATA_CONNECTOR").

fullyQualifiedPortName Identifies the JSON object in the analytics’s input or output

JSON structure that will hold the value from the field. The

port name is a fully qualified (‘.’ delimited) string capturing the

path from the root node in the JSON structure to the JSON

object that will contain the value from the field in the data

source. If the port was defined to be variable in the

analytic template, that means the analytic is expecting an array

of field values. In this case, each field value will need a separate

PortMap with an index (‘.1’, ‘.2’, etc.) at the end of the

fullyQualifiedPortName.

Type: InputConstantMap

An InputConstantMap is a type of PortMap to be used when the data to be provided to the analytic
can be stored directly within the port-to-field map itself. This is the overall structure of an input constant
map.

{
    "valueSourceType":<string>,
    "fullyQualifiedPortName":<string>,
    "value":<string>
}

Extends from: PortMap.

In addition to the common elements of a PortMap, an InputConstantMap holds the value of a
constant field:

Field: value
Contains the value to be passed to the constant field. This can be a numeric value (without quotes) or
a string value (with quotes).

A constant input value can be parametrized and passed in at runtime using the customAttributes
field of OrchestrationExecutionRequest. For example:

{
    "valueSourceType":CONSTANT,
    "fullyQualifiedPortName":"data.abc",
    "value":"${custom.CONSTANT_VALUE}"
}

Type: InputDataConnectorMap

An InputDataConnectorMap is a type of PortMap to be used when the data to be provided to the
analytic needs to be retrieved from the data source at runtime by the Analytics Data Connector. This is
the overall structure of an input data connector map.

{
    "valueSourceType":<string>,
    "fullyQualifiedPortName":<string>,
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    "fieldId":<string>,
    "dataSourceId":<string>,
    "queryCriteria":<string>,
    "engUnit":<string>,
    "variable":<boolean>,
    "tagNameQuery":<string>
}

Extends from: PortMap.

In addition to the common elements of a PortMap, an InputDataConnectorMap contains the
following entries.

Field Description

fieldId The fieldId is a string that is mapped to a Predix Time

Series tag id for a given asset id. At runtime the orchestration

engine gets the Predix Time Series tag id for the field id (as

described below), reads the value from Predix Time Series, and

puts that value in the JSON object at the location corresponding

to the fullyQualifiedPortName. The runtime

acquires the Predix Time Series tag id for the field id as follows:

• At runtime, an asset id is included in the orchestration

request.

• The request will also optionally contain a map of

fieldId to Predix Time Series tag ids.

• If the map in the request contains an entry for the field id,

the runtime will use the Time Series tag id from that entry.

• If the map in the request does not contain the field id, and if

the InputDataConnectorMap contains a query

in the tagNameQuery, the runtime will execute the

query in Predix Asset to get the tag id.

• If the tag id for this field id has not been found, the runtime

will use the tenant's defaultTagQuery to retrieve

the default map of field ids to Predix Time Series tag ids and

it will get the Predix Time Series tag id for this

InputDataConnectorMap's field id from this

map.

dataSourceId The following values are supported:

• "Temporary": This is a built-in data source. The data

will be held in-memory for life of orchestration (temporary

store).

• "PredixTimeSeries": This is a built-in data source.

The data will be held in Predix Time Series (persistent

store) .

• "external_data_store": the unique value you provide to

identify the custom data connector service and its external

data source. This value cannot begin with "Predix".
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Field Description

queryCriteria • For PredixTimeSeries data source, this field

provides the Predix Time Series query string for retrieving

the value from Predix Time Series. Note this string should

not contain any Predix Time Series tag ids. The tag ids will

be inserted at runtime as per the logic for mapping the

fieldId to a Predix Time Series tag id (see fieldId
description). Any tag ids in this query string will be

overwritten.

• To customize queryCriteria attributes, see

Customizing Query Criteria Attributes in Port-to-Field Map

on page 253.

• For an external data source, the value defined in this field is

passed to the custom data connector service when a read/

write request is made.

• Optional for Temporary data source.

engUnit (Optional) The engineering units of the data in this field.

variable (Optional) True when the value in the analytic's input or output

JSON object is a JSON array. The array's values will be enclosed

in [ ]. Default value is false.

tagNameQuery • (Optional) This field contains the GEL query for querying

Predix Asset for the Predix Time Series tag id that will be

used to retrieve the runtime value for the JSON object that

corresponds with this

InputDataConnectorMap's

fullyQualifiedPortName. This query can be

parametrized by the request's asset id and the

InputDataConnectorMap's fieldId using

the ${ASSET_ID} and ${FIELD_ID} variables.

• To configure dynamic tags, see Configuring Dynamic Tags in

Port-to-Field Map on page 256.

Type: OutputDataConnectorMap

An OutputDataConnectorMap is used to identify the destination of the output data generated by the
analytic at runtime. This is the overall structure of an output data connector map.

{
    "fullyQualifiedPortName":<string>,
    "fieldId":<string>,
    "dataSourceId":<string>,
    "tagNameQuery":<string>
}

An OutputDataConnectorMap contains the following entries.
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Field Description

fullyQualitifiedPortName Identifies the JSON object in the analytics’s output JSON

structure that will hold the value from the field. The port name

is a fully qualified (‘.’ delimited) string capturing the path from

the root node in the JSON analytic output data to the JSON

object that will contain the value of the field to be stored in the

data sink. If the port was defined to be variable in the analytic

template, that means the analytic will produce an array of field

values. In this case, each field value will need a separate

OutputDataConnectorPortMap with an index

(‘.1’, ‘.2’, etc.) at the end of the

fullyQualifiedPortName.

fieldId The field id is a string that is mapped to a Predix Time Series tag

id for a given asset id. At runtime the orchestration engine gets

the Predix Time Series tag id for the field id (described in

InputDataConnectorMap fieldId description),

and writes the value from JSON object at the location

corresponding to the fullyQualitifedPortName
to the Predix Time Series tag id.

dataSourceId For an OutputDataConnectorMap, multiple

dataSourceIds can be specified using a comma

delimited list. The following values are supported:

• "Temporary": This is a built-in data source. The data

will be held in-memory for life of orchestration (temporary

store).

• "PredixTimeSeries": This is a built-in data source.

The data will be held in Predix Time Series (persistent

store).

• "external_data_store": the unique value you provide to

identify the custom data connector service and its external

data source. This value cannot begin with "Predix".

queryCriteria • For an external data source, the value defined in this field is

passed to the custom data connector service when a read/

write request is made.

• Optional for Temporary and

PredixTimeSeries data source.

• To customize queryCriteria attributes, see

#unique_128.

tagNameQuery • (Optional) This field contains the GEL query for querying

Predix Asset for the Predix Time Series tag id that will be

used when writing the value from the JSON object that

corresponds with this

OutputDataConnectorMap's fieldId
using the ${ASSET_ID} and ${FIELD_ID} variables.

• To configure dynamic tags, see #unique_129.
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Type: ModelPortMap

Note: modelPortMap type is supported in hierarchical analytic templates only. It is not supported in
descriptive analytic templates.

A ModelPortMap is used to retrieve the specified model from the Runtime service. This model is then
passed to the analytic at runtime by the Analytics Data Connector. This is the overall structure of a model
port map.

{
    "modelPortName": <string>,
    "modelName": <string>,
    "modelVersion": <string>
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in a ModelPortMap.

Field Description

modelPortName The name the analytic uses to pull the model from a map of

byte arrays.

modelName The name of the model stored in the Configuration service.

modelVersion The version of the model stored in the Configuration service.

Related Reference

Customizing Query Criteria Attributes in Port-to-Field Map on page 253

The queryCriteria field (InputDataConnectorMap and OutputDataConnectorMap) in
the port-to-field map provides the data retrieval instructions. The following examples show how to
add custom attributes in the queryCriteria field when using Predix Time Series as a data source.

Descriptive Analytic Template Structure Reference on page 199

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. This reference
describes how the JSON objects in a descriptive analytic template are used to generate the input
structure required by the analytic.

Hierarchical Analytic Template Structure Reference on page 215

An analytic template defines the format of the input and output JSON structures. This reference
describes how the JSON objects in an hierarchical analytic template are used to generate the input
structure required by the analytic.

Samples of Descriptive Analytic Templates and Port-to-Field Maps on page 201

An analytic template is used at runtime in conjunction with a port-to-field map to control how the
framework's runtime engine will handle the analytic input and output. The following are samples of
descriptive analytic templates and port-to-field maps.

Samples of Hierarchical Analytic Templates and Port-to-Field Maps on page 220
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An analytic template is used at runtime in conjunction with a port-to-field map to control how the
framework's runtime engine will handle the analytic input and output. The following are samples of
hierarchical analytic templates and port-to-field maps.

Customizing Query Criteria Attributes in Port-to-Field Map
The queryCriteria field (InputDataConnectorMap and OutputDataConnectorMap) in the
port-to-field map provides the data retrieval instructions. The following examples show how to add
custom attributes in the queryCriteria field when using Predix Time Series as a data source.

• Pre-Defined System Attributes on page 253
• Use Latest Data Point on page 253
• Use Parametrized Variables on page 254

Pre-Defined System Attributes

System Attribute Name Description

FIELD_ID The field id of the port.

ASSET_ID The asset instance id of the current orchestration run.

ANALYTIC_ID The analytic id of the current orchestration step.

ORCHESTRATION_REQUEST_ID The request id of the current orchestration run.

ORCHESTRATION_CONFIGURATION_ID The orchestration configuration id of the current orchestration

run.

ORCESTRATION_STEP_ID The orchestration step id of the current orchestration run.

PORT_TO_FIELD_MAP_NAME The port-to-field map name of the current orchestration step.

Use Latest Data Point

Retrieve the latest datapoint from Predix Time Series service (instead of specifying tag ids) by omitting
the start and end time in the port-to-field map's queryCriteria field. The following example shows
how.

{
  "analyticName": "timeseriesAnalyticSampleWith3ColumnsAnd2Constants",
  "analyticVersion": "V1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "adjust temp by ambient",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.otherData.multipleTimeseries.0.MTSColumn1.0",
          "fieldId": "pressure sensor1",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "tags": [{
              "limit": 7,
              "order": "asc",
              "aggregations": [{
              ........
            }]
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          },
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": 
"data.otherData.multipleTimeseries.0.MTSColumn1.1",
          "fieldId": "pressure sensor1",
          "queryCriteria": {},
          "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series"
        },
        ......

Use Parametrized Variables

You can use parametrized variables for resolving at orchestration runtime in the queryCriteria field.
The following port-to-field map example shows how to do this in InputDataConnectorMap. The data
must be consistent with Predix Time Series /datapoints request format.

{
  "analyticName": "4-input-timeseries-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": "${custom.KW.START_TIME}",
            "end": "${custom.KW.END_TIME}",
            "tags": [{
              "limit": 1000,
              "order": "desc",
              "aggregations": [{
                "type": "${.custom.AGGREGATION_TYPE}",
                "interval": "${custom.INTERVAL}"
              }],
              "groups": [{
                "name": "${ATTRIBUTE_1_KEY}",
                "attributes": [
                  "${context.ASSET_ID}_${context.FIELD_ID}_$
{custom.KW.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1}",
                  "${context.ASSET_ID}_${context.FIELD_ID}_$
{custom.KW.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2}"
                ]
              }]
            }]
          },
.......
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": "${custom.vibration.START_TIME}",
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            "end": "${custom.vibration.END_TIME}",
            "tags": [{
              "limit": 1000,
              "order": "desc",
              "aggregations": [{
                "type": "${custom.AGGREGATION_TYPE}",
                "interval": "${custom.INTERVAL}"
              }],
              "groups": [{
                "name": "${ATTRIBUTE_1_KEY}",
                "attributes": [
                  "${context.ASSET_ID}_${context.FIELD_ID}_$
{custom.vibration.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1}",
                  "${context.ASSET_ID}_${context.FIELD_ID}_$
{custom.vibration.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2}"
                ]
              }]
            }]
          },

When defining the OutputDataConnectorMap, note the following restrictions.

• Output only supports key-value pairs of String datatype.
• You must represent the Predix Time Series Web Socket write API structure.
• messageId field is mandatory when writing to Time Series. Either provide hard coded value or a

parametrized variable substituted at orchestration runtime.
• If queryCriteria field is not specified for the output port, a system generated messageId and

default attribute "source"="orchestration" key-value pair is added when writing to time
series

The following is a sample queryCriteria in OutputDataConnectorMap.

........
 "outputMaps": [
  {
    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
    "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
    "engUnit": "Celsius",
    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series",
    "queryCriteria" :     {
      "messageId": "${custom.MESSAGE_ID}",
      "body": [
       {
         "attributes": {
          "${custom.ATTRIBUTE_1_KEY}" : "${custom.ASSET_ID}_$
{custom.FIELD_ID}_${custom.bearing temperature 
final.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_1}",
          "${custom.ATTRIBUTE_2_KEY}" : "${context.ASSET_ID}_$
{context.FIELD_ID}_${custom.bearing temperature 
final.ATTRIBUTE_1_VALUE_2}"
 
          }
        }
      ]
    }
.......
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Provide block dynamic parametrized variables in queryCriteria field in InputDataConnectorMap
as follows.

{
  "analyticName": "4-input-timeseries-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": "${custom.QUERY_CRITERIA1}",
.......

Provide block dynamic parametrized variables in queryCriteria field in
OutputDataConnectorMap as follows.

........
 "outputMaps": [
  {
    "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
    "fieldId": "bearing temperature final",
    "engUnit": "Celsius",
    "dataSourceId": "Predix Time Series",
    "queryCriteria" :  "${custom.QUERY_CRITERIA2}"
.......

Configuring Dynamic Tags in Port-to-Field Map
When running an orchestration request using Predix Time Series tags, you can pass dynamic tags using
customAttributes as a key-value pair. The following examples show how to do this.

• Overview on page 256
• Sample: Dynamic Tag in Port-to-Field Map Output Port on page 258
• Pre-Defined System Attributes on page 259
• Sample: Custom Attributes in Orchestration Run Request on page 259
• Sample: Dynamic Tags in Orchestration Execution Result from Monitoring Service Query Response on

page 260

Overview

The tagNameQuery field (InputDataConnectorMap and OutputDataConnectorMap) in the
port-to-field map contains the GEL query for querying Predix Asset for the Predix Time Series tag id.
Dynamic time series tags are supported by defining a dynamic tag template in the following format.

##${asset.sourceKey}.${context.portToFieldMapName}.$
{context.analyticId}.${custom.key}

Where,

tagNameQuery
Can contain either the dynamic time series tag or the asset GEL query to query the time series tag id.
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##
Indicates this is a dynamic tag. Use dot-notation to identify the type of variable being used. The
variables will have a context/namespace corresponding to where defined. The following namespaces
are supported: "asset", "context", "custom".

${asset.sourceKey}
In the orchestration request, if the "assetSelectionFilter" is set to an asset GEL query, two
assets will be returned as shown in the following sample. You can reference the asset attributes as $
{asset.uri} , ${asset.sourceKey}, ${asset.name}, etc.

[
  {
    "uri": "/assets/32-3ed8356b-4c46-431e-b4e7-bb6371c39395",
    "classification": "/classifications/turbine",
    "sourceKey": "70101",
    "name": "Wolverine Ravine 1",
    "serial_number": "4610"
  },
  {
    "uri": "/assets/37-3ed8356b-4c46-431e-b4e7-bb6371c39395",
    "classification": "/classifications/turbine",
    "sourceKey": "70102",
    "name": "Wolverine Ravine 2",
    "serial_number": "4620"
  }
]

${context.portToFieldMapName}
"context" namespace includes: portToFieldMapName, analyticId, assetId,
orchestrationStepId, orchestrationRequestId, orchestrationConfigurationId.

${custom.key}
Value is passed in by OrchestrationExecutionRequest as "customAttributes". In the
following example, ${custom.key} will be replaced with "Hello World" .

{
  "orchestrationConfigurationId": "<Orchestration Configuration 
Id>",
  "assetId": null,
  "assetDataFieldsMap": null,
  "assetGroup": {
    "dataSourceId": "PredixAsset",
    "assetSelectionFilter": "/assets?filter=classification=/
classifications/turbine:name=15sl-46606c64-619d-4db0-a059-
bc2d879640ca<turbine_type"
  },
  "modelGroupKey": null,
  "dataSource": [
    {
      "dataSourceId": "Postgres Reference External Data Connector",
      "apiVersion": "v1",
      "baseUri": "http://localhost:18888"
    }
  ],
  "customAttributes": {
    "key": "Hello World"
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  }
}

Note the following.

• During orchestration execution, if the "tagNameQuery" is configured as dynamic tag in the port-to-
field map, the defined format is processed as follows.

◦ Orchestration context attributes, such as ANALYTIC_ID value, will replace $
{context.analyticId}.

◦ Asset parameter from orchestration execution request, such as sourceKey, will replace $
{asset.sourceKey}.

◦ portToFieldMap metadata attribute, like portToFieldMapName will replace $
{context.portToFieldMapName}.

◦ Then the processed value will be used as the tag name to write the data to the data source, and the
entry will also be added to the tag map. If the same fieldId is used as an input in another
portToFieldMap, the tag name can be found for reading the data from the data source.

Sample: Dynamic Tag in Port-to-Field Map Output Port

The following is an example of a dynamic tag defined in the port-to-field map output port
(OutputDataConnectorMap).

{
  "analyticName": "java-timeseries-demo-adder",
  "analyticVersion": "1.0",
  "orchestrationStepId": "sid-10001",
  "iterations": [
    {
      "inputMaps": [
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
          "fieldId": "KW",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "kw",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": " PredixTimeSeries "
        },
        {
          "valueSourceType": "DATA_CONNECTOR",
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
          "fieldId": "vibration",
          "queryCriteria": {
            "start": 1455733669601,
            "end": 1455733669610
          },
          "engUnit": "hertz",
          "required": true,
          "dataSourceId": "predixtimeseries"
        }
      ],
      "outputMaps": [
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
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          "fieldId": "bearing_temperature",
          "tagNameQuery": "##${context.orchestrationRequestId}.$
{asset.serial_number}.${context.portToFieldMapName}.$
{context.fieldId}.${custom.ATTR_KEY1}",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": " Temporary , Predix Timeseries"
        },
        {
          "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.diff",
          "fieldId": "local_windspeed",
          "tagNameQuery": "##${context.orchestrationRequestId}.$
{asset.serial_number}.${context.portToFieldMapName}.$
{context.fieldId}.${custom.ATTR_KEY1}",
          "engUnit": "Celsius",
          "dataSourceId": " Temporary , Predix Timeseries"
        }
      ]
    }
  ]
}

Pre-Defined System Attributes

The following pre-defined system attributes and custom attributes (from orchestration run request) are
supported for parameter substitution.

System Attribute Name Description

fieldId The field id of the port.

assetId The asset instance id of the current orchestration run.

analyticId The analytic id of the current orchestration step.

orchestrationRequestId The request id of the current orchestration run.

orchestrationConfigurationId The orchestration configuration id of the current orchestration

run.

orchestrationStepId The orchestration step id of the current orchestration run.

portToFieldMapName The port-to-field-map name of the current orchestration step.

Sample: Custom Attributes in Orchestration Run Request

The following is a sample orchestration run request with "customAttributes" as key-value pair.

{
    "orchestrationConfigurationId": "a7d1c09d-000c-4017-
a073-8a3df9058ffc",
    "assetId": null,
    "assetDataFieldsMap": null,
     "assetGroup": {
        "dataSourceId": "PredixAsset",
        "assetSelectionFilter": "/assets?filter=classification=/
classifications/turbine:name=15sl-46606c64-619d-4db0-a059-
bc2d879640ca<turbine_type"
    },
    "customAttributes": {   
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        "ATTR_KEY1": "test_attr1"
    }
}

Note the following.

• When the orchestration execution is completed, the dynamically created time series tags will be sent
to the monitoring service.

• You can query the monitoring service to read details about the dynamically generated time series tags
for each orchestration execution.

Sample: Dynamic Tags in Orchestration Execution Result from Monitoring Service Query
Response

The following is a sample orchestration execution result detail received from a monitoring service query
response.

{
  "orchestrationRequestId": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-e50979bb447d",
  "status": "COMPLETED",
  "orchestrationExecutionStatus": [
    {
      "contextId": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-e50979bb447d-/assets/
37-3ed8356b-4c46-431e-b4e7-bb6371c39395",
      "assetId": "/assets/37-3ed8356b-4c46-431e-b4e7-bb6371c39395",
      "status": "COMPLETED",
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [
        {
          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "analyticId": "adc54168-237e-4c13-8076-8de4359207a7",
          "analyticName": "Java Timeseries Demo Adder With Model - 
c81928a3-e76b-400b-a0ec-8b1b0b86778c",
          "analyticVersion": "v1",
          "analyticRequestId": "8c84e2af-f85b-11e6-9d69-ba7f8cc76dfa-
sid-10001",
          "stepId": "sid-10001",
          "startTime": 1487698276520,
          "endTime": 1487698279280,
          "output": null,
          "errorResponse": null,
          "fieldTagMap": {
            "bearing_temperature": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-
e50979bb447d.4620.step1PortToFieldMapName.bearing_temperature.test_attr
1",
            "local_windspeed": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-
e50979bb447d.4620.step1PortToFieldMapName.local_windspeed.test_attr1"
          }
        }
      ],
      "startTime": 1487698276460,
      "endTime": 1487698280700,
      "errorResponse": null
    },
    {
      "contextId": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-e50979bb447d-/assets/
32-3ed8356b-4c46-431e-b4e7-bb6371c39395",
      "assetId": "/assets/32-3ed8356b-4c46-431e-b4e7-bb6371c39395",
      "status": "COMPLETED",
      "orchestrationStepStatus": [
        {
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          "status": "COMPLETED",
          "analyticId": "adc54168-237e-4c13-8076-8de4359207a7",
          "analyticName": "Java Timeseries Demo Adder With Model - 
c81928a3-e76b-400b-a0ec-8b1b0b86778c",
          "analyticVersion": "v1",
          "analyticRequestId": "8b8dff7d-f85b-11e6-9d69-ba7f8cc76dfa-
sid-10001",
          "stepId": "sid-10001",
          "startTime": 1487698274900,
          "endTime": 1487698278040,
          "output": null,
          "errorResponse": null,
          "fieldTagMap": {
            "bearing_temperature": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-
e50979bb447d.4610.step1PortToFieldMapName.bearing_temperature.test_attr
1",
            "local_windspeed": "74084eb3-680c-43b3-b8b6-
e50979bb447d.4610.step1PortToFieldMapName.local_windspeed.test_attr1"
          }
        }
      ],
      "startTime": 1487698274840,
      "endTime": 1487698279810,
      "errorResponse": null
    }
  ],
  "errorResponse": null
}

Related Tasks

Running an Orchestration Using Predix Time Series Tags on page 152

To run an orchestration using Predix Time Series tag ids, proceed as follows. The orchestration will
communicate with the Predix Time Series service to retrieve and store data for use by the referenced
analytics.

Passing Custom Attributes During an Orchestration on page 148

When running an orchestration request, you can pass custom attributes as follows.

Related Reference

Customizing Query Criteria Attributes in Port-to-Field Map on page 253

The queryCriteria field (InputDataConnectorMap and OutputDataConnectorMap) in
the port-to-field map provides the data retrieval instructions. The following examples show how to
add custom attributes in the queryCriteria field when using Predix Time Series as a data source.

Port-To-Field Map Reference on page 246

An analytic template defines the format of its input and output JSON structure. The port-to-field map
tells the runtime engine how to get the values to insert into the analytic’s input JSON structure and
where to write the values from the analytic's output JSON structure. The port-to-field map simply
maps FieldPort entries from the analytic's template to data sources and sinks.
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Custom Data Connector Reference
You will build a Custom Data Connector service when analytics in your orchestration rely upon an external
data source. This data connector service must be reachable by the Predix cloud using HTTPS.

A Java-based reference implementation with PostgreSQL DB support is available. Use Reference Data
Connector for PostgreSQL as a starting point to develop a Custom Data Connector service that uses a
PostgreSQL data source.

• Data Format on page 262
• Type: DataRequest on page 263
• Type: DataResponse on page 263
• Type: Field on page 264
• Type: OrchestrationExecutionContext on page 265
• Type: ErrorResponse on page 265
• Sample AnalyticReadDataRequest on page 266
• Sample AnalyticReadDataResponse on page 267
• Sample AnalyticDataReadResponse with Error on page 269
• Sample AnalyticDataWriteRequest on page 271
• Sample AnalyticDataWriteResponse on page 272
• Sample AnalyticDataWriteResponse with Error on page 273

Data Format

This is the overall data format:

 [ [ <EpochInMs>, <Measurement Value>, <Quality> ] ] 

Where:

• <EpochInMs> — Epoch Time in milliseconds
• <Measurement Value> — Measurement data value
• <Quality> — Quality (Optional)

See the following table for the expected format for all the data types.

Data Type Expected Data Format Description

DOUBLE [ [ null, 10.0 ] ] Double is represented in standard time

series format.

Note: If the data type is DOUBLE, the

system will read the measurement data

value from 1st index.

DOUBLE_ARRAY [ [ null, 10.0 ] , [ null, 11.0] ]

TIMESERIES_ARRAY [ [1435776300000, 2, 1], [143577640000

0, null], [1435776500000, 10.5, 3] ]

Payloads are expected as follows.
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API Request Payload Type Response Payload Type

/api/v1/analytics/
customdata/read

AnalyticReadDataRequest
extends DataRequest

AnalyticReadDataRespons
e extends DataResponse

/api/v1/analytics/
customdata/write

AnalyticWriteDataReques
t extends DataRequest

AnalyticWriteDataRespon
se extends DataResponse

/api/v1/analytics/
customdata/healthcheck

Type: DataRequest

This is the overall structure of a DataRequest object.

{
  "field": List<Field>,
  "customAttributes": Object,
  "systemAttributes": Object,
  "orchestrationExecutionContext": OrchestrationExecutionContext,
  "dataSourceId": String
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in a DataRequest.

Attribute Description

Field List of Fields

CustomAttributes User-defined JSON object.

SystemAttributes Map of analytics system generated Key/Value(s). Reserved for

future use.

OrchestrationExecutionContext Orchestration execution context with system generated IDs to

track the request within analytics services.

DataSourceId An external data connector service identifier, added for

monitoring purpose.

Type: DataResponse

This is the overall structure of a DataResponse object.

{
  "field": List<Field>,
  "orchestrationExecutionContext": OrchestrationExecutionContext,
  "errorResponse": ErrorResponse,
  "dataSourceId": String
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in a DataResponse object.
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Attribute Description

Field List of Fields

OrchestrationExecutionContext Orchestration execution context with system generated IDs to

track the request within analytics services.

DataSourceId An external data connector service identifier, added for

monitoring purpose.

ErrorResponse Error message details

Type: Field

This is the overall structure of a Field object.

{
  "fieldId": String,
  "fullyQualifiedPortName": String,
  "dataType": String,
  "engUnit": String,
  "data": Object,
  "queryCriteria": Object,
  "errorResponse": ErrorResponse
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in a Field object.

Attribute Description

FieldId Field identifier defined in port-to-field map.

FullyQualifiedPortName Unique port name to identify a port in the port-to-field map.

DataType Field data type. The following is the list of supported analytic

data types.

• LONG
• INTEGER
• DOUBLE
• FLOAT
• STRING
• BOOLEAN
• LONG_ARRAY
• INTEGER_ARRAY
• DOUBLE_ARRAY
• FLOAT_ARRAY
• STRING_ARRAY
• BOOLEAN_ARRAY
• TIMESERIES_ARRAY

EngUnit Engineering Unit as defined in port-to-field map.
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Attribute Description

QueryCriteria A custom object to define the criteria to query the requested

field as defined in port-to-field map.

Data Data value.

• For read request, provide the data for this field in

AnalyticDataReadResponse.

• For write request, analytics adds the analytic generated

output data in this attribute.

ErrorResponse If there is an error in processing the request, this attribute is

updated with error details.

Type: OrchestrationExecutionContext

This is the overall structure of an OrchestrationExecutionContext object.

{
  "assetId": String,
  "orchestrationConfigurationID": String,
  "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": String,
  "analyticId": String,
  "analyticName": String,
  "analyticVersion": String,
  "analyticExecutionRequestID": String
}

See the following table for a description of the elements in an OrchestrationExecutionContext
object.

Attribute Description

assetId The asset identifier.

orchestrationConfigurationID The orchestration configuration identifier.

orchestrationExecutionRequestID The orchestration execution request identifier.

analyticID The analytic catalog entry identifier.

analyticName The analytic name.

analyticVersion The analytic version.

analyticExecutionRequestID The analytic execution request identifier.

Type: ErrorResponse

This is the overall structure of an ErrorResponse object.

{
  "code": String,
  "severity": String,
  "detail": String,
  "message": String
}
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See the following table for a description of the elements in an ErrorResponse object.

Attribute Description

code The error code.

severity The error severity

message A short error message.

detail A detailed error message with stack trace, etc.

Sample AnalyticReadDataRequest

{
    "field": [
        {
            "fieldId": "KW",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "kw",
            "data": [],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "recorded_at",
                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data",
                "conditions": [
                    {
                        "key": "asset_id",
                        "value": "${ASSET_ID}",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "recorded_at",
                        "value": "current_timestamp",
                        "valueType": "none",
                        "relation": " < "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "field_id",
                        "value": "KW",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    }
                ]
            },
            "errorResponse": null
        },
        {
            "fieldId": "vibration",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "hertz",
            "data": [],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "recorded_at",
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                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data",
                "conditions": [
                    {
                        "key": "asset_id",
                        "value": "${ASSET_ID}",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "recorded_at",
                        "value": "current_timestamp",
                        "valueType": "none",
                        "relation": " < "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "field_id",
                        "value": "vibration",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    }
                ]
            },
            "errorResponse": null
        }
    ],
    "customAttributes": {
        "IS_GENERIC_SCHEMA": "TRUE"
    },
    "systemAttributes": null,
    "orchestrationExecutionContext": {
        "assetId": "/assets/32-90effe42-eb21-4611-b734-83f707d89d7a",
        "orchestrationConfigurationID": "e06982f5-f446-46d2-
bc21-9fdf64c111ab",
        "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": "8f990980-b208-4418-99b1-
f46d26cd4530",
        "analyticId": "b9e999a1-8931-459d-8d34-2f76c2b9fd95",
        "analyticName": null,
        "analyticVersion": null,
        "analyticExecutionRequestID": null
    },
    "dataSourceId": "Postgres Reference External Data Connector"
}

Sample AnalyticReadDataResponse

{
    "field": [
        {
            "fieldId": "KW",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "kw",
            "data": [
                [
                    1473366334967,
                    144.33
                ],
                [
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                    1473366334968,
                    244.33
                ],
                [
                    1473366334969,
                    344.33
                ]
            ],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "recorded_at",
                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data",
                "conditions": [
                    {
                        "key": "asset_id",
                        "value": "${ASSET_ID}",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "recorded_at",
                        "value": "current_timestamp",
                        "valueType": "none",
                        "relation": " < "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "field_id",
                        "value": "KW",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    }
                ]
            }
        },
        {
            "fieldId": "vibration",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "hertz",
            "data": [
                [
                    1473366334967,
                    1244.33
                ],
                [
                    1473366334968,
                    2244.33
                ],
                [
                    1473366334969,
                    3244.33
                ]
            ],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "recorded_at",
                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data",
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                "conditions": [
                    {
                        "key": "asset_id",
                        "value": "${ASSET_ID}",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "recorded_at",
                        "value": "current_timestamp",
                        "valueType": "none",
                        "relation": " < "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "field_id",
                        "value": "vibration",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    }
                ]
            }
        }
    ],
    "orchestrationExecutionContext": {
        "assetId": "/assets/32-90effe42-eb21-4611-b734-83f707d89d7a",
        "orchestrationConfigurationID": "e06982f5-f446-46d2-
bc21-9fdf64c111ab",
        "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": "8f990980-b208-4418-99b1-
f46d26cd4530",
        "analyticId": "b9e999a1-8931-459d-8d34-2f76c2b9fd95"
    }
}

Sample AnalyticDataReadResponse with Error

{
    "field": [
        {
            "fieldId": "KW",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray1",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "kw",
            "data": [],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "recorded_at",
                    "value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data",
                "conditions": [
                    {
                        "key": "asset_id",
                        "value": "${ASSET_ID}",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "recorded_at",
                        "value": "current_timestamp",
                        "valueType": "none",
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                        "relation": " < "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "field_id",
                        "value": "KW",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    }
                ]
            },
            "errorResponse": {
                "code": "FIELD_EXCEPTION",
                "message": "Unable to retrieve field KW. 
StatementCallback; bad SQL grammar [select recorded_at, value from 
sensor_data where  asset_id  =  '/assets/
32-3c686c25-2f57-4f13-8cf0-04bc6bb26866' and  recorded_at  <  
current_timestamp and  field_id  =  'KW']; nested exception is 
org.postgresql.util.PSQLException: ERROR: column \"value\" does not 
exist\n  Position: 21",
                "parameters": []
            }
        },
        {
            "fieldId": "vibration",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.numberArray2",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "hertz",
            "data": [
                [
                    1473366334967,
                    1244.33
                ],
                [
                    1473366334968,
                    2244.33
                ],
                [
                    1473366334969,
                    3244.33
                ]
            ],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "recorded_at",
                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data",
                "conditions": [
                    {
                        "key": "asset_id",
                        "value": "${ASSET_ID}",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    },
                    {
                        "key": "recorded_at",
                        "value": "current_timestamp",
                        "valueType": "none",
                        "relation": " < "
                    },
                    {
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                        "key": "field_id",
                        "value": "vibration",
                        "valueType": "string",
                        "relation": " = "
                    }
                ]
            }
        }
    ],
    "orchestrationExecutionContext": {
        "assetId": "/assets/32-3c686c25-2f57-4f13-8cf0-04bc6bb26866",
        "orchestrationConfigurationID": "6dfae6f5-8be1-4f90-
b567-0970a34f2c53",
        "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": "accab63f-da95-4ac4-8120-
fcfca109011d",
        "analyticId": "b9e999a1-8931-459d-8d34-2f76c2b9fd95"
    }
}

Sample AnalyticDataWriteRequest

{
    "field": [
        {
            "fieldId": "bearing temperature",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "Celsius",
            "data": [
                [
                    1473366334967,
                    1388.6599999999999,
                    "2"
                ],
                [
                    1473366334968,
                    2488.66,
                    "2"
                ],
                [
                    1473366334969,
                    3588.66,
                    "2"
                ]
            ],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "field_id",
                    "recorded_at",
                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data"
            },
            "errorResponse": null
        }
    ],
    "customAttributes": {
        "IS_GENERIC_SCHEMA": "TRUE"
    },
    "systemAttributes": null,
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    "orchestrationExecutionContext": {
        "assetId": "/assets/32-90effe42-eb21-4611-b734-83f707d89d7a",
        "orchestrationConfigurationID": "e06982f5-f446-46d2-
bc21-9fdf64c111ab",
        "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": "8f990980-b208-4418-99b1-
f46d26cd4530",
        "analyticId": null,
        "analyticName": null,
        "analyticVersion": null,
        "analyticExecutionRequestID": null
    },
    "dataSourceId": "Postgres Reference External Data Connector"
}

Sample AnalyticDataWriteResponse

{
    "field": [
        {
            "fieldId": "bearing temperature",
            "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
            "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
            "engUnit": "Celsius",
            "data": [
                [
                    1473366334967,
                    1388.6599999999999,
                    "2"
                ],
                [
                    1473366334968,
                    2488.66,
                    "2"
                ],
                [
                    1473366334969,
                    3588.66,
                    "2"
                ]
            ],
            "queryCriteria": {
                "columns": [
                    "field_id",
                    "recorded_at",
                    "data_value"
                ],
                "table": "sensor_data"
            }
        }
    ],
    "orchestrationExecutionContext": {
        "assetId": "/assets/32-90effe42-eb21-4611-b734-83f707d89d7a",
        "orchestrationConfigurationID": "e06982f5-f446-46d2-
bc21-9fdf64c111ab",
        "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": "8f990980-b208-4418-99b1-
f46d26cd4530"
    }
}
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Sample AnalyticDataWriteResponse with Error

  "field": [
    {
      "fieldId": "bearing temperature",
      "fullyQualifiedPortName": "data.time_series.sum",
      "dataType": "DOUBLE_ARRAY",
      "engUnit": "Celsius",
      "data": [
        [
          1473366334967,
          1388.6599999999999,
          "2"
        ],
        [
          1473366334968,
          2488.66,
          "2"
        ],
        [
          1473366334969,
          3588.66,
          "2"
        ]
      ],
      "queryCriteria": {
        "columns": [
          "field_id",
          "recorded_at",
          "value"
        ],
        "table": "sensor_data"
      },
      "errorResponse": {
        "code": "FIELD_EXCEPTION",
        "message": "Unable to update field bearing temperature. 
StatementCallback; bad SQL grammar [ insert into sensor_data(asset_id, 
field_id, recorded_at, value) values( '/assets/37-a57b74c1-28e1-44a5-
b59f-7456411a7ab5', 'bearing temperature', 
to_timestamp(1473366334967::double precision/1000), 
1388.6599999999999 );  insert into sensor_data(asset_id, field_id, 
recorded_at, value) values( '/assets/37-a57b74c1-28e1-44a5-
b59f-7456411a7ab5', 'bearing temperature', 
to_timestamp(1473366334968::double precision/1000), 2488.66 );  insert 
into sensor_data(asset_id, field_id, recorded_at, value) values( '/
assets/37-a57b74c1-28e1-44a5-b59f-7456411a7ab5', 'bearing 
temperature', to_timestamp(1473366334969::double precision/1000), 
3588.66 )]; nested exception is java.sql.BatchUpdateException: Batch 
entry 0  insert into sensor_data(asset_id, field_id, recorded_at, 
value) values( '/assets/37-a57b74c1-28e1-44a5-b59f-7456411a7ab5', 
'bearing temperature', to_timestamp(1473366334967::double precision/
1000), 1388.6599999999999 ) was aborted.  Call getNextException to see 
the cause.",
        "parameters": []
      }
    }
  ],
  "orchestrationExecutionContext": {
    "assetId": "/assets/37-a57b74c1-28e1-44a5-b59f-7456411a7ab5",
    "orchestrationConfigurationID": "eecc3b4a-274a-4fba-804a-
c2d47f85e9f8",
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    "orchestrationExecutionRequestID": "a418c284-774a-4080-8c59-
b2afd5d0cc27"
  }
}

Data Conversion with Predix Time Series
The following table summarizes data conversion from Predix Time Series to analytic input.

Analytic Data Type Conversion Logic

Boolean • null converted to null

• 0.0 converted to false

• Otherwise returns true

Integer • The value is rounded toward zero using IEEE 754 round-toward-zero mode. If the resulting

value can be represented as an integer, the value is returned. Otherwise, the smallest

representable value of type integer is returned.

• null to null

• 4.2 to 4

• 4.9 to 4

• - 16.1 to - 16

• - 16.9 to - 16

• 9000000000.0 to 2147483647

• -9000000000.0 to -2147483648

Long • The value is rounded toward zero using IEEE 754 round-toward-zero mode. If the resulting

value can be represented as a long, the value is returned. Otherwise, the smallest

representable value of type long is returned.

• null to null

• 4.2 to 4

• 4.9 to 4

• - 16.1 to - 16

• - 16.9 to - 16

• 9000000000.0 to 9000000000

• -9000000000.0 to -9000000000

Float • The value is converted using IEEE 754 rounding rules. The conversion can lose precision as

well as range.

• null to null

• -16.9889998989 to -16.989

Double • null to null

• otherwise returns the value as is

String • null to null

• otherwise returns the string representation of the value

The following table summarizes the data type conversion from analytic output from the analytic
template’s input/output data types to Predix Time Series data types.
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Analytic Data Type Conversion Logic

Integer, Long, Float, Double • null to null

• Otherwise value is written as is.

Boolean • null to null

• true to 1.0

• false to 0.0

String • If string is a representation of a numeric value, value is written as is.

• null to null

• Otherwise, an exception is thrown.

Orchestration Configuration Service API Model Reference
The following models are used when calling the Orchestration Configuration Service.

• Orchestration Configuration Entry Model on page 275
• Orchestration Artifact Model on page 276
• Orchestration Execution (v2) Model on page 277
• Asset Group Model on page 278
• Trained Model on page 278

Orchestration Configuration Entry Model

Field Field Type Data Type Comments

id System-generated String Generated by the

Orchestration Configuration

service, the ID is returned as

part of the response. This field

is ignored in the POST request.

In the PUT request, the ID is

required, and it must match

the ID in the REST endpoint

path.

name Required String This field can contain1-255

alphanumeric, space and '-'

(dash) characters. This entry

must start with a letter. The

name must be unique.

author Required String Free-form string up to 255

characters.

description Optional String Free-form string up to 1024

characters.
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Field Field Type Data Type Comments

createdTimestamp System-generated String Marks the time the analytic

configuration entry was

created. Generated by the

Orchestration Configuration

service, the timestamp is

returned in ISO-8601 format

as part of the response.

updatedTimestamp System-generated String Marks the time the analytic

configuration entry was last

updated. Generated by the

Orchestration Configuration

service, the timestamp is

returned in ISO-8601 format

as part of the response.

Orchestration Artifact Model

Field Field Type Data Type Comments

id System-generated String Generated by the

Orchestration Configuration

service, the ID is returned as

part of the response. This field

is ignored in the POST request.

In the PUT request, this ID is

required, and it must match

the ID in the REST endpoint

path.

name Required String This field can contain 1-255

alphanumeric, space and '-'

(dash) characters. This entry

must start with a letter. The

name must be unique.

filename Automatically populated String This field is the name of the

attached artifact file. It is

automatically populated by

the Orchestration

Configuration service.

type Required String Type of the artifact, must be

one of the following values:

bpmn | iomap.

originalBinaryFil
e

Required Binary Content of the attached

artifact file.

author Required String Free-form string up to 255

characters.
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Field Field Type Data Type Comments

description Optional String Free-form string up to 1024

characters.

createdTimestamp System-generated String Marks the time the analytic

artifact entry was created.

Generated by the

Orchestration Configuration

service, the timestamp is

returned in ISO-8601 format

as part of the response.

updatedTimestamp System-generated String Marks the time the analytic

artifact entry was last

updated. Generated by the

Orchestration Configuration

service, the timestamp is

returned in ISO-8601 format

as part of the response.

Orchestration Execution (v2) Model

Note: An orchestration execution request can contain only one of the following fields: assetId,
assetGroup, assetDataFieldsMap.

Field Field Type Data Type Comments

orchestrationConf
igurationId

Required String ID of the orchestration

configuration entry (containing

the BPMN workflow XML

describing the orchestration

and the port-to-field maps

defining the inputs and

outputs for each analytic).

assetId String The asset ID (from an asset

model stored in Predix Asset)

from which the platform will

retrieve the Time Series tags

for data input and output

during the orchestration run.

assetGroup AssetGroup (see following

table)

The definition of a group of

assets for which the

orchestration should be run.
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Field Field Type Data Type Comments

assetDataFieldsMa
p

Map A map that connects field IDs

(found in the port-to-field

maps) to Time Series tags.

modelGroupKey Required when using trained

models

String Key used for the trained model

selection during runtime. This

field can contain 1-255

alphanumeric, space and '-'

(dash) characters. This entry

must start with a letter.

Asset Group Model

Field Field Type Data Type Comments

dataSourceId Required String The source type of the asset

model. Currently, only

“PredixAsset” is supported.

assetSelectionFil
ter

Required String A Predix Asset query that will

return a list of asset IDs. The

platform will run the

orchestration for each asset ID

returned.

Trained Model

Field Field Type Data Type Comments

id System-generated String Generated by the

Orchestration Configuration

service, the ID is returned as

part of the response. This field

is ignored in the POST request.

In the PUT request, this ID is

required, and it must match

the ID in the REST endpoint

path.

fileName Automatically populated String This field is the name of the

attached trained model file. It

is automatically populated by

the Orchestration

Configuration service.

modelKey Required String Key used for the trained model

selection during runtime. This

field can contain 1-255

alphanumeric, space and '-'

(dash) characters. This entry

must start with a letter.
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Field Field Type Data Type Comments

modelVersion Required String Version of the model library.

This field can contain 1-255

alphanumeric, space and '-'

(dash) characters.

md5 System-generated String md5 checksum of the model

content. The field is

automatically generated.

description Optional String Free-form string up to 1024

characters.

createdTimestamp System-generated String Marks the time the trained

model entry was created.

Generated by the

Orchestration Configuration

service.

updatedTimestamp System-generated String Marks the time the trained

model entry was updated.

Generated by the

Orchestration Configuration

service.

Job Execution Configuration Reference

Field Mandatory Allowed Values Description

url Yes REST API endpoint to invoke
when the job execution is
triggered by the job scheduler.

httpMethod Yes GET, POST, HEAD,
OPTIONS, PUT, PATCH,
DELETE, TRACE

HTTP method

httpHeaders No HTTP headers needed by the
REST API endpoint

inputData Input data for the REST API
request

Job Scheduling Configuration Reference

Field Mandatory Allowed Values Allowed Special
Characters

Notes

seconds Yes 0-59 , - * /

minutes Yes 0-59 , - * /

hours Yes 0-23 , - * /
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Field Mandatory Allowed Values Allowed Special
Characters

Notes

dayOfMonth Yes 1-31 , - * ? / L W Special character '?' can
not be used in both
dayOfMonth and
dayOfWeek fields
at same time.

Example: To schedule a
job for 15th day of the
month, set
dayOfMonth to 15
and dayOfWeek to
'?'.

months Yes 1-12 or JAN-DEC , - * / The allowed
abbreviated month
names are JAN, FEB,
MAR, APR, MAY, JUN,
JUL, AUG, SEP, OCT,
NOV and DEC.

dayOfWeek Yes 1-7 or SUN-SAT , - * ? / L # The allowed
abbreviated names for
the days are SUN, MON,
TUE, WED, THU, FRI and
SAT.

Example: To schedule a
job for 15th day of the
month, set
dayOfMonth to 15
and dayOfWeek to
'?'.

years No (Default: empty) empty, 1970-2099 , - * /

timeZoneId No (Default: UTC) Java Time Zone ID

Table 5: Special Characters Summary

Character Description

',' Used to specify a list of values. For example, setting months
field to "JAN,MAY,SEP' means the month of January, May and

September.

'-' Used to specify a list of values. For example, setting months
field to 'JUN-AUG' means the month of June, July and August.

'*' Used to specify "all values". For example, '*' in seconds field

it means every second.

'?' Used to specify "no special value".
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Character Description

'L' • dayOfMonth - Used to specify the last day of the

month. For example, 31st in January, 28th in February for

non-leap year. and so on.

• dayOfWeek - Used by itself, 'L' specifies '7' or 'SAT'. 'L'

can be combined with another value, for example '3L', to

designate "the last Tuesday of the month". (3 specifies

'TUES').

'W' Special character for dayOfMonth. Used to specify the

weekday nearest to the given day. For example, '20W; specifies

"nearest weekday to the 20th day of the month". A weekday is

Monday to Friday.

'#' Special character in dayOfWeek. Used with a number

before and a number after. For example, 'm#n' where 'm'

specifies the day of the week and 'n' specifies the nth occurrence

in the month. '3#2' specifies "the second Tuesday of the month"

('3' = "Tuesday" and '#2' = 'second one in the month").

For more information about these special characters, please see the CronTrigger Tutorial in Quartz
documentation at http://www.quartz-scheduler.org/documentation/quartz-2.x/tutorials/crontrigger.

For more information about available values for Java time zoneid, please see Java documentation at
http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/util/TimeZone.html.
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Chapter

2
Release Notes
Topics:
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• First Quarter of 2021
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Second Quarter of 2021

Q2 2021 Release
This topic provides a list of product changes released for this module.

Table 6: Enhancements and New Features

The following enhancements and new features have been added.

Description Tracking ID

To enhance the user experience, a new status indicator has been introduced that displays the

status when you publish the very first analytic template. The first analytic template that a tenant

ingests into PAF runtime may take up to 20 minutes due to initial setup requirements. During this

time, until the analytic gets published, you will see analytic template publish status as in
progress on the Analytic Templates page (CAF UI). From the second analytic template,

publishing to PAF runtime occurs immediately.

US493355

First Quarter of 2021

Q1 2021 Release
This topic provides a list of product changes released for this module.

Table 7: Obsolete Features

The following features are no longer available

Description Tracking ID

The Predix Analytics Framework service no longer supports the user interface features. However,

all the functionalities are available through the Predix Analytics Framework API.

F56461

Previous Releases

Analytics Framework Service

Q2 2020 Release

Obsolete Features

The following features are no longer available.

Python versions older than V3.X are no longer supported for developing analytics for the Predix Analytics
Framework service. You must now develop new analytics using Python 3.X. However, you can successfully
run the analytics developed using Python 2.X.

Tip: GE Digital recommends you migrate the analytics developed using Python 2.X to Python 3.X. For
more information on how to migrate the analytics, refer to the Python documentation.
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Q1 2018 Release

Enhancements

The following new enhancements have been added.

Support for analytics using Predix Time Series data having separate timestamps
Hierarchical analytic template type supports separate timestamps for each indexed block of
generated data for variable input port. For more information, see:

• New field definition (timestampShared) for FieldPort block in #unique_188.
• New sample (Analytic Requiring Predix Time Series Data Using Variable Input Ports) added to

#unique_189.

Support for analytics using Predix Time Series data with array of tags
You can run analytics using Predix Time Series data that is an array of tags. For more information, see:

• New sample (Analytic Requiring Predix Time Series Data Using an Array of Tags) added to
#unique_189.

• #unique_134.

Q4 2017 Release

Enhancements

The following new enhancements have been added.

Support for Parametrized CONSTANT as a Custom Attribute
A constant input value can be parametrized and passed in at runtime through the
customAttributesfield of OrchestrationExecutionRequest in the port-to-field map.
For more information, see #unique_139 and #unique_118.

Q3 2017 Release

Enhancements

The following new enhancements have been added.

• A migration API is now available to move catalog and orchestration data from your original analytics
service instances to your new Analytics Framework instance. For more information, see Task
Roadmap: Migrating to Analytics Framework Service.

• If you currently have an Analytics UI UAA Client using implicit or authorization code grant_types, you
must configure your app with the correct redirect_uri. Update your existing analytics UI UAA client
redirect_uri value to <your_analytics_ui_url>/callback. Failure to do this will block you from signing in to
the Analytics UI. For more information, see:

◦ How-To: Add redirect_uri to your UAA client article on Predix Forum.
◦ #unique_151.
◦ #unique_156.

• Orchestration Performance Improvements
• Improved Analytic Log Retrieval in Analytics Catalog
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New Features

The following new features have been added.

Analytics Framework Service
The Analytics Runtime service is deprecated and being replaced by the Analytics Framework service.
For more information, see Analytics Framework Service FAQ.

The Analytics Framework service consolidates into one service all the features and functionality
previously offered by the three analytics services (Analytics Catalog, Analytics Runtime, Analytics UI)
combined. The Analytics Framework service simplifies developing advanced business analyses and
deploying them to business operations. For more information, see About Migrating to Analytics
Framework.

Customize Query Criteria
Support for custom query attributes when using Predix Time Series as a data source has been added.
For more information, see #unique_128.

Dynamic Tag Support
Support for dynamic tags in port-to-field maps has been added. When running an orchestration
request using Predix Time Series tags, you can pass dynamic tags using customAttributes as a
key-value pair. Once orchestration execution is complete, the dynamically created time series tags are
sent to the monitoring service from which you can query to read orchestration execution details. For
more information, see #unique_129.

Descriptive Analytic Template
Support for descriptive analytic templates have been added. The descriptive template format
simplifies the template structure as the data format is flat but has self-describing attributes such as
data type and data size. The descriptive analytic template reduces the burden on the template
developer by reducing the need to convert strings to specific data types required by the analytic. For
more information, see #unique_192.

Enhancements

The following new enhancements have been added.

Passing Custom Attributes During Orchestration
Support for passing custom attributes during an orchestration has been added. For more information,
see #unique_139.
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